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DOLE CALL F" NATIONAL"
CATASTROPHIC HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN

WASHINGTON--Senator Bob Dole (R-Ks.) today called for the
enactment of a catastrophic health insurance plan before the
Senate Finance Committee. The following is the text of
Senator Dole's statement before the Coma.ittee:

"Mr. Chairman, over a Qentury has passed since Ralph Waldo
Emerson told an audience *the first wealth is health. Emerson's
maxim remains true; the health of a nation is intimately related
to the wealth of its economy. America is a rich nation, whose
people are nonetheless drained by the costs of an enormous
governmental structure. She is a nation proud of her achievements
in the medical field; yet, as many as 46 million of her people
have been estimated to have little or no protection from the
economic ravages of catastrophic illness.

It is to current this sad ovLtsight, that Senaturs Danforth
and :ýx.enici have joined me in introducirng S. 748.

It has tbetn estimated that as many as se%on million Aoerican
families paid 15% or more of their incu..e for :.edlcal Lare last
year. because all Anericans share the fear of firarcial .-estxicti~n,
I believe we have an obligation to address this issue and *j.e
beyond the arg.,;'ients of the past, which tell ,s that .e s;.olId
do nothing unless we do everything.

In seeking agreement on a prcprsal, I ask the Ceiraittee to
keep in mind two f.,•daraental principles: first, it scarcely
bears repeating that our n-rber one problem today is persistent,
do-ble digit inflation. It tears at t.,e very fabric of ATerican
society, dividing pe'jple ar.:.g irtific'al and deadly li.es. And
the n..rber one cause of our cirrunt inflation is excessive
Federal spending.

As a result, we w•io Jesire a sssr'. of h.!alth irs.rance must
also c:u-,-7Ler this: we accý7plish little or nothing if we protect
our citiLzns from catastrophic health c-sts, whi.e driving up the
cost of all other goods and services. oe would only rob an
already impoverished Peter to pay Paul.

The -;,-cond basic principle I ask y•uu to k.,-p in mi.nd is
.his: exp-L-.•nce teaches .s t',at cost ,-ýntrols in, ir-ably ,

to scarcity_, rationin9 and further inflation. ^e :n.eed lock no
f-urth-er than the--crrent oii h-ortaje for confr1.ration. To
those waiting in line to buy ýa-Dli.e--ar.d that may well include
some of the faces in this rom--I ask yuu to think twice before
adopting any grandiose ntw scheme of ie4lj'ating a frce :-..ket.
Contrary to sone, the Federal goverr.c..-,-nt is not divir.e--.e
cannot feed the multitudes with a few l aanes d fishts. neither
can we guarantee quality health care for eery A.7,erican, while
rigidly controlling prices. For all the public disagreement,
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both Senator Kmendy and PrsLdmat Carter would do this, mg
they would do something else. They would overlook the basic
economic fact that cheap health services, like cheap gasoline,
benefit no one if they are unavailable.

The proposals introduced by the distinguished Chairman,
Senator Long, and 5 746. focus on catastrophic protection.
The proposals outlined, but not yet introduced by the Adminis-
tration, Senator Schweiker, and Senator Kennedy include
protection against catastrophic expenses as well as various
elements of comprehensive protection. In my opinion, a program
providing catastrophic coverage as well as some needed changes
in Medicare will resolve most of the real problems that we
face in this area. It is also my opinion that such a program
can be accomplished by relying almost entirely on the strong
parts of our private health sector.

The first decision, then, that the Committee must make is
whether we will propose a program of catastrophic coverage,
or whether we will report out a bill that provides comprehensive, A
government controlled health care for everyone in this country.
A complete government takeover of the health industry is
unneeded and unwise. The cost controls measures included in
these comprehensive bills may result in a decrease in the
quality of health care and the availability of this care.
One objection to comprehensive bills and which rises above
all of these others, however, is that we simply cannot afford
the price tag.

During the recent press debate over various health insurance
proposals, the bill introduced by Senators Danforth, Domenici
and me has often been ignored. The ;,'litical pundits have
chosen rather to concentrate on the grander proposals made
by Senator Kennedy and President Carter.

As the debate now shifts from the media to the Congress,
the responsible legislation that we have introduced will,
hopefully, be seriously considered. One thing is certain,
however; no health insurance proposal will Lecome law without
strong support from Republicans as well as Deza:-iats. While
the press may choose to ignore Republican proposals, the
Congress must weigh the input of all its members.

The principle assets of the 3 "Do bill, I believe, closely
reflect the needs and wants of the American people. Our
proposal provides protection for all Americans against
financial ruination from the costs of catastrophic illness.
It accomplishes this goal in the least expensive way and
it accomplishes it through the private sector without creating
another mammoth governmental bureaucracy.

In these times of fiscal restraint and talk of balanced
budgets, the 3 "D" bill would cost the Fede:al Treasury about
$3 billion and private employers approximately the sane amount.
By contrast, the Administration proposal is estimated to cost
$30 billion and Senator Kennedy's bill is estimated at $40
billion. Even the Chairman's most recent proposal has a price
tag in excess of $10 billion. I suggest tha. the country
cannot afford so lavish a program.
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There is no secret to the relative frugality of the
3 OD" bill. It cost less because it does not attempt to
pay for all of the health needs of all Americans. It
sets out to protect our citizens against the cost of
catastrophic illness and it accomplishes its goal without
frills or excess.

Secondly, our proposal is preferable to the others
before the Committee because it accomplishes its end
almost entirely through the private sector. No new
bureaucracy is needed and none was created. The 3 0D0
bill relies on the strengths of our present health system
to provide needed catastrophic coverage.

There are basically three population groups of Americans
that need catastrophic health protection: the elderly,
the workforce and the poor. Using these three categories
as a framework, I will describe the Dole, Danforth, Domenici
proposal.

MEDICARE RECIPIENTS

The Medicare program currently provides coverage to
27 m:Ilion elderly and disabled. The program covers
approximately 38 percent of the health care expenses
incurred by the elderly--leaving then responsible for
72 percent; on the average of $1,360 per year per individual.

In spite of these statistics, Medicare has, to a great
extent, been a relatively successful program, and with some
limited improvements such as those that we suggest, could
solve many of the problems faced by the elderly.

The Dole-Danforth-Domenici bill, unlike the other
proposals, maintains the Medicare program, essentially
exparnding it to include catastrophic benefits.

HOSPITAL CARE BE1'.:iIT

Current law requires an initial patient deductible
($160 in 1979) and then Medicare pays in full for hospital
services for the first 60 days. Medicare continues to pay
for these services from the 61st through the- 90th day,
except for a daily copayment (N40 in 1979). After the
90th day, beneficiaries are required to pay an additional
avmo;nt per day ($80 in 1979). It is easy to see that an
extended illness of more than 60 days could quickly exceed
most senior citizens' budgets.

The proposed plan deletes the limitation on the number
of days covered by inpatient hospital services and eliminates
all copayment requirements after the 60th day. The3
deductible retrains in recognition of the importance of some
cost sharing at the noncatastrophic level for the patient.
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It is clear that after the 60th day, the cost starts
to escalate and many senior citizens would be literally
wiped out financially without some additional assistance.

SKILLED NURSING HOME SERVICES

The same is true of nursing homes. Under current law,
Medicare will pay for inpatient care in a participating
skilled nursing facility following hospitalization. After
the 20th day, however, there is a daily patient copayment
requirement ($20 in 1979). Our plan makes skilled nursing
facility services more available by elimianting the copayment
requirement and lengthening the time after discharge from a
hospital during which you can transfer to an SNF. It is
also our intention to ease restrictions on reentry into an
SNF after discharge from such a facility.

By making these services more readily available,
unnecessary use of acute hospital services can often be
avoided.

HOME HEALTH SERVICES

Home health services benefits are improved by deleting the
current 100 visit limitation and 3-day prior hospitalization
requirement. Also, the home bound requirement for such services
will be liberalized, occupational therapy will be considered a
primary service, and all home health aids will require appropriate
training.

By upgrading hone health services, more patients will be offered
the opportunity of being cared for in the hone. Patients should be
encouraged to participate in limited activities such as adult day
care as they might desire and not be forced to return to more exiensi'.e
skilled nursing facilities or acute care facilities because of rules
that do not accommodate reasonable circumstances.

MENTAL HEALTH BENEFITS

The plan calls for a modest increase in coverage of out-patient
psychiatric benefits to $750 per year with cost-sharing that ij
consistent with other physician services.

Additionally, community mental health centers are recognized
as providers. The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare is
directed to determine the appropriate number of visits which will
be covered. We believe we must move cautiously in this area to avoid
the potential for abuse or overuse in the future, while still moving
forward in making these important services more a%ailable.

LONG-TERM DRUC BENEFIT

"Catastrcophica covcrai;e will begin for Medicare beneficiaries
when they have incurred $5,000 in expenses for certain covered services
or have spent an amount equal to 20 percent of that deductible out-of-
pocket for these ,&me servicess . The deductible amount is for fiscal
year 1980.' In future years, this amount will be indexed to the medical
care component of the consumer price index and other health care economic
measures.
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Certain prescription drugs, while not norrAlly a covered expcr.se,
WOLld cofnt to-.ard calculating the deductible arni 'would be c',.rzed
under the catastrophic program after the deductible 'is bven met.
This limited drug benefit (similar to one passed by t!.e Sernate
as rart of the 1972 M.-dicare/Medicaid A.endments) would include
pa).ment for drugs traditionally used on a long-term basis for chronic
proble.s, such as hypertension. Such drygs often ccnprise a significant
portion of the patient's out-of-pocket expenses. Once the beneficiary
meets the $5,000 incurred expense deductible or the out-of-pocket
deductible, payment for these drugs would be r.mde until termination
of the catastrophic benefit period. Altho..gh this drug provision is
limited because of cost, it is cur hope that fuller coverage could be
provided in the future.

Cnce the catastrophic test has been .set, "clicare would pay 130
perc:.-it of the usual and custom.ary charges or reasonable cost, whichever
is aijrprpriate, for scivices doverel under r Medicare, Part R, such as
doctr.r bills. Since Mdicare usually pays 80 percent of such charges,
this ,rcvis.vs:-n would sere to protect the Medicate bvrneficiary from
ai-ditii,.al -t-of-Ijocket >jt.r ,:s during a catastrophic sit.aticon.

T.!e fir.uncirg 7.,chanism for-these r'idifications in the present
Yedi,_are benefits will be unchanged from the existing program. Although
csti-at" s are still vury prelimin.ary, oar c irrunt projecticns for the
cost of -\, ' e pruoram ch -.- s are :iet-,-en $,_30 o $S00 rillion in fiscal
yLar 1-@1. All of th, se ",cd:caze chs' ;t s will io into effect X~..,ry
1, iA8!-, ey- .pt for th~e Jrug Lenr fit .-.hch "-w'wld Lt-1in Jar..ry I, 1982.

i-RI..A-.E CATAS'AieA-H1C I'.ACE

;he . .t of the second ;-art of the plen is to assure t*at",.e i, -e -alorlty of the Lnployed poi.ulatior has a% the os.it i.n
of .- t ,..-t1g th -rselv.e-s and their ilar .111s fr-m cat* ¶js .ic illr.us
thrc.ih the purchase of priate insurance.

This, I am sire, will ca se sur~e crntro.'rsy .- d >-e c:j.-ksition
to ý-,r jr3,ýrsal, but all Ljp.rcers will b-e ! Ij :.- 'o ,Afc-r their

., . grou.p health inssurir.ce mith ;-:, al -4' :ts r jhlc be.efits.

T:.4e plans will include coverage for inr_,t ivnt h.spitalization
after the 60th day of hcspitalization and E.a•,qent for certain
ýurvjces which are identical to those provided under Fart B of
.:e-dicare without couijz.ent after SS,000 in medical exV.-rcs for

those iervic(s has zeen incurred.

5eca'se of the pioblers evident with a two ,.!rt (:--dtct.b•e,
I nrw belle,.e a single dollar lirit wculd bi a better a4,roach.
I i-r,,cse that we report a bill with a : axi--rm j•?rscnal liability
deilctible of $3,000 for an i,-Aivi•,_al ind 55,000 for a family.
This wuld .,an a n..w cost of aijprrair3tely $2 billion to the
erplc~er ind .rplcye conbirned.

This rmini:,al cu.t:.iae ould have to be offered to all who
haoe beon eopl6ýed f.)r 30 da s and work at least 25 hours per weck
without regard to health status. Employees would be free to
choose to participate or not, and plans could not exclude benefits
for preexisting medical conditions.

I
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The plan calls for a cost-sharing which would limit the
employee's share of the premium to a maximum 2S percent of
the cost of catastrophic coverage.

The bill includes provisions to allow tax deductions f',r
premium costs for both the employer and employee. The
.-nployer would be allowed to claim a business expense for

health insurance premiu7-s only if the policy contains the
rtNquisite catastrophic coverage. As ujder current law,
employees would be able to deduct one-half of the cost of
their premiums (up to $150). However, we require that the
plan, in order to qualify for deduction purposes, must
include the minimum catastrophic Lb-r.efits defined by
this Act.

There are provisic )s to continue .;overage during periods
uf .- ,.::-ployment. The vnployer will be required to continue
his cojitri"ution for a raximm of 3 r-onths; after which the
tip.6yee could continue coverage at his oun Lxpense.

The 3 "D" proposal provides a limited, five year,
sliding scale tax subsidy to employers whose payroll costs
increase 21 or more because of compliance with this mandate.

The employer should receive assistance at the time of
nost severe pact. A five year limit on the subsidy
program provides ample opportunity to the employer to adjust
t•eir budget, and protect% the Federal Treasury against
lonrg teLm revenue losses.

L.-.ployers would be subject to a civil penalty for
not offering an appropriate plan to thcir employees.
E.-plcyees would also be able to bring a private right of
action against any employer, who fails to make available the
required catastrophic coverage, for amounts that w~uld have
been pdyable under such coverage.

it is oir believe by requiring at least minimum
catastrophic insurance coverage for those who are employed
-.e will significantly decrease the total number of unprotected
individuals since over one-third of those without any
health insurance are full-time wage earners and heads of
families. Also, when an employed family head is without
insurance, the chances are I in 10 the family members are
also without insur nce. This proposal recognizes the
i;•portance in re:.ciing those without adequate coverage
by including taie entire family unit in approved plans.
All employers will be requi-ed to comply by January 1, 1982.

RESIDUAL MARKET PLAN

While there appears to be a consensus growing, or at
least the ground work for consensus in the areas of
Medicare reform and employer based insurance, there is
little agreement in the area regarding protection for the
poor and near poor.

I
or
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The Administration bill, the Kennedy bill and two of
the three Long proposals, suggest we substantially expand
the Federal role in providing care to those individuals
and their families through Medicaid or a similar program.

While I agree that some changes in the Medicaid program
are necessary, I do not believe that further expansion of this
government program or creation of yet another program is the only
solution to assisting those not currently eligible.

Those who choose (except those covered by Medicare, Medicaid,
or private insurance) can participate in the third portion of
this program. The purpose of this portion of the plan is to
provide the opportunity for those who are not otherwise covered
to purchase a private catastrophic health insurance plan.

The Secreatry of Health, Education, and Welfare will enter
into agreements with private insurance companies for them to make
available policies which provide catastrophic coverage. These
benefits would include coverage for hospital services after the
individual or family unit has been hospitalized for 60 days in

m a year and coverage for medical services after $5,000 expenses
F have been incurred for these services. I believe these deductibles

should also be changed to a single indexed deductible as I
explained earlier.

The second -- alternative -- deductible included in these
plans would allow coverage to begin once the individual or
family has an out-of-pocket for covered services equal to 15
percent of their adjusted gross income. This allows for a much
truer definition of catastrophic for the low income.

Possible improvements in the administration of this section
have become evident to us since introduction of our bill and
should be considered. However, the concept of assisting people
purchase private insura:,•e rather than expanding government
programs is clearly preferable. -_

Insurance companies would establish premiums which would be
community rated. The premiums might vary frcA one area to
another, but they would not vary based on the individual's
or his family's health status.

A subsidy would be provided to those with lower incomes
to assist them in purchasing a policy. This subsidy would be
indexed according to income such that someone without income
could have their entire premium paid for by the Government while
someone shoe income was 120 percent of the national poverty
level would pay the entire premium. The indexing would be phased
in such a manner as to avoid an "notching.* We believe that
this approach will enable all those who so desire to purchase
catastrophic health insurance for a price they can afford.

The 3 "Do would ales expand the existing Medicaid program.
The bill mandates that states provide catastrophic coverage
for their recipients once an individual or family meets the $5000

or 60 day deductible. However, I now believe we aiqht consider
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other changes in the Medicaid program which would afford the
states the opportunity to test out alternatives to their present
systems best suited to the problems they have experienced.

A block grant approach to Medicaid Title XX monies and Title
V monies, similar in design to the welfare block grant program
that Senator Long and I intend to introduce tomorrow, should be
considered.

Our goal with the welfare block grant prograA is to provide
a strong incentive for the states to eliminate error, waste and
fraud in welfare programs, and to reduce overall welfare spending,
while at the same time allowing the states to mold their own
programs to their particular needs.

The welfare bill also provides fiscal relief to all states
which may be used to reduce overall state welfare spending and
incLcabe bag.c benefits for the truly needy.

A FAmIlar approach with similar goals might well be
a:+prorriate in an attempt to solve the many problems facing the
".:'e6*caid iroýgram.

CO'iCLUS ION

7,Te bill tlat Serators Danforth, Donenici, and I introduced
-as a .or-.:,g doc_.:ent. we sought cut and received rany
s.._st. d .ayrovC.,2nts which I believe should be included in
or bill. I believe the authors of the other proposals pending
before ;s feel much the same way about their bills.

Let us deliberate over the merits and flaws of the health
jirop.sals before os. Let us try for a moment or two to put away
t*6e siron call of partisan politics and keep in mind what it
is we're doing here.

we're here to confront a serious national problem. We're
,,dqaed with addressir.g that problem in a manner that is cost
efficient and protective of the quality of American health care.

I lock forward to working with each of you in addressing
these concerns.

W4
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2muAs of SNiatOR eMSSZLL a. WEB Oa XALTS ZIURANO
m nm ? oaO imua an rm zumc

June 19. 1979

The Finance Camittee and its Mse'rs have, over the
years, devoted a substantial amount of time and effort in the
consideration of various National Health Insurance proposals.

we have had the unique ability to evaluate those proposals
on the basis of the good and the bad experience encountered with
the now huge and costly Medicare and Medicaid program. And, now
I believe it is time to act. In fact, in my opinion, action to
extend vitally needed health insurance protection is overdue.

Sam six years ago Senators Ribicoff, Talmadge and I,
along vith many other Nembers of the Senate, first introduced a
program designed to improve the financing of health care for all
Americans.

The proposal we sponsored then, and which we continue
to sponsor, includes catastrophic health insurance protection for
all Americans, reform of our medical assistance program for the
low-income population, and standards for basic private health
insurance policies. I still believe that, in the long run, t.st
is the approach which will be adopted.

But we now have realities confronting us which cannot
be ignored--realities which were not present when we first offered
our proposal, and which I believe must be taken into account at
this time. These realities include a continuing level of inflation
which we must act to moderate and not aggravate through an enormous
increase in Federal spending levels. Under these circumstances
of high inflation and a need for budegtary restraint, priorities
have to be assigned to what we do in the way of national health
insurance initiatives.

The first priority, and the most urgent of priorities, is
to assure Americans that they will not be wiped out financially by
the overwhelming costs of serious and prolonged illness. Survey
after survey, and poll after poll, has shown the concern of the
majority of Americans with the need for catastrophic health
insurance.

Just recently, a report prepared for the General Hills
Company by the distinguished survey firm of Yankelovich, Skelly and
White, Inc. found, and I quote: *Most American families are worried
about catastrophic illness--but not about the more mundane but
possibly serious 'ordinary' illnesses. Fear of cancer is the over-
riding concern of most families, followed by fear of accidents and
heart trouble. Only 11 percert mention 'everyday' illnesses as a
principal health worry."

Time after tim- we hear of the ruinous costs of prolonged
illness. Again and again we hear of serious injury all but wiping
out lifetime savings and property.
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1TtkWsk there Ls gmrai GRMSO asemav amb~.~s of
this Cosittes as llu a the Carter Admiiamtes 4 a d 1AA
action in this area.

I think we are is general agreement that the basic approach
to providing catastrophic health insurance should be through requir-
ing that employers provide, through private health insurers, coverage
for their employees meting basic requirements as to adequacy. I
believe there is a consensus coaceraing the mad to provide assistance
to small employers ad other eloa'ere a re the costs of mandeted
catastrophic health i& uraomas coverage ozameds eamotn L tby
eam reasosebly he repeated to afford.

e esy have m differences as to the mimt of the deductibles
which would apply. We my hare differences as to effective dates. For
my own part. I believe that we should not waste any time in providing
this vitally needed protection. I believe, and I will urge that cats-
strophic health insurance protection be provided to working Americans
and their families by not later than July 1. 1980.

I should point out that, while I have my own ideas concerning
the nature of the catastrophic insurance program, my position is not
frozen at all. I look forward to receiving, and hopefully supporting,
the constructive suggestions of my colleagues. but, lot me stress that
catastrophic health insurance is a program of protection for those many,
many millions of middle-income Americans who have a real sense of being
left out of the legislative process.

These are the people who sees to be paying the most and getting
the least out of Government. These are the peoplee who are not only
paying their own way, but paying for the other fellow as well. These
are the millions of Americam we should protect from the fear -- and
all too often the reality -- of bankrupting medical expenses.

mow I alsobelieve that we will be able to make some signifi-
cant improvements in the programs for low income Americans. I think
that the present Medicaid program has inequities which we might be
able to relieve in good part.

In this regard, I am now working to see what reasonable and
budqctable improvements can be made in our health insurance coverage
for the poor. Here too we are encountering unavoidable considerations
of how much new money we can spend. I am hopeful that we on the
Committee will be able to work out significant and affordable improve-
ments for the low income population.

I think we will be able to come to general agreement in this
area.

I also believe that we will be able to agree upon significant
improvements in the existing Medicare program for older and disabled
Americans. I think we will be able to agree on a need to assure that
everyone has access to private basic health insurance such as Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, regardless of health conditions and with
premiums which are reasonable in relation to the benefits paid out.

There will obviously be those who want to go beyond what I
have described. There are those who believe we should do everything
for everyone from the cradle to the grave.
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Tbeft are tka" wh believe th*.t# il WaI NO t less tna
cCadie-te-grve approas late effect mew, we should gt tWe am tins,
provide anm for automatic expansions of coverage &;d costs La future
years.

Quite simply, I don't think the Nation can afford - nor
does it want -- womb-to-tomb health insurance coverage.

Quite simply, I don't think we should bind future budgets
and future Administrations to what may be inappropriate or unaffordable
expenses for health insurance. I have sufficient faith in the judgmnt
of future Congresses and future Presidents as to what viii be appro-
priate action at those times.

Again, we currently appear to have a consensus for action
on catastrophic health insurance.

Again, I think that consensus should be translated into early
action by this Comittee and this Congress.

K look forward, during the next few weeks, to hammring out
a Conttee bill with catastrophic health insurance for Americans
as the centerpiece, with improvements in protection for the poor, and
assurance of the availability of adequate private health insurance to
those who have difficulty purchasing the coverage now.

I think, as always, common sense and a come sense of con-
cern will prevail in the Finance Conuttee.
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JUNg 12, 1979

SUMMARY FACT SHUT:
PRESIDENT CARTER' S

NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN LEGISLATION

I. THE RASIC APPROACH

President Carter is committed to a universal, comprehensive National
Health Plan that

"* provides basic health coverage--hospitalization, physician services,
lab-tests, X-ray and preventive care--to all Americans;

"* systematically contains health cost inflation; and

"* reforms the health system to improve the quality, efficiency and
availability of health care services.

In a time of budgetary restraint and concern about inflation, it is
not possible to enact a full universal, comprehensive plan. Accordingly,
in order to address the most pressing health needs of the nation, the
President has decided to send the Congress an outline of a complete
National Health Plan and propose legislation embodying Phase I of that
Plan. The Phase I legislation will

" achieve universality by setting a limit on the out-of-pocket costs
faced by American families as a result of major illness. This
dramatically improves protection for 56 million workers and their
families (who will have a $2500 limit) and 24 million aged and
disabled who do not now have such protection (and who will have a
$1250 per person limit);

" achieve universality by providing all pregnant women and children
in the first year of life with critical pre-natal, delivery, and
infant services;

" achieve greater equity by extending fully subsidized comprehensive
care to an additional 15.7 million aged and non-aged poor;

" hold down costs through physician reimbursement reform and limits
on capital expenditures as a complement to the already pending
hospital cost containment bill; and

" reform the health care system by enhancing competition, increasing
access to needed health care services, emphasizing prevention and
improving the management of public health care programs.

In so doing, the Phase I legislation will take a major step toward
"a fully developed, universal, comprehensive National Health Plan.

47-147 0 - 79 - 2
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it. THE BASIC OSLUM,

A National Health Plai--ot just a National Health Insurance proposal-
is needed became this nation'sa Health Care system, despite its many
strengths, also has serious flaws:

"* Inadequate Coverage:

-- 18 million Americans have no health insurance

- 19 million American* have inadequate health: Insurance

-- An additional 46 million have inadequate protection against
the cost of major illness.

"* Escalating Costs

-- Total health costs in 1979 are 9.1 percent of the GM? ($206
billion)--and will rise steeply to 10.2 percent of the GNP
($368 billion) by 1984 without hospital cost containment.

-- Federal health costs in 1979 are 12.7 percent of the Federal
budget ($62 billion)-and will rise steeply to 14.5 percent of
the budget ($110 billion) in 1984 without hospital cost containment.

"e Other System Failures. For example:

There is little competition even though the dministration is
removing barriers to the growth of alternative methods of
health care delivery and reimbursement. There are not yet
enough Health Maintenance Organizations to give many consumers
a real choice, alt? 3ugh vith 8 million members, agO's are
emerging as a significant element in health care.

-- There is an insufficient emphasis on prevention, primary care and
outpatient services. Existing insurance often does not cover
these more effective, less expensive services.

-0 51 million Americans live in medically underserved areas.

Ill. THE BASIC STRUCTUU

President Carter's National Health Plan legislation proposes two
basic structures that will help meet immediate needs and that can be
expanded to achieve a universal, comprehensive plan (as described in the
outline submitted to the Congress vith the proposal).

0 Healthcare will be a new umbrella Federal insurance program that
vill consolidate Medicare and Medicaid in a single administrative
structre, that villa introduce needed ecoAosies and efficiencies
aid that vill reduce fraud, abuse and waste in public health financing
program.

W1
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-I it will, to the maximum extent possible, use the private sector-
on a competitive bid basis-co perform critical admaiistrative function,

-- It viii provide comprehensive coverage to the aged, the disabled and
the poor.

-- It viii offer insurance against major medical expenses, on an
optional basis, to other individuals and to mall firms unable to
obtain such coverage from private carriers at a reasonable price.

0 The Zmployer Guarantee builds on present group coverage and the strengths
of the private insurance system. It Is the fundamental mechanism for
ensuring coverage for American workers and their families.

Many employers presently offer insurance to employees; the "employer
guarantee" mandates that all employers provide minimum coverage.
In Phase I, employers will be required to provide full-time employees
and their families both a standard package of benefits and protection
against the costs of major illness.

-- Subsequently, the employer guarantee can be expanded to require
provision of comprehensive health care coverage by reducing the
level of employee cost-sharing.

IV. IMPACT OF PHASE I

President Carter's National Health Plan Legislation will significantly
improve health protection for every American: the aged and the O.sabled, the
poor, the employed ard their families, and all others.

A. The Aged and the Disabled

* Phase I viii improve coverage for all 24 million now receiving Medicare

For the first time, .he cost-sharing faced by the aged and the
disabled will be limited-to $1250 per person.
(At present the aged and the disabled must pay coinsurance nf
20 percent on all Medicare physician services.)

-- After the first day, the aged and the disabled will be entitled
to an unlimited number of fully subsidized hospital days. (At
present, the number of fully subsidized dpys is limited.)

The aged and the disabled will not face extra physician bills
beyond those covered by Healthcare because physicians treating
aged and disabled patients viii be able to charge no more than
the publicly set fee. (At present, physicians treating Medicare
patients can charge extra, and about half do.)
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* Phase I will increase the number of iow-income aged and the disabled
receiving fully-subsidized care by 1.2 million, from the 4 million
presently receiving Medicaid to 5.2 million who will be covered
under Healthcare.

S. LoA-Income

Phase I will provide fully subsidized comprehensive coverage to an
additional 14.5 million non-aged low-income persons, as well as
continuing to provide such coverage to the 15.7 million presently
receiving Medicaid.

The legislation will automatically make eligible for compre-
hensive care an aJditioni'l 10.5 million non-aged poor with
incomes below 55 percent of the poverty standard, who are not
on Medicaid.

In addition, the legislation will propose a "spend-dowm"
provision to cover all those poor with Jncomes above 55 percent
of the poverty standard. If a family of four has income of
$5100 and it expends $1000 or more on medical expenses, it
then "spends-down" to or below the 55 percent of poverty level
($4100 for a family of four) and becomes eligible for a year's
fully-subsidized comprehensive care under Healthcare. An
estimated 4 million will enter Healthcare by this route each
year.

C. Employed

"•he mandated employer coverage required by the Phase I legislation
will protect 156 million full-time workers (25 hours per week, 10 weeks)
and their families by limiting out of pocket expenses to $2500 in a
year. It will also provide prenatal, delivery and first year care without
any patient cost-sharin&.

0 56 million will receive protection against major illnesses that
they do not have at present.

0 These 56 million and tens of millions who already have group coverage
against major illness will receive other improved benefits because
the employer guarantee requires that:

the employer plan offer a full benefit pr-.kage (hospital,
physician, lab, x-ray, preventive and mental health services)
that would be available after $2500 in out-of-pocket expenses
h&d been incurred.

-- the employer plan pay at least 75 percent of the mandated
premium costs; and

.1
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-- The employer plan continue to provide insurance 90 days after
termination of employment.

-- The employer plau cover all dependents until age 22 (26 if in
school) and for 90 days subsequent to the death of the worker.

-- The eapliyer plan cover the mother and infant benefit discussed
above.

D. All others

For the non-agedinon-disabled, non-poor, and non-employes--
many of whom often have a difficult time obtaining individual insurance-
Healthcare will

* Offer protection against the costs of major illness--by paying a
premium to Healthcare, individuals can obtain a policy that limits
out-of-pocket expenses to $2500.

* Offer just prenatal, delivery and first year care without -. 7 patient
cost-sharing.

These individuals include the part-time employee, early retirees,
divorcees and partially disabled individuals who do not q~alify for
Medicare.

V. OTHER PLAN FEATURES

A. Financing

1. The Aged and the Disabled. The present payroll tax of
1.05 percent on both the employer and the employee will continue to be
paid to the Health Insurance Trust Fund. But there will be ,.•pofyrjj
tax increases under Phase I. Similarly, the aged and the disabled will
continue to pay a premium for physician services (presently $98), but
the cost of this premium will count towards the $1250 per person out of
pocket limit. In short, other than the premium for physician services,
benefits for this group will be financed out of Trust Fund and general
revenues.

2. The Low-Income. Benefits will be financed out of general
Federal and State revenues. States will continue to contribute in an
amount approximating what they otherwise would have paid under Medicaid,
reduced by fiscal relief.

3. The Employed. Employers will pay at least 75 percent and
employees at most 25 percent of the premium costs of the mandated plan.
The National Health Pl•.n Legislation will also address two special
aspects of the employer mandate.

-- For to.* low wage or high risk employer, Phase I will
oroi,•de a full subsidy for premium costs that, due to the
mandate, exceed 5 percent of payroll.
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For the low-income worker vith a family, Phase I vwil expand
the Earned Income Tax Credit-beyond the expansion already
proposed in the &inistratLon's welfare reform proposal-
to help defray employee premium costs.

4. All Others. The benefits offered to this group vii be
financed out of general revenues and iudividual premium payments to Health-
care.

B. Administration

0 The private insurance industry viii administer the "employer guarantee*
consistent with National Health Plan standards. It vii, of course,
continue Its role of underwriting and marketing private coverage to
employed groups and individuals both within the standards and beyond
those mLnima requirements.

* The Federal government vill administer Healthcare but make maxima
use of private Industry as carriers and claims handlers on a competitive
bid basis. It viii take over from the States the claims processing
and reimbursement function and merge this function for both the low
income and aged and disabled populations in order to reduce error
and waste to the greatest extent possible in Federally-financed
health program.

* The States will continue their traditional functions of certification
and licensure of health facilities and personnel as well as general
regulation of private insurance. They vill continue to determine
eligibility for those who qualify for Healthcare through AFDC.*/ The
Federal government viii determine eligibility for other low-income
entrants to Healthcare, although States may undertake this function
for the newly eligible if they meet performance standards.

C. Reimbursement

1. Hospitals. The Administration's Hospital Cost Containment
legislation will establish the conditions for reimbursing hospitals and
holding down costs in this most inflationar7 sector of the health care
industry.

'I Long-term care is not part of Phase I. The present Medicaid long-
term care program will continue as a separate State-run program
for the categorically eligible %ith the present Federal-State matching
rates.

d
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2. Physicians

A mandatory fee schedule wll be established in order to
protect the aged and the disabled from extrA. physician
charges and to increase physician participation iL the
low-income program. This schedule viii be developed, in
the first instance, by setting a standard fee at the
Medicare average in States or Sub-State areas and them
raising substandard Medicaid fees in those areas to that
level over time. Physicians cannot chargo--or be relmbursed-
above the fees established in the schedule. A process of
negotiation vill be established for subsequent fee schedule
changes.

On the private side, the Healthcare fee schedule will
serve as an advisory schedule for physicianss serving
those covered by the "employer guarantee." The names of
physicians who are willing to adhere to the schedule viii
be published in order to increase consumer choice. A
commission viii be established to look at reimbursement
questions and to advise whether more stringent measures
are necessary to hold down health costs and increase
physician participation in the public program.

D. System Reforms

1. The Phase I legislation viii include the following system
reform elements:

0 Increased competition through developa-mt of 40.o and other alternative
delivery and reimbursement systems. greater employee access to and
l icentives to use efficient health plane and greater consumer
.nformetion about doctors fees.

o Limits on capital expenditures to reduce excess hospital capacity
and to curb proliferation of expensive, unnecessary high technology
equipment.

o Strong emphasis on prevention.

0 Creation of a voluntary Reinsurance Fund that viii allow 3on and
firm to buy protection against the costs (over $25,000) of truly
extraordinary illness, thus providing protection for businesses to
self-insure and have a direct interest in cost containment as well
as giving HMO's umbrella protection in handling high risk populations.
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* A five year plan to assess needs and the adequacy of Federal health
programs.

2. Other Administration initiatives will complement the
Phase I bill, including:

"* health planning legislation

"* health manpower legislation to improve physician distribution, both
in terms of needed specialities and geography

" mental health legislation

"* health promotion and other initiatives to prevent disease, illness

and injury.

2. Fiscal Relief

There should be significant fiscal relief in the program.
Approximately $2 billion dollars In fiscal relief will be distributed
to State, county and local governments in each of the first two years
of the program.

VI. COSTS

There vill be no Federal expenditures under the National Health Plan
Legislation until Fiscal 1983.

The costs of the program in the first full year of operation are
as follows (this assumes '980 population as well as 1080 dollars):

of
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MET FEDERAL ZMDET AND DtLOYEB COSTS
(in billion.: 1960 dollars)

AGED AND DISABLED

- Improved catastrophic

- Improved subsidy for poor and near
poor

LOWI INCOME (NON-AGED)

-- Full coverage

-- Spend down protection

EMFLOYED

-- Employer Guarantee

Low income worker: premium subsidy

Small employer premium subsidy
(for mandated coverage)

ALL OTHERS

-- Healthcare buy-in

-- Prcvention

ADMINISTRATIONS
TAX EFFECTS

(1.8)

(2.1)

(6.9)

(3.8)

(

C

.3)

.2)

TOTAL

Assuming 1983 dollars aid 1983 population,
of the Federal cost of Phase I are in the-range
coming weeks, the Administration will work with
these estimates.

Federal

$3.9

$10.7

$

$

.9

.7

$ .5

$2.1

$18.2

Employer

$6.1

$6.1

a
very preliminary estimates
of $23-25 billion. In the
CR0 and others to refine

a



VIZ. ILATIUX OF FPASE I TO A FULL I1ULOW1M NATIONALLY HEALmT PLAN

Phase I is structured so that it can easily be converted into a
universal, corehemsive plan.

* For the aged and the disabled, cost-sharing could be reduced further
and a drug benefit added.

* For the poor, the low income standard could be raised frown 55
percent of the poverty line to the poverty line itself, increasing
the number of low income Americans who receive fully-subsidized
comprehensive coverage.

* For the employed, the employer guarantee could be extended beyond
full-time workers to part-time workers. Cost-sharing could be
reduced and deductibles eliminated, converting catastrophic coverage
to comprehensive coverage.

o For the noe-aged, non-poor, non-employed, comprehensive coverage
could be required, but there could be subsidized premium costs and
cost-sharing for the near poor.

o For all mothers and children, the prenatal, delivery and infant
benefit could be extended through the child's sixtb year without
patient cost-sharing.

The fully implanted National Health Plan would also meet a funda-
mental requirement: Total health system costs under the fully implemented
plan, vith both dramatically expanded coverage and effective cost con-
tainment, would be less than the present health system with its inadequate
coverage and without effective cost containment.

This will result in the achievement of one of President Carter's
funda.-tal goals. The costs of vitally needed health care benefits for
those lacking adequate health insurance mast, to the greatest extent
possible, be offset by savings from cost containment in the inflationary
health care industry.

At
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APPENDIX:
COMPARISON OF THE COSTS OF PRUSIDDNT CARTUI'S

NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN LEGISLATION (PHASE 1)
WITH

T1E WEALTH CANE FOe ALL AMELICAUS ACT

The Administration's legislative proposal and the proposal announced
several weeks ago present their costs in two different ways. In order to
understand the differences between the two propoaala it is helpful to
compare them both ways. This is done below assuming 1980 dollars and
1980 population counts.

(When the Health Care For All Americans Act was announced it was
costed in 1980 dollars using estimated 1983 population counts. By using
1980 population counts, the estimates below reduce the costs of the
Health Care For All Americans Act slightly.)

" Th Administration's approach looks primarily at net Federal budget
and employer costs because taxpayers and employers are the ones being
asked to shoulder the cost of new benefits. The costs to employers
are especially vital in determining the employment and inflation
effects of National Health Plan proposals. When viewed this way,
the net costs of the two proposals are as follows:

Health Cars For

Phase I All Americans Act

Federal +$18.2 +$30.7

Employer +$ 6.1 +$33.1

COST +$24.3 billion +$63.8 billion

" The approach taken by the advocates of the Health Care For All
Americans Act is to look at these and other costs now borne by
individuals and state and local governments as well in order to
determine the effect of National Health Plan proposals on total
health system costs.

Health Care For
Phase I All Americans Act

Federal +$18.2 +$30.7

Employer +$ 6.1 +$33.1

Individuals -$ 4.0 -$25.4

State/Local -$ 2 0 -$2.7

COST +$18.3 billion +$35.7 billion

* Includes reduced out-of-pocket and premium costs.
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NA TIONA L HEAL TH PLA N:
THE BASIC APPROACH

Describes Ultimate Goal: Universal and
Comprehensive Plan that

0 Provides Basic Health Care to All Americans

* Systematically Contains Health Cost Inflation

Proposes Phase I Legislation that
* Lays Foundation for LongTerm Plan

0 Improves Coverage for Those Most in Need: Poor, Aged
and Disabled

* Provides All Americans with Protection against Cost of
Majcr Illness

0 Initiates Key Cost Containment and Other Health System
Reforms



NA TIONA L HEAL TH PLA N:
PROBLEMS WITH THE CURRENT SYSTEM

Inadequate Coverage
@ 18 Million Americans with No Health Insurance
@ 19 Million Americans with Inadequate Basic Health Insurance

(Hospital, Physician and Diagnostic Services)
* An Additonal 46 Million Americans with Inadequate Catastrophic Health

Insurance

Escawng Costs
"* Health Costs Are 9.1 Percent of GNP ($206 Billion), Federal Health Costs

12.7 Percent of the Federal Budget ($62 Billion) - and Rising Steeply

"* Total Health Costs Will Jump to $368 Billion in 1984 without Hospital
Cost Containment

Other Health System Failures
* Lack of Competition: Only 4 Percent of Population in HMOs
* Insufficient Emphasis on Prevention: Often Not Covered by Insurance
@ 51 Million Uve in Underserved Areas

af



PHASE I: GOALS
Expand Coverage to Achieve -

Universality In: "
"* CATASTROPHIC PROTECTION: $2500 Umit on Out-of-Pocket Expenaea for Major

Illness Available to All Americana
"* PREVENTION SERVICES: Prenatal, Delivery and lot Year Services Available for

All Mothers and Children without Coat Sharing
EquhW.

Expanded Comprehensive Coverage for Aged, Disabled. Poor and Near Poor

Hold Down Costs
* Hospital Cost Containment
* Physician Reimbursement Reforms
* Umits on Capital Expenditures

Reform the Health Care System
"* Enhance Competition among Insurers, Physicians, Suppliers
"C Provide Care In Underserved Areas
"* Improve Management of Public Programs

Major Step Toward Universal,
Comprehensive National Health Plan

Of a VW



PHASE I: STRUCTURE

HealthCare
The Umbrella Federal Insurance Program for Aged,
Disabled, Poor, Near Poor, Small and High Risk Businesses
and Others Not Served by Private Insurance

Employer Guarantee
All Employers Must Provide Insurance against Major
Medical Expenses for Full-Time Workers (25 Hours Per
Week, 10 Weeks) and Their Families

System Reforms
- Capital Controls, HrMOs, Competition, Reimbursement

Reform, Voluntary Reinsurance Fund



PHASE !:
.o BENEFITS FOR THE AGED AND DISABLED

Improve Coverage for All 24 Million Non-Poor Aged and
Disabled

* Limit Cost-Sharing to $1250 Per Person ($2500 Per Couple)

* Physicians Can only Charge Publicly Set Fee - Aged and
Disabled Won't Face Extra Bills

* Remove Limit on Fully Subsidized Hospital Days

* Ambulatory Mental Health Coverage Increased from $500
to $1000 Annually

Provide Fully Subsidized Care for an Additional 12 Million
Poor Aged and Disabled

* A Total of 5.2 Million Poor Aged and Disabled Will Be
Covered under HealthCare



PHASE I:
BENEFITS FOR THE POOR AND THE NEAR POOR

Provide Fully Subsidized Coverage for an Additional 14.5
Million Poor

* Those under 55 Percent of Poverty Standard not Covered
by Medicaid Now: 10.5 Million

* Those Who "Spend-Down" to 55 Percent of Poverty: 4 Million

Improve Care for 30.2 Million Covered Poor - Including
16.7 Million Currently on Medicaid

"* Unlimited Hospital and Physician Services

"* Complete Coverage for Prenatal, Delivery and 1st Year
of Care

"* Physician Participation Increased
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PHASE I:
BENEFITS FOR THE FULL-TIME EMPLOYED

Mandate Coverage of 156 Million Full-Time Employees and

Families under Private Group Plans

Essential Improvements for Workers and Their Families
* Limits Out-of-Pocket Expenses to $2500
* Mandates Prenatal, Delivery, and 1st Year Care with No Patient Cost-Sharing
* Mandates Other Important Standards: e.g.,

- Basic Benefit Package (Hospital, Physician, Lab and X-Ray, Preventive and Mental
Health Services) and Full Coverage After $2500

- 90-Day Insurance after Termination of Employment
- No Exclusion of Pre-Existing Conditions

* Requires Employer to Pay at Least 75 Percent of Premium
* Provides Subsidies for Low-Income Workers and Small Employers

Result

Catastrophic Coverage for 56 Million with Inadequate Protection
Better Basic Coverage for These and Tens of Millions More



PHASE I:
BENEFITS FOR OTHERS

Makes HealthCare Avaiabie for Those Non-Aged,
Noc-Poor, Non-Employed Who Often Cannot Oban
Individual Insurance

* Can Buy HealthCare Catastrophic Plan:
$2500 Deductible

* Prenatal, Delivery, and Infant Care with
No Patient Cost Sharing

* Can Spend-Down into Comprehensive
Full Subsidy Plan

40
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PHASE :
BENEFITS SUMMARIZED

Disabled

Low-Income

Employed

Otuhws

Phase I Coverage

24 Million Non-Poor Get Umit on
Cost Sharing

5 Million Poor Aged Receive Full
Subsidy Coverage

37 Million Receive Full Subsidy
Coverage or Eligible for Spend-Down

156 Million Covered through Employer
Mandate

9 Million (7.5 Million Already Self Insure)
- 1.5 Milon Can Buy HeethCare

Catstrophw

Improvement Over Present

- New Catastrophic Protection for
24 Million Non-Poor

- Additional 12 Million Poor Aged
Get Full Subsidy Coverage

- 14.5 Million Additional Poor Get Full
Subsidy Protection

- 56 Million Get New, Adequate Catas-
trophic Protection

- 10s of Millions Get Improved Basic
Coverage

- 1.5 Million Hard to Insure Have Major
Medical Protection Available

U.&.
PoptuatiomI
(I1O)

Reaches All Amrcn
231 Million Total



PHASE I:
HEALTHCARE

Establishes a New Consolidated Federal Insurance Program
"* Continues and Improves Coverage for the Aged and Disabled
"* Expanded Coverage for the Poor/Near Poor
"* Makes Insurance Available to Other Individuals and Small Firms on an

Optional Basis
"* Consolidates Administration of Medicare/Medicaid with Major Expansion

of Private Sector Role -Especially in Billing and Collection

Impact
"* Makes Protection against Cost of Major Illness Universal
"* Uniformity in Eligibility, Benefits, and Reimbursement for Poor
"* Increased Program Accountability
"C Efficiency and Economy of Operation: Reduction of Fraud, Abdse and Error



PHASE I:

THE ROLE FOR PRIVATE INSURANCE

* Continue Underwriting and Marketing Private
Coverage to Employed Groups and Individuals

* Expand Private Group Coverage of 56 Million

Employees and Their Families

* Compete for Claims Processing under HealthCare



PHASE I:
STATE ROLE AND FISCAL RELIEF

Under Phase I State Governments Will:

"* Share with the Federal Government the Cost of Providing
HealthCare Coverage for Low Income Eligibles

"* Determine HealthCare Low Income Eligibility for C4

- AFDC Recipients (Mandatory)

- Newly-Eligible Poor (Optional under Performance Contracts)

"* Continue Traditional State Activities in Certification and
Licensure of Health Personnel and Facilities, and in
Regulation of Private Health Insurance

Phase I Will Provide: About *2 Billion In Fiscal Relief
to States and Localities In Initial Years
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PHASE I:
PAYMENT TO PROVIDERS

HealthCare
* Hospitals Will Be Reimbursed under the Administration's Hospital

Cost Containment Program

* Physicians Will Be Paid According to a Schedule Based on Average C4

Medicare Fees in Area; Physicians Cannot Charge Extra

Employer Mandate Plans
* Hospitals Will Be Reimbursed under the Administration's Hospital

Cost Containment Program

* The Names of Physicians Who Agree to HealthCare Fee Schedule
Will Be Published for Consumer Use



PHASE I:
SYSTEM REFORM
Elements in the Plan

"* Preventive Services for Pregnant Women and Young Children
- Shift Emphasis from Curing to Caring

"* Enhance Competition
- Incentives for HMO Enrolkment
- Greater Conmer Choice

"* Capital Expenditure ULmits
- Reduce Excess Hospital Capacity and Curb Proliferation of Equipment

"* Voluntary Reinsurance Fund

Elements In Other Administa n In ves
"* Increase Technology Assessment and PSRO Review

- Ensure Effectiveness and Productivity

"* Redirect Manpower Incentives
- Improve Geographical and Speciaft Distribution

"* Provide Access to Care in Underserved Areas

"* Mental Health and Health Education Programs
- Avoid Illness: Promote ApproprIa Use of Care
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PHASE I:
NET NEW COSTS (1980 Population and Dollars)

Emlyer
Aged and Disabled

0 Improved Catastrophic
* Improved Subsidy for Poor and Near Poor

Low Income (Non-Aged)
* Full Coverage
* Spend Down Protection

Employed
"* Employer Guarantee
"* Low Income Worker Premium Subsidy
"* Employer Premium Subsidy

(For Mandated Coverage)

All OChim
"* HealthCare Buy-In
"* Prevention

AdmiEfects
Tax Effeacts

$3.9 Billion

11.8)

(6.9)
(3.8)

10.7

$6.1 Billion
0.9
0.7

0.5

(0.3)
(0.2)

2.1

-0.6

Total $18.2 Billion $6.1 Billion

f 4



THE NA TIONA L HEAL TH PLA No:
STEPS BEYOND PHASE I

Aged/Disabled
"* Reduce Cost-Sharing from $2500 to $1500 for Non-Poor Family ($750 Per Person)
"* Add Drug Benefit

Poor
"* Raise Low-income Standaiat from 55% to 100% of Poverty Une
"* Increase Poor Receiving Full-Suosidy Coverage from 30 Million to 37 Million

Employed
* Include Part-Time Employed, Increasing Workers and Their Family Members

Covered by Employer Guarantee from 156 Million to 160 Million
* Provide Comprehensive Coverage with 25% Coinsurance and Maximum

Cost Sharing of $1500 Per Family

All Others
* Require All to Purshase Comprehensive Coverage
* Subsidized Premiums and Cost-Sharing for Near Poor

Results: - Universal, Comprehensive Plan
- Total Costs Less Than Growth of Present System

Due to Cost Coa, inme- t

V
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WTICML hALTh •P FACT SME

I. T7 BASIC APIFQk: A PHAs r BILL T7WT LAYS TI FOUNOICH FOR A
LM1VEAL AND CtHENSM NATICNAL hWALh PLAN

President Carter is ccrautted to a National Health Plan
that would:

- assure all Americans omrenensive coverage including
protection against the costs of major illness;

- eliminate those aspects of the current hy:Alth system
that often came the poor to receive substandard care;

-- reuce inflation in the health care minJstry;

- be financed through multiple sources; and

i- nclude a significant role for the private nsuanoe
idustry

Following the President's instructions, the Department of Health,
Fducation and welfare last year developed a plan mettui these
criteria. Leaders of Congress, State and local officials, con-
sumer groups, health care providers, the insurance industry,
employers and other interested parties were then consulted.

Following those discussions, Secretary Calfamo reported to
the President that there ws a general consensus amxn these
groups that a ccprehensive universal health insurance plan
would not be enacted in the 96th Congress. The President
accordingly directed Secretary Califano to design a lhase
I Plan that could lay the foundation foe a ooyrehensive
health plan while immediately addressing the nation's most
pressing health needs.

7te President is now submitting to Congress:

o an outline of the universal, coirjqehensive national
health plan which should be the goal of a national
health policy; and

o a proposal for the first phase of this plan.
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II. PCBLS: THE NEED FOR A NATICKAL hEALTH PLAN

There are three sets of problem facngr out health care system
today which can be effectively addressed only throuib a national
health program.

o Lack of Cover e. Millions of Americans lack coverage
for basic health services and protection against the
rising cost of major illness.

- 18 million Americans have no health insurance -
most of these people are poor or near-poor.

- 19 million Americans have inadequate health
insurance coverage that fails to cover ordinary
hospital and physician services.

- an additional 46 million Americans have inadequate
insurance against large medical bills. goese indi-
viduals and families may have basic coverage but
they are not protected against major medical expenses.

Eligibility policies of public program - coupled with
restrictions in private health insurance - are largely
responsible for these gaps in coverage.

- Medicaid fails to cover millions of poor Aericans.
For ex ale, more than 10 million individuals with
incomes below 55% of the official poverty standard
are not covered by Medicaid.

- Many employers do not offer insurance to their work-
force. 10.1 million full-tim workers have no insur-
ance. Another 18 million are not covered by employer
or union group health plans. Employees who have
coverage find that, during periods of unemployment,
their health insurance lapses out they are ineligible
for Fdblic programs.
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The average family often finds taat coon exclusions
aMd limitations in insurance severely restrict their
protection. Literally millions find their coverage
restricted because they suffer from a pxe-existing
medical condition. Thus, people with heart trouble
may find their insurance excludes all treatment of
heart-related pxoblems. Many middle-class families
learn that, when a child becomes 21 years old, he
or she is no longer included in the family's insurance,
although the child is frequently not able to afford
separ ate coverage.

o Inflation in the Health Sector. The costs of health care are
sharply increasing, adding to inflation and threatening the
stability of goverrnental budgets. Spending for health care
- the nation's third largest industry - rose at an average
annual rate of 12.7 percent from 1968 to 1978. Unless
meaningful cost containment measures can be instituted
through hospital cost containment and effective restraints
in a national health plan:

- National health costs will rise from $206 billion in 1979
to $368 billion in fiscal year 1984 - up from 9.1I of GNP
to nearly 10.2%.

- Federal health care expenditures will rise from $62.0
billion in 1979 to nearly $110 billion by FY 1984 -
up from 12.7 cents of every Federal tax dollar to
14.5 cents under current projections for that year
(without hospital cost containment).

- Te cost of irdividuaL health care will rise
steeply. The average cost for a family of
four will leap from $2372 in 1979 to $4064
in 1984, and the average cost for an elderly
individual will soar from $2259 to $3868 during
the same period.

I*
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0 Inefficiency of the Health Delivery System. The health
care delivery systm is f mwvxW in large part through
a system of third-party (insurance) payments that pay
institutions on the basis of Ocost rembu sement and
pay professional providers their "usual and customary"
fee.

- over 90% of hospital bills are paid by third
parties

hospitals are reimbursed by an inefficient "cost
plus" system which gives then no incentive to
save on costs because the more they spend the
aore they get paid

- there is no buyer/seller relationship;
physicians make 70 of health care decisions
but have no incentive to hold dam costs.

There have been very few market incentives operating
to restrain costs and encourage prudent use of resources.
This system of payments has contributed powerfully to
inflation in the health sector, and has also:

- Inhibited competition among providers.
Consumers frequently have no incentive to
choos the most economical method of care
and little information upon which to base
such a choice.

- Encouraged maldistrLbution of health care
providers. Highly specialized practices
- almost always in urban areas - are
rewarded much more generously than primary
care and rural practice, leaving rural areas
and inner-cities underserved.

Discouraged the growth and utilization of pre-
ventive services. Insurance benefits are heavily
prejudiced in favor of hospital-based care and
against preventive and primary care. Very few
insurance plans provide coverage for routine
preventive services such as wzauzations and
regular check-ups for infants.

47-147 0 - 79 - 4
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III. PUJOR PROAM EIUOM

A. An Overview

The President's Phase I N is designed to address the most
urgent of these problem and to put into place the institutional
structures necessary to guarantee comprehensive coverage for
every merican. It builds on the strengths of our present
systm - for example, employent based coverage of the working
population - while at the same time providing new structures
to make coverage universally available.

There are two major institutional features of the Phase I
bill:

o HealthCare will be a new umrella Federal insurance
program that will consolidate Medicare and Medicaid
in a single administrative structure, that will
introduce needed econosies and efficiencies and
that will reduce fraud, abuse and waste in public
health care financing program.

- It will, to the maximum extent possible,
use the private sector - on a competitive
bid basis - to perform critical addhistrative
functions.

- It will provide comprehensive coverage to
the aged, the disabled and the poor.

- It will offer insurance against major medical
expenses, on an optional basis to other
individuals and small firm unable to obtain
such coverage from private carriers at a
reasonable price (a comparable subsidy will
be provided should these employers prefer to
purchase insurance privately).

o Mandated Dwnloyer_ _ov~erage (The EmIploy!er : -.
AVl employers will be required to provi',l- A. :
employees (25 hours, 10 weeks) with ins~ara..e .- ich
meets Federal standards. Premium costs can De shared
with employees, (75%/25%), but eaploytxs must pay at
least 75% of the total.
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The majority of emloyers will purchase this coverage froa
private insurance firm which sell plans certified to met
the Federal standards. Employers for wa insurance premium
Would iqiose significant burdens will have the option of pur-
chasing coverage from Healthkare at subsidized rates, or of
applying to HealtJ~are for a comparabe subsidy which can be
applied to private prmiums.

Wver time, the term of the employer guarantee can be modified
to achieve a are comprehensive level of coverage than Phase I
by first reducing the maxima beneficiary cost-sharing permitted
(e.g., it could be reduced to $1500 per family) or subsequently
through expanding the benefit package to broaden coverage
of certain services that have been limited or excluded
from the initial mandate.

Ihese two insurance structures together - HealthCare and
approved Zrivate insurance plans - together will provi
every American with the ogortunity to obtain insurance
protection in 14ase r. Bally iiWprtant. it will into
place institute structures which can be expaIde - in
large or 1al steps - to move toward a universal and
comprehensive plan.

The Phase I NH links together Health~are and private irurance
plans so that policies of rational importance can be made
consistent across the public insurance plan and all private
plans. or example, all private plans will cover, at mininm,
the HealthCare basic benefit package, reimburse all classes
of providers recognized under the IksalthCare program (e.g.,
clinics, nurse practitioners, alcohol treatment centers),
and include incentives for system reform.

Thus all Americans will understand the basic coverage to
which they are entitled; providers will face more consistent
policies from public and private insurance plans, and both
public and private incentives for cost control and systm
efficiency will work in tandem, not in opposition to each
other. An example of consistent cost containment policy
across public aid private plans is the hospital cost containment
plan which will limit payments to hospitals by both public
and private insurance programs.

S. HealthCare

HealthCare will be a new Federal insurance plan which expands
Medicare for the aged and disabled aid replaces Medicaid as
an insurance program to pay for acute care services used by
poor family ies.
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HealthCae is a new insurance structure which can be flexibly
adapted over time to solve a number of special coverage problem
which do not readily lend themselves to solution through the
private sector. Healtk~are will:

0 Establish uniform and consistent policies governing
elig lity, benefits, cost-shairU, reimshusment
and quality assurance for the beneficiaries of
Federal health insurance: the -ge, loviLnce
and disabled. %his will improve program performance
for each beneficiary group:

- the aed and disabled will have an expanded,
integrated benefit acage which remves the
current dichotoay between Medicare "Part e"
(hospitalization) and "Part BP benefits (physician
services) and does away with limits on hospital
coverage.

- aed and disabled beneficim ies currently enrolled
in both Mieie and Medicaid (4 million individuals)
will deal with a single program - Healthkare.
This will simplify enrollment and program contacts
for the beneficiaries and will enable the
program to handle their claims more efficiently
and expeditiously. At present, claims for
these beneficiaries are paid by both State
Medicaid programs and Medicare. Co-ordination
of claim payment between the State and Federal
programs often results in long payment delays
for physicians and other providers.

- the low-income will benefit fro national mini-
mm eligibility standards for acute care services.
At present, there are 53 separate Medicaid
programs, each with differing standards governing
eligibility and benefits.

- the lod-iomme as well as the aged and disabled
will beneEict the new provider payment
policy. The lob-income will have greater access
to mainstream medicine because HealthCare will
pay physicians a higher fee than most Medicaid
programs. The aged will be protected against
excess physician fees that are higher than the
HealthCare approved rate.

o Increase administrative efficie and ! ove qaity
assurance activities by establishing single claims po-
cessin agents in wide reogr j~ic areas. At present,
mtiple private insure ImF my hane Medicare
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claim processing in a single area. The State or a
private contractor handles Medicaid claims. HealthCare
viii select one private contractor - for ex le# an
insurance company or data processing firm - to handle
all claim in a State or multi-State area. This will:

- reduce contracting costs by the award of con-
tracts on the basis of col Vetitive bids. At
present, Medicare mast honor the claim agent
designated by providers. Hwver, experiments
in several areas show that contracts awarded
on the basis of competitive bids are signifi-
cantly less costly.

- enable economies of scale in bill processing.
One contractor in a geographic area will be able
to utilize efficiently advanced claim processing
technlogies such as on-line computer terminals for
billing in every hospital. Hospitals, physicians,
and other providers will also realize efficiencies
in billing. Use of one agent and a single claim
form will permit bulk billing and faster cash flows
to physicians.

- enhance program ability to identify fraud and abuse
problems by establishing a single identifying nmber
for all participating provides. COmuter profiles
maintained by the claim processing agent should permit
ready identification of those providers whose billing
patterns indicate an abnormal volume of claim or other
questionable practices.

These management improvements are not feasible under current law
because Medicare requires DHEN to employ the fiscal agent designated
by providers in the area and because there cannot be admunistrative
integration of Medicare with the 53 separate Medicaid program.
The State-by-State variations in benefits, provider participation
policy, reiiaburs•nt policy and other administrative features
makes integration of the two programs almost impossible even if
the hurdle of Federal/State management control could be surmounted.

o Establish a new national insurance structure which can
pov•e assistance to i i vidu" s 0. .. o nt
grouge whose special Problems make it difficult for thento be adequately serve iate insurance market.

-- ln-exployed, non-aged or non-low-income
individuals whose heath is poor or who have a
history of serious medical problems in the
past (a mpre-existing" medical condition).
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These individuals canot geneally obtain
insurance in the private market or, if it
is available, nust pay exorbitantly high
prmium or accept a policy which excludes
the pre-existirq condition.

- Wa-aged suses of workers who have reached
age 65. Once the worker enters ealOtare,
or today, ftdicare, spouses often have great
difficulty in obtaining private insurance.
This problem is most troublesome for en in
their late 50s or early 60s who are not eloyd
outside the home. They will be able to buy
Health~are. 9

- Individuals w work intermittently and in
hazardous occupations. Private insurance
plans are customarily reluctant to insure
these individuals. They will be able to
buy Health~are.

- Employment groups which have a concentration
of high-risk indiviouals or those in which
the nature of work is so hazardous that
private plans are not available or available
only at an exorbitant prIeium. They will
be able to buy FalthCare.

For these kinds of individuals and groups, HealthCare will
be available to make adequate coverage available at a reasonable
premium.

Specific features of the HealthCare plan are ms arized
below:

1. Eligibility

o Aged and disabled. .Medicare eligibility standards
would continue iier HealthCare for all persons over
age 65 aid those persons under age 65 whc meet the
Social Security test of total and permanent disability,
or who suffer chronic renal failure. The 500,000
aged persons who do not have sufficient quarters of
coverage to gain entitlement but whose incomes are
less than 55% of poverty will also be enrolled in
HealthCare.
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o The awL-Incowe. There are three eligibility gates into Heal#k-Care
for the low-IzO:

- Through cash assistance eliibilit. Al persons
wh qualify for cash assis L the program
for Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AflX)
or S4uplmentary Security Incoe (SSI) will be
automatically enrolled in Healtkhare at the time
they qualify for cash assistance payments. Eligibility
will extend to all cash assistarne recipients including
thowe vo do no--currently qualify for Medicaid beca
of optional State restrictionm and those 4wh wouldd
not automatically qualify for Medicaid under the
khinistation's ilLare Reform proposal (newly
mandated AFDC-U families). Eligibility levels for
AFDC and SSX families will vary by State, mirroring
the cash assistance standard in that State.

- Thojh the national low income standard. Other
IWIVIOMIhos orfail WM ar. less than

the Health~are low incoe standard - equivalent
to 551 of povertyin Phase I - will also be eligible
for HealthCare. This is an imxpotant extension of
entitlement to 10.5 million non-aged low-incom perons
rot now on Mndicaid.

-Throuqh the g standard. Any individual
or family wtxm health expenses exceed the difference
between their inome (minus a 201 of earnings ork
expense deduction) and the 55% of poverty can apply
to HealthCare for complete coverage of all further
expenses for a year. This is an important extension
of spen&down protection, now provided by only 30
States, but available nationally under HealthCare.
Thus, for example, a family of four with earnings
of $7000 per year could apply for HealthCare coverage
through the "spend-down if their medical, if
applicaile, expenses (plus certain allowances for
child care) exceed $1400 (55% of poverty equals $4200
- $7000 - $1400 - $4200).

This will provide critical assistance to 4 million
additional people. In States where spend-down standards
for Medicaid exceed the HealthCare standard, HealthCare
will maintain the higher standard for single parent
families with children and aged, blind or disabled
individuals.
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o others. All other persons can buy into Health~are by paying
t premiLm for individuals and small grous. The benefits pur-
chased under this buy-in are the same as those provided to other
HealthCare beneficiaries, subject to a $2500 deductible on all
services.

o M ent Groups. Although employers will generally fulfill
their obligations under the employer guarantee by purchasing
private insurance, Health~are will serve as a back-up insurance
plan for those who find private coverage difficult to obtain
or unreasonably expensive. Any employer can buy into Health~are
for the mandated coverage (HealthCare benefit package but with
a $2500 doductable on all services except prenatal, d veryey
and infant care.)

2. Benefits

The HealtkCare benefit package includes a comprehensive
range of acute care services, and complete preventive as well
as acute care benefits for pregnant wen and infants.
The benefits are similar- to those provided under Medicare,
with sm impxovements. HealthCare benefits are more generous
than Medicaid benefits in about half the States, but more
restrictive than in certain high-benefit States. The most
significant exclusions from current Medicaid benefits are
drugs, dental care, eyeglasses and hearing aids, and long
term care. Drugs, dental care, eyeglasses and hearing aids
will continue to be provided in a residual Medicaid program,
with administration handled by Health~are or by State govern-
ments, at the State's option. Specific benefits included in
HealthCare are:

"o Inpatient hospital services (unlimited)

"o Physician and other ambulatory services (including
laboratory and excluding dental and psychiatric
care) (unlimited)

" Skilled nursing service (100 days per year).
These skilled nursing home benefit days are
intended to permit patients who still require
the support services of an institution - but
no longer the range and intensity of services
provided by a hospital - to be released from
the hospital to a less costly level of care.
The skilled nursing benefit will reduce the
length of hospital stays for many admissions.
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"How&~ health visits (100 visits per year)

"o Mental health (20 days of inpatient
hospital care; $1000 in mbulatory services)

"o Preventive Care. Sdalth~ae covers two
iIortant preventive care packages

- complete prenatal, delivery, and
total infant care (preventive and
acute services) for all iomthers
aid children

- a schedule of preventive services
for all children u to age 18

Except as noted above, long term care services will be continued
as a separate program under State Adbinistration, financed
under the current Title XIX program grant system.

3. O~st-Sharinq

Different cost-sharing requirements apply to persons who
enter HealthCare through the various eligibility standards.

o !e2 disabled. At present, the aged and
disabled pay a single day hospital deductible
of $160 (July 1, 1979) for each admission
per "spell-of-illness plus a $60 deductible
and 20% co-insurance on non-hospital services.
There is no limit on coinsurance payments.
In addition the aged pay fees charged by
fxysicians wtich exceed the Medicare maxima
payment rate. In combination, these requirements
leave the aged exposed to high and unpredictable
out-of-pocket costs. That will change under
IHealth•are.

Medicare coct-sharing requirements are extended
to HealthCare with the following uqrortant
modifications:

- there will be an annual hospital deduc-
tible ratha-r than a new hospital deduc-
tible applicable to each spell-of-illness.
The annual deductible will be the same.
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- no cost-sharing will be required after
an individual has paid $1250 in out-of-
Lpocket costs

- aged persons whose income is below 55% of
poverty standard have no cost-sharing.
Neither do those who spend down the 55%
standard.

- All physiciais bills will be assigned -
that is, physicians will be required to
bill Health:are, not the beneficiary, and
to accept HealthCare's payment rate as
full compensation for the service.
No extra billing will bepernitted.

o The Lm-Income. Persons eligible because they are
entitled t-.)-cash assistance or because *heir irome
is less than the low-income standard do not face
any cost sharing. Individuals who enter HealthCare
through the "spend-down" do not face cost-sharing
after they spend-down below low-income standard.
Only expenses related to services covered under
the HealthCare mandate will be counted toward the
spend-down.

o Others

Individuals or erployer groups who buy
into HealthCare by paying a premium,
face a deductible of $2500 on all services.
However, because of the iqiortance of good
pie-natal care and comprehensive health care
services for all infants, a special maternity
and infant benefit is provided under the
HealthCare buy-in. All pre-nata] care services,
the costs of delivery, and total preventive
and treatment costs for an infant in the first

earo ifei e coverWd Gner te -in
without cost-sharing. %his will remove all
financial barriers to seeking care for pregnant
wmen and infants.

I,
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4. Fina•ingi

o Aged and disabled. The current Medicare payroll
tax (1.051 on e;loyer and employee, applied to a
$22,900 earnims base) will be continued. In
addition, all aged arid disabled person with incomes
above the 554 of poverty standard will be required to
pay a pteaim equivalent to the Medicare Part B premium,
which is now $98. Additional subsidies will be provided
thro~jh Federal general revenues to pay the cost of
protecting the aged against catastrophic expenses.

o The Lcw-Income

State and local governments will continue to
share with the Federal govecrment in the costs
of financing Healthiare covered services for
the low-incom population in a manner that will
retain State incentives to restrain health cost
inflation. State fiscal liabilities under
IiealthCare will aprxoximate those which -could
have occurred under Medicaid reduced by fiscal
relief

o Others

Individuals who buy into Health~are will pay a national
community rated premium which is based on the average
per capita costs for all individuals and grous of less
than 50. It will cover about 75% of their actual costs.
The remaining costs will be provided through a Federal
general revenues subsidy.

5. Administration

Healthkare will be a new national insurance program with
uniform standards governing benefits, eligibility, provider
reimbursement, quality assurance, and other aspects of
law and regulation which determine the adequacy, equity,
and performance of the program. As such, it will be quite
similar in concept to Medicare.
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under Medicare, the same eligibility stardards aply to aged
and disabled persons throughout the country. All Medicare
enrollees have the sam benefits, oost-sharirq oblige-
tions, and rights under the progrm, no matter where they
live. Although Medicare is governed by national law and
policy, it is in large measure, administered locally -
all claims processing is contracted out by HE to Ofiscal
intermediaries and Ocarriers, most often the local Blue
Cross and Blue Shield plans.

Medicaid, by contrast, is not a national program. Eligi-
bility standards, benefits, provider participation policy,
and reiwbuersment rates differ among the States. Thus,
equally poor individuals may be entitled to benefits if
they live in one State but not entitled in another. Pro-
viders are also treated unevenly. Some States so drastically
limit payments that only 25% of physicians accept Medicaid
patients, while other States pay adequately. Payment error
rates are high and payments are generally slow. For these
and similar reasons, the program is widely criticized
by beneficiaries who use it, providers who are paid by
it and the taxpayers who finance it.

One of the most important objectives of the Phase I 1HP
is to create the framewrk for a national health insur-
ance plan which is viewed as a valued part of our social
insurance system. It should be equally available to all
Americans - no matter where they live. It should be
viewed as treating both beneficiaries and providers fairly,
equitably, adequately, and efficiently. It should be seen
by the public as operating efficiently, and with accounta-
bility - minimizing problem of fraud and abuse by
providers or beneficiaries.

These are ambitious goals, and cannot be accomplished
within the franewrk of multiple Federal and State in-
surance program in which accountability is diffuse and
standards var iable.

Instead, Health~are creates a new administrative structure
which permits the implementation of national standards
governing benefits, provider participation, reimburse-
ment policy, quality assurance and fraud control. It
will closely resemble Medicare in the sense that claims
administration will continue to be handled under con-
tract with private fiscal agents. However, because of
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the multiple gates into Health~are - through Social
Security, through cash assistance, or through the 9WA-
down - there wili be several different agencies deter-. . eligibility, not a Single agency (as the Social
Security kAinistration now determines eligibility for
Medicare.) Regardless of how they enroll initially,
however, all beneficiaries will enter the sam program.
Providers can be assAred consistent treatment and fair
reimbursement on behalf of all Healthcare patients.

Specific functions will be handled as follows:

o All claim processing will be handled by
private fiscal agents (insurance companies,
data processing firm or others) covering a
specified geographic area. ioday, there are
multiple claim agents in an area - the
Medicare intermediary and carrier and the
Medicaid claim processing agent (either a
State or its designee). Healthare will
shift all responsibility for management of
claim processing to the Federal level. This
will permit merger of this function for all
aged and low-incom beneficiariesi, and should
reduce error and waste to the greatest extent
possible in Federally-financed health programs.
(lntracts will be awarded on the basis of competitive
bids. This will reduce administrative costs, and
improve speed of payment to providers. Use of
a single fiscal agent will enhance our ability
to detect problem of fraud and program abuse.

o Eligibility determination will be handled by
the Federal government for aged and disabled
persons. States will handle eligibility
determination for categorically eligible
families (AFDC). 2e Federal govezmrnt will
determine eligibility for other low-inome
entrants to HealthCare, although States may
undertake this function for the newly eligible
if they meet performance standards.

6. reimbursement

o H Payment for hospital services under
te Raw~e I NHP will be governed in both Health-
Care and private plans by the Auministration's
hospital cost containment program.
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o Physicians ard other providers of mbulatory care
services. Physicians and others who provide ambula-
tory (nn-institutional) services to HealthCAre
patients will be paid on the basis of a fee schedue.
The fee schedule for physicians will be based on
average Medicare physician payment levels. Medicaid
fees will be brought up to the Medicare level
in the three years prior to implementation of the
schedule. After the first year implementation
of the fee schedule, subsequent alterations in
the schedule will be developed through a process
of negotiation between Healthtare and physician
representatives.

All 2Wisc.Lans wh accep Health~are patients
will be required to take assignment of claims

that is, to accept the HealthCare fee as payment
in full for the service rendered. This is one
of the most important new protections extended
to the aged and disabled and will save them approximately
$1 billion in charges now billed by physicians.
This will protect all HealthCare beneficiaries from
being billed for excess physician fees. Private
plans will be encouraged use the HealthCare fee
schedule as a guide in determining their rates
of payment.

7. System Reform

Many serious problems in the U.S. health care system
will not relieved by insurance changes alone. NHP is
designed as an Lubrella, incorporating important non-
insurance system reform supplements to guarantee access
to care, redirect and improve distribution of resources
and promote efficiency and competition.

"o A new process for assessing health needs and
determining the adequacy of federal programs.
This program will require a five-year plan for
each relevant federal program.

"o Strengthening the health planning by imposing
national and State limits on hospital capital
spending, as noted.
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o Measures to increase competition by encouraging Hk
enrollment, as also roted.

o Expanding utilization review

In addition, the following legislative and administrative initiatives
already under way will be part of the NHP system reform effort:

o Ievisirq federal health manpower policy to prevent a
potentially costly physician surplus and to provide
incentives for change in specialty and geographic
distribution.

o Seed money to expand HMWs and other innovative settings,
helping to ensure consumers a wider choice among delivery
systems.

o Iumpcoving efficacy and productivity through assessment of
new technology and procedures.

o Expanding program that provide basic primary care for the
neediest of the nation's underserved areas.

o Imlementing fully the pruposcd Mental Health Systems Act
now before the Congress.

o Continuing to build disease prevention and health promotion
through preventive dental services in Title I schools; anti-
smoking, drinking moderation, nutrition and exercise c-
paigns, effective screening programs, community based
health fairs and environmental improvements, WIC, occupational
health and safety and other relevant program throughout
the government.

C. The Employer Guarantee

All employers will be required to provide full time workers
(persons who have worked at least 25 hours per week for 10
consecutive weeks) and their families with a health insurance
plan which meets Fbderal standards. For the 100 million workers
and their families who now have coverage the effect of the
guarantee generally will be to enrich their benefit package
by adding important new protections such as mental health coverage
and skilled nursing care. But for the 56 million workers and
their families who do not now have insurance providing comprehensive
protection against catastrophic costs, the guarantee will provide
important new financial security against bankruptcy.
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Insurance comanies marketing plans to met Federal standards
and clearly designate those policies which meet Federal
requirements.

The requirments of the mandate encomass benefits, cost-
sharing liability, extensions of coverage after termination
of employment, to spouses and dependents in the event of
death of the wage earner or divorce; plus other consumer protection
standards. All employers must offer their employees a choice
between an insurance plan meeting Federal standards and
enrollwnt in any Federally qualified HMD (or Independent
Practice Association - IPA) in the area.

1. Eqi4it. All full-time employees, their spouses
an depents. Dependents include children through
their 22nd birthday or through age 26 if enrolled
in school on a full-time basis or otherwise a dependent
of their parent. Children disabled before their 22nd
birthday are continued as dependents as loa, as they
live with their parents. kn emloyer who fails
to meet his obligations under the mandate will be
subject to a fine. The self-employed will be treated
like any other employer.

2. Benefits and Cost-Sharing: 7he benefit package in the
Floyer plans nost include the sawe services as those

insured under Health~are. The emloyer may agree to
provide broader benefits, but cannot provide a smaller
package. For most employed persons and their families,
cost-sharing under the plan will be relatively limited
because employers will cor irue and improve coverage
now in force. However, no individual or family will
face cost-sharing in excess of $2500 per year for
services covered under the mandate. Within this constraint,
employers (and unions) may arrange any combination
of cost-sharing ranging from complete coverage without
cost-sharing to a $2500 deductible on all services.
One exception will be applied: there can be no cost-shairig
on pre-natal and delivery services for a pregnant
wown or for all acute care provided to an infant

Sa First of life. 7 Special preventive
serve ae recognized to have extremely high pay-off
in term of improved delivery outcome, lowered infant
and maternal mortality, and long term child health.
Therefore, all financial barriers to seeking these
services will be eliminated.

a
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3. Fiza !ni. and •.cial Subsidies. Emloyers will be
required to pay at least 75% of the premium cost for
a plan meeting the Flderal mandate standards. Higher
employer premium shares can, of course, be agreed to
in collective bargaining. Today sore than 85% of
workers with employer-finan-ed insurance are covered
in plans where the employer pays at least 75%
of the premium. Any collective bargaining agreements
in force that call for higher employer shares
when Phase I NHP is implmented will be protected
for the life of the contract.

Because premim are assessed by private insurance
companies on the basis of the health risk presented
by an employment group and the composition of that
work force - e.g. the rnuber of workers with
families - a traditional premium will create
problem for marginal firm andlow-wage workers,
particularly workers with families. In order to
protect eployers and lw-wage workers from undue
hardship resulting from premium payments, several
special subsidies are included:

o "loyers will not be required to spend
more than 5% of payroll on a mandated plan.
(On average, eloyers who now provide no
coverage will be able to buy the mandated
package from insurance firm for 2.5% of
payroll.) Subsidies for costs in excess
of 5% will be available by buying coverage
from Health~are at a prmimm rate equal
to 5% of payroll or by applying for an
equivalent subsi--to purchase coverage from
private insurance firm. Data limitations
prevent a precise estimate of the numer
of firms that would be likely to take advantage
of =Tz"subsidy provision. Iwer w are
able to estimate that firm emloying
aproximately 7 million workers (out of
a work-force of 73 million full-time workers)
might take advantage of one of the to subsidy
options.

o Ibe Earned Inom Tax credit which assists
low-income working families will be expanded
to provide a maxix~u benefit of an additional
$150 to largely offset the cost of the employee
prmiim share for such families.

47-147 0 - 79 - 5
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5. kunistration. Phase I WIP establishes national
minitm standards for all health insurance plans
provided to meet the eployer mnwdate. To assure
wsuform qaplication ot these standards, the certi-
fication process will be Federally adinistered.
The Federal gow r-1t will also offer a reinsurance
program to health maintenance organization, ployers
and mall insurance o~mp .

o Standards for employer plans: All eployers will
be expected to provide coverage conformiwg to
Federal standards, wether they obtain thu
coverage through private insurance coanies,
HealthCare, provide it by self-insuring or
through multi-employer trusts. The purpose of
the standards is to assure conrmars adequate
protection and information about their insurance
coverage, and to link private coverage standards
with HealthCare to achieve a national guarantee
of basic protection. To meet the conditions of
the employer mandate a plan .st:

- provide, at a miniam, the HealtlCare
benefit package with a maxm out-of-
pocket liability of $2500 policy. Plans
may include any cost-eharing configuration
desired, so long as the out-of-pocket
limit is retained. However, there wall
be no cost-sharwing for pre-natal and
W1ThivY services for pregnant wmen

or preventive and acute care services
povided to an infant in the first year
of life.

- provide the same benefits to all persons.
There will be no waiting period for coverage
after the 10th week of emloymnt, and
coverage mist continue at least 90 days
after termination of siployment, or after
the death of a worker or divorce of a
worker and spouse.

- not limit or exclude coverage due to
pre-existing conditions; provide care
for neworns and have no restrictions
on coverage or benefits for those in
poor health.
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- cov spouses depexients, including children
(and adopted children) up to age 22,
(or age 26 if a full-tim student or other-
wise a dependet of the wage-earner)
and children disabled prior to age 22,
if living with their parents. aployees
and/or their dependents must be given the
right to continue to buy o able individual
plan from the insurance company after termination
of deployment, regardless of their health risk.

- provide adequate, clear information regarding
policy provisions, benefits, costs and conform
to any further public disclosure requirements or
standards for policies.

- publish a reasonable relationship of premium
charged for qualified plans to benefits
paid to policyholders.

o Enforcement of Standards. DHEW will review and certify
all private plans. Similar standards and certification
processes will be aplied to insurance companies seeking
to market to eploye groups and to self-insured plans
of a single employer or a malti-employer employer trust.
States will continue most of their insurance regulatory
activities (e.g., review of premiums and plans for
financial solvency). While traditional State roles
in insurance regulation will be largely preserved,
the Federal govecrunt has a responsibility to assure
that plans purchased unrer the mandate are uniform and
meet minima standards. In the event of a conflict
between the Federal mandate and State requirments,
the Fede•ral standards will be primary.

An insurance cmany which alters a previously
qualified health insurance plan - or otherwise
misrepresents a plan as conforming to Federal
standards when it does not - will be liable for
several penal ities:
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- he c%)any will not be allmd to
market any health insurance under
the Federal program for a specified
period.

- 7te oompany will be assessed a financial
penalty.

- The omay will be liable for civil
suit and subject to criminal penalties.

0Reinsurance Plo . Creation of a voluntary
Reinsuance Fund that will allow HW and firms to

buy protection against the costs (over $25,000)
of truly extraordinary illness, thus providirq
protection for businesses to self-insure and
have a direct interest in cost containment as
well as giving HOCs umbrella protection in
handling high risk populations.

6. Reimbursement

" Hospitals. Payment for hospital services in approved
private plans, as in Health~are, will be based on
implementation of the Aministration's hospital cost
containment program.

" Ph•Msicians aid other ambulatory care services.
The issue of what - if any - restraincrs should
be placed on payment to physicians wier partici-
patinj private insurance plans was one of the most
difficult questions to resolve in designing Phase I
of NHP. Clearly, fee schedules and mandatory assign-
ment are essential caqonents of Healtkcare plan; needed
to control costs, protect beneficiaries, and institute
more equitable reiwbursement rates for primary care
physicians than exist in Medicare and Medicaid today.

Extension of the sam fee schedule to private plans
and requirement of mandatory assignment plans were
considered, but rejected, for Phase I 1WH. Instead,
the Phase I, NHP will attempt to stimulate competition
among providers and assist beneficiaries in knowing
which physicians accept insurance payments as full
compensation for a service.

it
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The Healtheare fee schedule will be furnished
on an advisory basis to all insurance plans
marketing coverage to met the employer man-
date. Plans may use - or rot use - the
schedule in guiding the rates they will pay
for a given service.

Insurance plans will furnish enrollees with
lists of physicians in the State who agree
to accept the insurance plan's reimbursemnt
as full compensation for their services.
This will enable consuers to make a better-
informed choice of physicians.

The various incentives to establish or expand
pre-paid practice systems (lMOs, IPMs) may
serve to restrain fee increases by physicians,
who must ccpte with the pte-paid plans for
patients.

The success of these incentives to restrain physician fees
through competition and consumer information will be studied
for three years by a Presidential Comaission. Following that
study, the Co•xission will make recommendations.

7. System Reform: Coaetition

A number of incentives to increase competition among
providers have been included in the private mandate
provisions. The most important of these include:

o The requirement that employers make equal
dollar premium contributions to (all plans
offered by the employer (e.g., an insurance
plan or plans and Moe or IPAs). This will
encourage employees to seek out lower-cost
plans because the employer's relative
contribution would be greater. It will
encourage employers to help establish I"'s
in order to hold down their premium
liabilities.
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In the event the ployeyt's contribution
would exceed 1000 of the pIminii cost for
a low-cost plan, alternative fringe benefits or
other compensation to the employee wuld
be required.

o Imz~oved cornumer information wiil be
available including:

- the list of participating physicians
furnished by private insurance plans

- information regarding area HWA or IPAs
(available from Healthkare Office.)

IV. COMEWMS

Phan I of the Natioral Health Plan will be universal, reaching
every aer ican. For the most vulnerable in our society - the
aged, the poor, the disabled, mothers and infants - it villa
provide ccmicehensive care, that is a full range of benefits
subject to either limited or no cost-sharing. For all others,
it vilI at mini, provide protection against the cost of major
illness, while establishing a frmwork upon which coicehensive
protection can be built through voluntary improvments and through
statutory enlargement of the aployer guarantee. 7he consequences
of NP Phase I for beneficiaries, esployers, State and local govern-
ments, the private insurance industry and employers is described
in the following sections.

A. Beneficiaries

1. Aed and PiF3bled: Health~are will continue and expand the coverage
now available Met Medicare.

o For the first tim, 24 million aged and disabled
Aericans will have a limit on their out-of--pocket
medical expenses. Nt enrollee will pay more than
$1,250 for covered medical services. The poor aged
and disabled vwil pay nothing.

o Ourrent Medicare benefits will be inpeoved through
providing unlimited days of hospital care and expanded
benefits for mental health and alcoholism services

o One-half million of our poorest elderly citizens, who
do not now have sufficient Social Security coverage
to be eligible for Medicare, will receive insurance
for the first tim under HealthCare.
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" Anout 20,000 disabled individuals, wto row lose Medi-
care benefits when they return to work, will retain
their health insurance coverage for three additional
Years.

" In total, the elderly will save almost $1 billion in
out-of-pocket payments for physician services, because
physicians wvil not be allowed to bill at more than the
approved rate.

2. It*e L•ve-Income: Medicaid coverage will be significantly altered and

o 15.7 million nrn-aged poor now on Medicaid will be
automatically converted to full subeidy coverage wder
HealthCare. This includes SSI recipients who live
in the 15 States that do not provide Medicaid to all
these individuals.

" Current Medicaid recipients will receive a similar package
of acute care services through HealthCare. They will con-
tinue to receive long term care services through State-
run program.

" An additional 10.5 million persons with family incomes
uier 55 percent of poverty will, for the first time,
be brought into a health care financing program. These
people All receive fully-subsidized overage through
Healthkare.

o An estimated four million additional individuals
will obtain HealthCare coverage because their medical
expenses are so high as to reduce their effective family
income to 55% of the official poverty level.

Another 7 million people who are within $3000 of the 55%
of poverty level are thus insured by the sped-down
even if tweir expenses in a given year are not sufficiently
high to qualify them for HealthCare coverage.

3. I Etkloye der Pase I NHP all full-time employees and
their families will be guaranteed a minimum level of health
insurance coverage.

o 156 million workers and their families wvil finally be
protected against the devasting costs of catastrophic
illness. None will have to pay sore than $2500 per family
on out-of pocket expenses.
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"o Oery worker will have coverage for prenatal, delivery and
infant care with no cost-sharirnj requirements.

" No worker will have to pay re than 25% of the premium for
mandated coverage.

" All workers will be assured extension of health benefits
during short periods of urnployment, and their families
will be similarly protected if the wage-earner dies or if
the family is separated. Workers and their families will
have an opportunity to convert their health insurance to
an individual pxolicy if they desire after leaving employment.

" For many workers and their families, the scope of benefits
will be improved through coverage of physician services and
howe health visits.

"o LAo-income workers and their families will receive subsidies
for their share of the premium through an expanded Earned
Irnome Tax Credit.

"o mloyees will be able to join any qualified Health Main-
tenance Organization or Independent Practice Association
in their area, if they desire.

4. Ali Others: About 9 million Americans will not automatically be
insured under HealthCare or through mandated employer coverage.
Dese people are unemployed or work part-time, but are not over
age 65 nor poor enough to be entitled to fully-subsidized care.
HealthCare offers a basis of catastrophic protection for this
group in two ways:

o Any non-employed person can purchase HealthCare coverage
at a national community-rated premium. (Federal subsidies
will hold the premium rate to no more than the average per
capita health expenditure for all individuals and persons
in small groups in the country. Because the nine million
individuals in this group have much higher than average
health costs - approaching $3000 each - a subsidy is
required to make coverage affordable.) About 1 million
are likely to buy a plan including the complete HealthCare
benefit package, with a deductible of $2500.
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B. aMployers: Under Phase I NP employers will be required to provide
coverage meeting Federal standards to all full-tuie employees
and their dependents.

" Most firms in well-Lnsured industries (manufacturing,
transportation) will have to make only small changes
in their current plans - e.g., adding physician office
visits or the mental health benefit. In poorly-insured
industries, such as agriculture and retail trade, many
will for the first time provide at least catastrophic
protection for their employees. Various measures have
been included in the Phase I NWP to assure that meeting
the terms of the guarantee will not cause undue hardship
to employers and will not result in substantial job loss.

- the guarantee requires only that the employer purchase
insurance covering costs in excess of $2500. This
holds the average pmiLum rate for the mandated plan
to $450 per worker.

- For those employers whose work force includes a large
proportion of workers with higher than average health
costs (older workers, i high proportion of women in
their childbearing years, or those with large families)
subsidies have been included as part of the Phase I
package.

"o!U employer will be able to buy the mandated insurance
from HealthCare by paying a premium equal to 5% of payroll.
Or, if the employer prefers to purchase coverage pCivately,
a similar subsidy will be provided to pay Private premiums.

" Within the frameeork of Federal requirements for certified
plans, employers will continue to negotiate coverage with insurance
companies as they do today. Large firms, (with over 50 employees)
will be able to purchase experience-rated contracts whereby
premiums are set according to individual utilization experience.
Firms of 10-50 workers will pay a ccuzity-rated premium for
firms of that size. This will protect a s3all firm (10-50 workers)
with exceptionally high-risk employees from paying a premium which
is substantially higher than that paid by other firms of
a comparable size.

" The availability of the voluntary Federal Reinsurance Fund
will enable many medium-size firms to self-insure. Because
the Reinsurance Fund will insurance exceptionally large claims
(over $25,000) many employers may find it cheaper to self-insure
for claims under that amount.
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C. State and local gove-jnents

Because the Phase I 4HP is putting into place a national health
program the current responsibLlities of State and local govern-
ments will be altered in several respects.

1. As DTloyers

State and local governments in their capacity as employers WL1i
be required to provLde insurance coverage to their workers which
meets the standards of the mandate.

2. Administration

States will conduct eligibility determinations for those families
who enter the program because of eligibility for cash assistance.
They also vill have the option, subject to meetirg appropriate
performance standards, of contracting with the HealthCare program
to conduct eligibility determinations for all persons entering
through the national low-income standard or through the spend-
down prcvisions. States will retain administrative responsibility
for financing services not covered by HealthCare (primarily long
term care), although provision would be made at State option for
administration through HealthCare of the non-covered acute services
that some States now provide through HealthCare at State option.

3. Other Continued Functions

States will continue their trdditional functions in certification
and Izcensure of facilities and personnel and the regulation of
private health insurance. However, to the extent that federal
regulations governing the employer mandate plans conflict with
State regulations, the federal regulations will be pruiary.

4. Fiscal Responsibility/Fiscal Relief

State and local financial responsibilities for public health care
programs will be affected in two major ways by this proposal:
(see following table)

o The NHP Phase I will provide $2 billion in fiscal
relief for State and local governments (see tables
at end of fact sheet for the geographic distribution
of this fiscal relief). This fiscal relief will
result from:

*~
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- A $0.5 billion decrease in the State share
for current Medicaid services

- The fact that HealtCare provides low-inome
indivAduals and families with additional
insurance coverage which Will help pay
bills to State and local hospitals or
replace payments made by other State and
local program - $1.5 billion.

" States will continue to share With the Federal 9overrment
in the costs of financing HealthCare covered services
for low-inome population in a manner that will retain
State incentives to restrain inflation in health care
costs. State liabilities will approximate those they
would face under Medicaid, (less the fiscal relief,
indicated above). 7o insure no State faces a greater
liability there will be a five year hold-harmless provision
for any increased health care costs (relative to Medicald)
resulting from expansion of coverage, Lnproved benefits
or upgrading of physician fees.

" Federal and State Financial ResponSiblities During the Transition
Period

Currently the States share in Medicaid costs according to a
formula that yields a range from a low of 22% to a high of
50%, depending on State per capita Lncome. At present the
States have a great deal of flexibility to influence total
Medicaid costs in the State by modifying plan prCovsions
such as benefits covered (except for those required in the
core benefit package necessary to meet the conditions of the
Federal grant-in-aid program), reuubursenent levels, and
other provisions including inome eligibility levels for
entering the program.

During the first boo years suibsequent to the uLplementation
of HealttCare, the Medicaid matching formula ould continue
to determine the States share for financng those services
not covered by HealthCare. However, in order to hold States
harmless for the anticipated increased costs for expansions
in full subsidy and spend-down coverage, inproved benefits
and fee upgrading for HealthCare covered services, and to
provide some fiscal relief, the State share in HealthCare
costs will be calculated as follows:
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" the Medicaid expenditures that each State would
have incurred during these two years for HealthCare
covered services will be projected by indexing
actual Medicaid costs in the prior year to the
average growth rate of State Medicaid expenditures
during the prior three years. (Mantenance-of-
effort of tne current State Medicaid plan would
be required from the time of enactment of NHP
Phase I until irplementacion f HealthCare.)

" States will be required wo pa) 90% of these
estimated expe-ditures which, in the aggregate,
are expected to be about $5.5 billion.

This procedure bLll guararLee States fiscal relief
during the first two years of the program and
produce a predictable HealthCare expense for them.
It also will maintain their incentives to hold
down inflation in medical care costs after the
enactment of NHP Phase I.

" Federal and State Financial Responsibilities After the Transition
Period

In the third and subsequent years after iaplementation of the
program, States will share in the actual costs - excluding
that portion attributable to the eligilIty expansiLV, benefit
uuprovement and fee upgrading - of providing Health(;are covered
services to the low income population on the basis oi the Medicaid
matching formula.* However, this formula will be adjusted to
provide a 5% reduction in all States' matching rate as it applies
not only to their new HealthCare cost-sharing, but also their
continued Medicaid service expenditures for non-HealthCare covered
services. This will provide additional continuing fiscal relief

* Estimated Medicaid expenditures will be subtracted from total HealthCare
costs for the low-income population in year two. 1he remainder will
reflect those costs attributable to the eligibility expansion, benefit
aprovement and fee upgrade which are being borne 100l by the Federal
government. This figure, indexed by the rate of growth of the nominal
GNP, will be subtracted from the subsequent years' costs of HealthCare
for the low-income population in order to arrive at that portion in
which the States would share.

&
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for the States which is estiumated to be about $.5 billion
in the third year. Furthermore, a general hold-harmless
will rmain in effect through the fifth year of HealthCare
based upon projections of what the States otherwise would
have paid under Medicaid for HiealthCare covered services
(calculated in the same maner as described above for the
transition period).

These cost-sharing arrangements will insure that States,
as well as the Federal government, are sensitive to the
need to restrain health care cost increases. States will
continue to enjoy substantial fiscal relief beyond the
third year as long as the rate of growth of HealthCare
program costs increases for the lo-uxinom population
does not substantially exceed that of the GNP.

States also will be protected from the costs of any
future eligibility and benefit expansions in the program
in subsequent phases.

o Savings in State and Local Public Facilities and Grant Programs

There will be additional umediate fiscal relief for State
and local governments in the amount of $1.5 billion.

This fiscal relief results from the extensions of insurance
protection in HealthCare (the new coverage for 10.5 million
low-income persons and 4 million through spend-down) and
through the employer guarantee. These insurance plans -
HealthCare and private plans - will reimburse municipal,
county and State hospitals for services that must now be
financed through tax revenues. Insurance payments will
also replace payments to providers made by State and local
grant program such as those for crippled children.
Approximately half of the $1.5 billion in fiscal relief
will flow to State governments. The table which follows
details fiscal relief by State.
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D. The Insurance Industry

The decision to provide insu-ance coverage for the working population
primarily through private insurance coa:anLes will create an initial
increase in insurance premium paid by employers and employees of
$8.5 billion. These are not voluntary prmium payments, they are
made by employers and employees as a result of Federal law.

A government requirement that all working people
purchase protection against major medical expenses imoses a corollary
obligation on the Federal government to asswue the value and availability
of protection offered to meet the guarantee. For this reason, new Federal
regulations will be established to qualify insurance plans which are
sold to meet the conditions of the guarantee. Ihese regulations will
supercede any similar regulations mxsed by States. States will,
however, continue to regulate private health insurance for solvency
and other aspects of insurance sales which are now regulated by
State law.

E. Providers

The combination of HealthCare and extended private insurance as a
result of the employer guarantee will effect major health care
provLider groups in the following way,.:

o Hospital revenues will be contained through the
provisions of the Administration's hospital cost
containment plan. However, as a result of extending
coverage to persons now either uninsured or inadequately
insured, revenues to hospitals and skilled nursing
facilities will increase by $5.5 billion.

o Physicians and other Providers of ambaulatory care
services will continue to operate their practices
just as they do under current law and programs.
Nothing in the NHP Phase I will alter the professional
relationship between physician and patient. Nkthng
in the MIP Phase I will restrict the right of
idividual patients to choose their o% physician.

The most significant change from current law for Physicians is the
requirement that any physician treating HealthCare beneficiaries
agree to subMit their bill to the HealthCare program rather than
billing the patient directly, and to accept the HealthCare payment
as full compensation for the service - not to bill the patient for
any additional amount. As a result of the extension of coverage to
those not previously insured for physician services and because of
the upgrading of Medicaid fees, total payments to physicians and
other providers of ambulatory care services will increase by $10.3
billion under NHP Phase I.
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V. Oost of the Phase I W and Ecxxmxc Impact

panasin of coverage and benefLts under the Phase I plan will
not begin until FY 1983. This provides tum for admansstrative
planning; gives initLal cost controls and system reform inoentives
an opportunity to slow increases in health care costs pc or to
the expansion of coverage, and gives employers an opportunty to
plan for proposed standards on health insurance coverage for
employees.

The actual first year cost of the program will depend, in part,
upon the restraint in health care costs brought about by other
Administration initiatives priLor to 1983 such as:

o hospital cost contaiament
o strengthening of health planning and utilization

review under the Professional Standards Review
Organizations (PS0s)

o eiq*as upon technology assessment
o expansion of health maintenance organizations

The uncertainty as to the magnitude of savings brought about by
these types of system reforms and cost costraints makes any projection
of first year costs more problemtic the further out in tree the
estimates are presented. To reduce this uncertainty, all cost
figures are for FY 1980, assuming that the Phase I plan were
in effect in that year. In addition, estiMating change in Federal
expenditures and total health system costs due to Phase I is a
complex technical task. We will work with COD over the next few
months to further refine these estimates.

A. Total Health Spendig

As shown below, the Phase I plan will increase total health
spending for the covered benefit package (hositalizatLon,
physician services, lab and X-ray, and prenatal, delivery, and
infant care) by $17.8 billion (in 1980 dollars and population)
or 0.7% of GNP.
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E£P'ITrUIRS FOR COERE SEWICES, CURREN LAN AND
(Ff 1980: AMOUITS IN BILLIONS)

twlo NF-PRIASE I

CURN NHgP
LW PHASE I CIANZ

TOTAL SYSTEM SPENDING* $148.0 $166.3 $18.3

45.0 63.2 +18.2
FWFJAL

42.6 48.7 + 6.1
EDPWYER

52.0 48.0 - 4.0
IVIVIDU[XAL

8.4 6.4 - 2.0
STATE

0

6

*For NHP covered services

The nret imimct on total health spending during the 1980s, however,
will depend upon total system savings from hospital cost containment#
reurbursement reforms for physicians and other health care providers,
and other health system reform measures included in the Phase I plan
or other •Ainistration initiatives. Feductions from cost controls
and system reform incentives are estimated to more than offset the
expanded utilization W e itures generated se- 97* Pha, pan
after the third year of operation. Even with the expansion to the
fully implemented universal, comprehensive plan, total health spending
is expected to Pe lower than it would be under the current system.

B. federal 2uriget

The net effect on the federal budget of the Phase I plan will be
$18.2 billion (FY 1980 dollars and population). Federal tax revenues
are used to:

0
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o Impxove major medial protection for the
aged and disabled

o Stbsidize coverage for the poor and
near-poor

o Provide financial protection for selected
low-wage and/or high-risk workers and

m15loyed persons; ard

o Qiarantee access to adequate prenatal,
delivery, and infant care to non-eployed
families

1. Aged and Disabled - $3.9 billion

beverage for the aged aid disabled is inryoved in two major respects:

"o A•ceiling on cost sharin of $1250 per person
is imposed, and the limits on covered hospital
days are removed - Net cost $1.8 billion

"o All aged below 55% of poverty are fully
subsidized, and spemt-down protection is
provided for all aged with incomes above
this level - Net cost $2.1 billion

2. Low-Income (.Nn-Aged) - $10.7 billion

All cash assistance recipients and person below 55% of poverty
receive fully subsidized caue. Others above this income may
"aspend-down and receive coverage. Major costs for this group
are allocated as follows:

"o Improved coverage for current cash assistance
recipients (primarily an upgrade in physician
fees under the Medicaid program) - Sl.4 billion

"o Expansion of coverage to all below 55% of poverty
- $5.5 billion

"o Spend-down coverage - $3.8 billion

47-147 0 - 79 - 6
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3. •lwopd - $1.6 billion

Federal revenues are used to steidin care for selected low
we ard/or high risk workers:

o An Earned Incom Tax Credit provides relief
fro additional mandated premium for low
wge workers - INet cost $0.9 billion

o Any firm ay purchase HealthCare at a
subsidind premium if their costs for the
mundated benefit would otherwise eceed
5% of payroll (a comparable subeidy will
on the experience of individuals and firm
be provided if they buy private). Federal
general revenues are used to subsidize the
difference between premium payments and
benefit payments - Net O)t $0.7 billion

4. Others - $0.5 billion

- Financial protection and access to prenatal# delivery,
and infant care services are guaranteed for the no&-uloyed
through the purchase of HealthC&re coverage:

" Such individuals may purchase a $2500 deductible
plan covering hospitalization, physician services,
lab, X-ray - by paying a premium set at the
average commnity rate equivalent to the average
cost for individuals and firm with fewer than
50 employees. Federal general revenues are used
to subsidize the difference between premiums payments
aid benefit payments (premius cover 75% of bewfit
costs) - Net O~st $0.3 billion.

"oN lkm- loyed families may also enroll once a
year for comprehensive prenatal, delivery, and
infant care up to age I by paying a premium set
at one-fourth the cost of this coverage for
employed families. Federal general revenues
are used to subsidize the difference between
premium payments and benefit payments - Net
Cbst $0.2 billion.
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5. Adinistrative Expenses - $2.1 billion

The additional federal administrative costs are $2.1 billion. The
greatest peoportion of this increased cost is for intake and
eligibility determination of the approximately 15.7 million newly
covered persons (1.2 million aged, 10.5 million fully subsidized
low-inca. nrn-aged, and 4 million spend-doun into fully subsidized
coerage).

6. Tax Efects - $ -0.6 billion

The Phase I will also affect the federal budget indirectly through
its impact on federal tax receipts. There are three iqpaotant
effects:

o Wt-of-pocket payments will be reduced, and
itiund deductions undxe the personal income
tax will be lowered. This will increase federal
tax payments, and reduce the net deficit to be
financed. Net O~st - $ -0.5 billion.

o fe personal income tax provisions for health
insurance premium and medical expenses will
be changed. A deduction will be provided only
to the extent that premium and medical expenses
exceed 10 percent of adjusted gross income
(rather than 3 percent as in current law).
This will increase federal tax payumnts, and
reduce the net deficit to be financed.
Net CDst - $ -1.3 billion.

o sployers will be required to spend $6.1 billion
sore under the eloyer guarantee plan than
they would under current law. 7 the extent
that eployers substitute these prmium payments
for wage payments, taxable incm of oloyees
will be reduced (or, in practice, increase less
than they otherwise would have increased. This
will reduce federal tax payments, and increase
the net deficit to be financed: Net Cost - $1.2 billion.
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C. OUh Financial Flows

Sam provisions of the Phase I plan will increase both federal
receipts and expenditures# with no net effect on the deficit.
Then include:

o A voluntary reinsurance plan will be provided
to any insurance company, health maintenance
organization or other organized delivery
setting, or employer choosing to self-insure
employees. This reinsurance plan will be
self-financing through the assesment of
premium sufficient to cover expenses.
It is estimated that premium payments of
$0.3 billion will be -ade to the plan.

o Individuals and employers may purchase
ealtharse coverage by paying a prmiim

set at the ccnmmnity-rated premium for
individuals and firms with fewer than 50
employees. Premium payments which will
go to cover benefit payments will be $0.9 billion.

In total, these provisions will increase both federal outlays
and federal receipts by $1.2 billion, with no net effect on the
federal budget deficit.

D. Inpact on Ebployers and the Bponrau

The Phase I plan takes care to minimize the iiqact on employers
to avoid any serious econiaic effects on employment or inflation.
The net increase in employer prmein, over and above current
health insurance premium payments is expected to be $6.1 billion
(in 1980 dollars). If the plan were implemented immediately
upon enactment, it might be expected to cause a one-time increase
in the CPI of 0.2 percentage points (assuming all new employer
costs were reflected in higher prices) and result in the loss of
about 50,000 jobs. However, no changes in employment-based insurance
are proposed until FY 1983. This should provide time for employers
to make adjustment in their wage and fringe benefit packages to
accosmidate the standards set by the plan and, as a result, cause
only inconsecquential employment and inflation effects.

A
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Also, in order to meliorate any adverse impact on selected firms,
subsidies are provided to mall firm and to firm with unusually
high piemiums as a percent of payroll (either because workers
have low wages or are high risks). Any firm with premium exceeding
5 percent of payroll will be eligible for a subsidy to purchase
HealthCare coverage or able coverage from a private insurance
firm.

VII. ELATION OF PHASE I TO 'A FULLY IMPLDW) D NATIONAL HEALTh PLAN

Phase I is structured so that it can easily be converted into a
universal, cgrx ehensive plan.

"o For the aged and the disabled, cost-sharing could
be reduced further and a drug benefit 0idd.

" For the poor, the low income standard could be
raised trca 55 percent of the poverty line to the
poverty line itself, increasing the nuber of low
income Americans who receive tully-subsidized
coa xiehensive coverage.

"For the ealoyed, the employer guarantee could be
extended beyond full-time workers to part-time workers.
Olst-sharing could be reduced and deductibles
eliminated, converting catastrophic coverage to
coaxrehensive cover age.

" Fbor the non-aged, non-poor, nn-ieployed, corehensive
coverage could be required, but there could be
subsidized pcesiiu costs and cost-sharing for the
near poor.

"o Flo all mothers and children, the prenatal, delivery
and infant benefit could be extended through the
child's sixth year without patient-cost sharing.

The fully implemented National Health Plan would also meet a
fundamental requirement: Total health system costs under the
fully implemented plan, with both dramatically expanded coverage
and effective cost containment, would be less than the present
health system with its inadequate coverage and without effective
cost containment.

This will result in the achiement of one of President Carter's
fun tal goals. 7b. costs of vitally needed health care
benefits for those lacking adequate health insurance must, to
the greatest extent possible, be offset by savings from cost
containment in the inflationary health care industry.
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JUNE 12, 1979

"TME CARTER ADMINISTRATION'S OUT¶IE OF
A FULLY DIPLNM NATIONAL HEALTH PLAN

The Carter Administration is firmly cummitted to a universal, conprehen-
sive National Health Plan. This white paper provides an outline description
of such a plan when fully implemented, and relates it to the Phase I legis-
lation which the President is proposing.

I. Background

The National Health Plan, and the Phase I legislation which serves
as its foundation, derive from the President's commitment to the goals
of universal, comprehensive coverage.

A. Early Commitments

president Carter has been working to improve health care since his days
as Governor of Georgia. During the 1976 Presidential campaign, before a
group of Black medical students, he first set forth his vision of the
ideal health care syztem, including:

- universal, mandatory coverage;

-- the same comprehensive benefits for everyone, including
preventive care;

-- a variety of financing sources;

-- strong cost and quality controls and incentives for
system reform; and

-- phasing of implementation according to national priorities,
dealing with the most severe unmet health care needs first.

B. Presidential Principles

In July 1978, the President reiterated his support for universal and conpre-
hensive coverage, to be achieved through a mixture of public and private
financing. He issued a set of specific principles to guide the design
of a tentative plan.

These principles remain the touchstone of the proposal the Administration
is presenting today. They are notable because they call for a Kational
Health Plan much b- oader in scope than simple insurance improvements
-- a plan that includes other steps required to address the critical
problem of health cost inflation and to exp&-d access to care for
millions of underserved Americans. The principles are-



1. The plan should assure that all Americans have comprehensive
health care coverage, including protection against catastropnic
medical expenses.

2. The plan should Take quality health care available to all Americans.
It should seek to eliminate those aspects of the current health system
that often cause the poor to receive substandard care.

3. The plan should assure that all Americans have freedom of choice
in the selection of physicians, hospitals, and health delivery
systems.

4. The plan must support our efforts to control inflation in the econoiy
by reducing unnecessary health care spending. The plan should include
aggressive cost contausnent measures and should also strengthen com-
petLtive forces in the health care sector.

5. The plan should be designed so that additional public and private
expenditures for proved health benefits and coverage will be sub-
stantially offset by savings from greater efficiency in the health
care system.

6. The plan will involve no additLonal federal spending until FY 1983,
because of the tight fiscal constraints and the need for careful
planning and ieplenentation. Thereafter, the plan should be phased
in gradually. As the plan moves from phase to phase, consideration
should be given to such factors as the economic and administrative
experience under prior phases. The experience of other government
programs, in khich expenditures far exceeded initial projections,
must not be repeated.

7. The plan should be financed through multiple sources, including
government funding and contributions from employers and employees.
Careful consideration should be given to the other demands on govern-
ment budgets, the existing tax burdens on the American people, and
the ability of many consumers to share a moderate portion of the
cost of their care.

"8. The plan should include a significant role for the private insurance
industry, with appropriate government regulation.

9. The plan should provide resources and develop payment methods to pro-
,note such major reform irn delivering health care services as sub-
stantially increasing the availability of ambulatory and preventive
services, attracting personnel to underserved rural and urban areas,
and encouraging the use of prepaid health plans.

10. The plan should assure consumer representation throughout its opera-
tion.
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C. Consultation

At the sam tim that the President issued the princples, he asked
that the tentative plan serve as a basis for consultation with Congress,
State and local officials, interest groups and consier representa-
tives. He told Secretary Califano:

"1 am directing you to develop a tentative plan as soon
as possible which embodies these principles and whLch
will serve as the basis for irn-depth consultation with
the Congress, State and local officials, interest
groups, and cx-sumr representatives. You should then
provide me wth detailed recommendation so that I
can make final decisions on the legislation I will
submit to the Congress next year."

The President also requested analysis of options for phasing toward
a fully implemented plan, as follows:

OTh respond fully to my economic and budgetary concerns,
you should develop alternative methods for phased imple-
mentation of the plan."

D. Legislative Approach

Ihe approach that emerged from the phasing analysis and the consultation
process was that the President would:

- present an outline of the full universal and comprehensive
olan to the 96th Congress; but

- ask for legislative consideration of only the first
phase at this time.

As Secretary Califano said when .he announced the President's decision
in March of this year:

"Since January, my colleagues and I have consultel scores
of Congressional leaders, committee and subcommittee chair-
men, and health industry experts. With few exceptions, the
overwhelabig sentiment among legislators is that the 96th
Congress cannot and will not digest a complete national
health plan in one bite."

Many members asked that the President send a Phase I bill to the Congress
and accompany it with a description of the total plan.
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II. Summary: The Fully Implemented Nationil Health Plan

Wien fully implemented, the National Health Plan (NMW) will guarantee
universal cogqxehensive health insurance for every American, using 3
mixture of financing sources and preserving a significant role for the
private insurance industry.

General structure. The two basic structural entities established in
asI will continue:

Healthare - a public plan providing coprehensive
coverage to the aged, the disabled, the poor ard the
near rjor, and offering comprehensive coverage to individuals
and firm unable to obtain such insurance in the private
secto .

The employer guarantee - employers will be required to
purchase qualified comprehensive plans for their employees
fro private insurors or Health~are, and to pay at least 75
percent of the premium.

Eligibility. Every Aerican will be covered by HealthCare or a qualified
private plan meeting HealthCare standards. Using the estimated U.S. popu-
lation in 1980 of 231 million as a base, this includes:

- DEployees and their qde nts - 160 million persons
- will be covered by the employer guarantee.

- i a disabled -- 29 million persons over 65
or eligible for di ility benefits - will be fully
covered by HealthCare.

Low income - 37 million persons with incomes up to
the federal poverty level ($7500 for a family of four
in 1980 dollars) - will be fully covered by HealthCare.

Others - 5 million persons who are neither poor nor
aged and who do not have salaried incomes - will be
required to purchase qualified private insurance
plans or HealthCare coverage (with premium costs
prorated for the near poor). This mechanism will
achieve universal, mandatory coverage.

Benefits. HealthCare and all qualified private plans will be required to
incorporate uniform covered services and patient cost-sharing provisions.

The comprehensive package of covered services will consist of:

- unlimited hospital, physician and diagnostic services;

6
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- specific months of other services with annual limits:

o 100 days of care in a skilled nursing facility*

o 100 home health visits

o 20 days in a mental hospital

o $1000 in outpatient mental health care

- cost free prenatal, delivery and both preventive and acute
child health care up to the age of 6, as well as cost free
preventive care for all ages, based on a lifetime health
mnitorirg programs and

- outpatient prescription drugs in excess of $250 per person
annually.

The cost-sharing provisions will provide incentives for outpatient and
r-eventive care and protect all Americans against large expenditures
by:

- elimination of deductibles (except for drugs);

- an equal coinsurance rate of 25 percent across all
covered services (except that there will be no coin-
surance on prenatal, delivery, child health care up
to the age of 6, or on other preventive care);

- a limit on annual out-of-pocket expenses for covered
services in excess of $1500 per family or $750 per
individual; and

- prohibition of cost sharing for the poor and more
limited cost sharing for the near poor.

Financing. NHP will use a mixture of public and private premium financing
while taking a number of steps to maximize equity:

N- necessary subsidies for the poor, the near poor,
the aged and disabled, low income workers and
low wage employers will be provided through public
general revenues.

-- Current Medicare payroll taxes will be retained
but not increased.

- Employers will be required to pay at least 75 percent
of any mandated premium; employees, up to 25 percent.

*'This benefit is included as a transitional service to help persons
with acute problems to return to their communities. Long term care
will be a separate program.
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Competition will be encouraged because private in-
surors will be free to price large group plans at
rates reflecting actual costs. At the same tim
these plans will have to compete with a HealthCare
premium controlled for inflation - thus preventing
exorbitant prices.

Every worker will be insured individually; in families
with two wage earners dependents can be included in
either worker's plan. This will discourage employers
from seeking out "secondary" wage earners for w
they now pay no premium.

Reimbursement. Reimbursement and cost containment policies under NHP must
attempt to resolve the key tension between the desire to expand coverage
and the need to contain costs:

Hospitals will be paid by public and private insurors
according to limits prescribed in the program that
evolves from the Administrition's hospital cost
containment proposal.

HealthCare will pay physicians according to areawide
fee schedules; physicians will have to accept the
fee as payment in full and will not be allowed to
bill patients for extra aownts.

The schedules will serve to advise privately insured
patients of reasonable physician fees and to encourage
them to shop for less expensive care. If private fees
are not kept within reasonable limits voluntarily,
consideration will be given to other measures to
contain physician costs.

- Incentives for competition will include favorable
reimbursement policies for Health Maintenance
Organizations (H1MOs) and other organized settings.

Employers will be required to offer employees
coverage by any qualified HMO in the area and to
make equal contributions to the health plans they
offer their employees. Employees will then have
an incentive to choose more cost effective plans.

A commission will be ef-tablished to determine
whether physician reimbursement policies are con-
taining costs sufficiently and achieving broad
provider participation in HealthCare.

a
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Administration. The fully implemented NHP will preserve a major role for
private insurors while providing uniformity of coverage:

- Private insurors will market and underwrite quali-
fied insurance plans for most current beneficiaries,
add new beneficiaries through the employer guarantee
and increase income by bidding on claim processing
for Healthtare.

- Healthtare will consolidate Medicare and Medicaid
administrative functions and standardize eligibility,
benefits, and reimbursement policies.

System reform initiatives. NOP is designed as an umbrella to include
non-insurance provisions addressing problem in the w.y the health care
system operates. Some of these initiatives will be included in the
Phase I legislation; others involve separate but complementary legis-
lative or administrative steps. They include:

-- Limits on hospital capital growth.

- Incentives for competition, primarily through
HMW development and expansion and consumer
information about physicians' fees.

-- Expansion of utilization review.

Establishment of a new process to assess and
coordinate federal grant efforts in light of
expanded insurance coverage, including sub-
mission of a five year plan beginning with
the first year of Phase I implementation.

Incentives for redistribution of physicians.

- technology assessment.

-- Inproved delivery of services: primary care in under-
served areas; mental health; prevention.

-- Government-wide efforts to prevent accidents and
eliminate occupational or environmental causes of disease.

Costs. *hen fully implemented, NHP will meet a fundamental requirement:
Total health system costs, including, dramatically expanded coverage and
effective cost containment, will be less than those of the present health
system with its inadequate coverage and lack of effective cost containment.
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III. The Fully Ilmi•nted Plan Compared to Phas I

A. General Structure

The two basic structures of the fully implmented National Health Plan
(N•I) - the public plan, HealthCare, and a requirement that eployers
purchase qualified insurance for their eloyees - will be established
in Phase I.

These two entities are the key to a mooth transition from Phase I
to the fully izplemnted plan. Once they are in place, several fairly
simle expansions will lead to deeper and broader coverage for all.

1. HealthCare. For HealthCare, expansion will take two form:

o The most significant improvement will provide
fully subsidized coverage for all of the Nation's
poor - by raising the ncome standard below which
every person is eligible.

o Nearly all aged and disabled will already be enrolled;
their insurance will be improved by providing greater
prqoection against out-of-pocket expenses.

2. Employer guarantee. Expansion of the eployer guarantee will
also be of two types:

o Here the most significant imrovement will be in the
nature of insurance. Qualified plans wiU be required
to incorporate uniform cost sharing provisions with
greater protection against out-of-pocket expenses,
thus providing comprehensive coverage to all working
failies.

o Employers will assume responsibility for part time
as well as full time uployees.

B. Eligibility

When fully implmented, NWp will mandate basic health insurance for all
Americans. Several :nechanism will be used to move the four population
groups - the low income, the aged and disabled, the employed and others
- toward this universal comprehensive coverage.

1. Low Income. There are roughly 37 million persons at or near
the federal poverty level who are not aged or dis.bled. Of
these, 15.7 million now receive fully subsidized coverage
through Medicaid. In Phase I, HealthCare will establish a
national minimum. low in standard at 55 percent of the

b
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federal poverty level, regardle of family copuition -
thiu adding 10.5 million persons to thoe ho already ham
fully msubidiad pulic coverage. The other 10.8 million
persons in the low income group will be eligible to 'spend
donm to the 55 percent standard and obtain subsidized
coverage thereafter. iloughly 4 million are expected
to do no.

The fully ilemented plan will raise the low income stan-
dard to full poverty level. Thus all 37 million low income
persons will receive fully subsidied coverage with no
"*spend dow" required.

2. h and, disabled. There are roughly 29 million persons
over 65 or eligible for disability assistance. About 24
million wrently receive Medicare benefits; mother 4
million are poor and receive fully subsidized coverage
through Medicaid. Rum I will bring another 500,000
aged and disabled who are under the 55 percent of poverty
standard, but not now covered, into lealth~are.

NHP will bring in the other 400,000 aged and disabled previously
excluded from Medicare, thus covering all 29 million.

3. Emloye. Of the 156 million full time employees and their
depeFOWs, 128 million are currently covered by employer
group plans. A total of 56 million are not adequately pro-
tected against major illness - the 28 million without
employer group coverage and 28 million more whose eloyer
group coverage is deficient in this respect. Phase I will
require all employers of full tim wrkers to provide Health-
Care or qualified private group plans, with catastrophic
coverage. This will ensure that all 156 million full tim
workers ad their dependents are covered by eloyer group
plans and that 56 million within this group receive the
protection against major illness they lacked before.

Nil will require eployers to cover part time workers and
their dependents. (A part tim wrker is defined as one
wo wrks less than 10 weeks, 25 hours a week for the same
employer.) This expansion will mean that employers are
responsible for coverage of an additional 4 million persons.

4. Others. Dealing with the 9 million persons who are not
categorized as low income, aged, disabled or employed full
time is more complicated. Sam persons without salaried
income are covered by individual plans, which are usually
very inadequate. Sane are not covered at all. Phase I
will allow individuals who desire to du so to purchase
insurance from HealthCare that is similar to the minimum
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employer guarantee plan. In addition, the "spend down"
program described for the low income group will also
be available to the 4 million part time eIployees who
are not yet covered by the employer guarantee, and to
others, after they use a sufficient mount of
for medical care.

with the fully implemented NHP, mandatory universal
coverage will be achieved because all persons will
be required to purchase qualified plans from private
insurers or HealthCare (with premium prorated for
the near poor).

5. Results:

o Every Aerican will be fully covered by HealthCare or
a qualified private plan.

o Providers will be put on notice that no person is
a poor risk because of inability to pay.

C. Benefits

The element of a health insurance plan known as "benefits" is really a
combination of two features:

- Which services are covered by the plan.

- What out-of-pocket expenditures by individual patients
for covered services are required. This is known as
patient cost sharing. tIt does not include premium pay-
ments, which are discussed in Section D.) Cost sharing
may take the form of deductibles or coinsurance - a
consistent percentage of the cost of specified services.
Total out-of-pocket spending by an individual may be limited
to a specific amount.

1. Covered services. The services covered in Phase I and under
the fully implemented plan will differ only slightly. Phase
I will establish a lean but comprehensive package of required
services for HealthCare and all qualified private plans. Physi-
cian, diagnostic and hospital services will be covered on an
unlimited basis. Specific home health, skilled nursing facility
and mental health services will also be covered.

Prenatal, delivery and all health care during the first year of
life will be included for pregnant women and children in Health-
Care or covered by the employer guarantee. Because of the impor-
tance of this benefit in preventing disease and improving health
status, it will also be available to any person not otherwise
covered, at a nominal premium. No cost sharing will be imposed
on these maternal and infant care services.

a
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MW will build on Phase I by:

o Fading outpatient prescription drug coverage. Unlike
other benefits, this would operate on a $250 deductible
basis for administrative ease and to target coverage on
those whmost take medication on a long term basis.

o Adding complete child health care up to the age of 6, as
well as preventive services for all persons, consisting
of periodic checkups and counseling according to a life-
time health monitoring program. No cost sharing will be
imposed on these services.

2.Cst sharing. kbile eligibility is the key variable in moving
to a Mflyimplemented plan for the poor, the transition from
Phase I to NW turns on cost sharing for most other persons.

o poor and near or. Poor persons eligible for
healthCare will pay no cost sharing in Phase I. Under
NHW,, the sam full subsidy will be provided, but, as
noted, to a larger number of covered poor. Near poor
persons enrolled in HealthCare will face a 25 percent
coinsurance rate across most covered services, but
these payments will be subsidized for those just over
the poverty line.

o te aged and disabled. In Phase I, existing cost sharing
arrangesents medicaree deductibles) will aply, but no
aged or disabled person will pay more than $1250 for
covered services annually. Under NUP, a 25 percent
coinsurance rate across all covered services except
prevention will be used instead of deductibles, and
the limit on out-of-pocket expenditures will be lowered
to $750 per person aually.

oEMployer guarantee. Persons included in the employer
guarantee in Phase I will be protected against out-of-
pocket expenses for covered services in excess of $2500
annually; the same limit will apply to families or in-
dividuals. Insurors will be able to require any form
of patient cost sharing they wish as long as it does
not exceed the limit. Under NO the catastrophic limit
will be lord to $1500 per family and $750 per person.
Deductibles will be eliminated (except for drugs) and
cost sharing in any qualified plan will be limited to
a maximum of a 25 percent coinsurance rate across all
covered services except prevention.

47-147 0 - 79 - 7
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3. Results:

establishmentt of a precedent-setting prevention
benefit for all persons, including complete health
care for children up to the age of 6, designed to
turn the direction of health care from curing to
caring.

" A drug benefit with a moderate deductible hich
will free those who must pay for medication on a
long term basis from a major financial burden -
especially important for the aged living on fixed
inches.

"o Substantial protection against out-of-pocket expen-
ditures for every Aerican.

"o Powerful incentives for outpatient care achieved by
eliminating deductibles and establishing a maxim
coinsurance rate across services.

"o Phased implementation of cost sharing above the A
poverty standard to avoid work disincentives.

D. Financing

Financing - who pays for the insurance policy in the first place -
affects the affordability and the equity of the plan. Both Mase I
and NHP will retain the two current sources of financing in addition
to some State and local revenues:

- General revenues will be used to cover the poor; to
subsidize the aged (in conjunction with current pay-
roll taxes); to subsidize the near poor, and to offset
adverse employment effects of mandated insurance.

- Premiums paid by individuals or employers will be the
predominant method of financing insurance.

1. General revenues. In the transition frm Phase I to NHP, general
revenue financing will expand as the niber of persons with sub-
sidized coverage increases. The aged will continue to pay 25
percent of the Health~are premium - an mount similar to the
Part B Medicare premium - with any part not covered by the
current payroll tax subsidized by general revenues. Increased
use of payroll taxes to finance improvements for the aged is
undesirable because of inflationary impact and competition
with other Social Security needs.

a
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2. Premium. Under NHP, as in Phas I, emloyers will pay at
least 75 percent of premium costs and employees up to 25
percent. With full inlmntatian, the pemiam structure
vili be altered in several ways. There are many advantages
to retaining prmim - ang then ease of administration
and minimal disruption of current patterns. However, pro-
mium aloam are not designed to vary according to ability
to pay. Thus, as coverage expands and financial burdens
increase it as more important to deal with certain
problem:

"o Cometition will be encouraged because private
insurors will be free to price large group plans
at experienceo rates, reflecting actual costs
of care. The Healthiare premium will be set at
the current areawide rate for mall grous and
individuals - generally higher than private large
group rates.

" Increased premium burdens may exacerbate a tendency
for firm to discriminate against the "primary" wage
earner in a family, who carries insurance for himself
and his dependents. Under NWP, every worker will have
to be individually insured, to prevent employers seeking
out "secondary' wage earners for whom they now pay no
premium. Dependents will be dealt with through a
premium structure that allows their coverage through
either of two wage earners in a family.

" Larger prneims will also pose disproportionate burdens
for mall, low wage firm and for near--oor workers.
Gradual ixlementation of broader benefits (and, conse-
quently, gradual growth of premium) will give firm time
to adjust and lessen the need for subsidies in the plan's
early years. The subsidies established during Phase I
will be expanded as necessary.

3. Results:

o Qontinuation of employer parent of at least 75 per-
cent of the premium.

"o Enhanced competition among plans without subjecting
employers or individuals to exorbitant premium.

"o Avoidance of adverse employment effects.

"o Provision of needed premium subsidies to the poor,
the near poor, the aged and disabled, and low wage
firms.
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E. Reimbursement

1he wy in which Phase I and NW pay providers will be the keystone of
an aggressive effort to contain costs and foster more efficient delivery
of care. This is crucial to resolving the dilem that stands in the
way of full implemntation: Expansion of coverage costs more soney
- yet we need to control disproportionate growth of the health sector
and to limit federal budget increases.

Ideally, 1W reimbursemnt and cost containment policy will bring
health cost inflation in line with GNP growth and, to the maxiam
extent possible, finance new expansion through savings in health care
costs.

The fully implemented 1W will build on three elements in Phase I:

- Hospitals will be paid according to a single reimburse-
ment policy for public and private insurors that is
expected to evolve from the Administration's current
hospital cost containment proposal.

- Physician reimursement reform will feature a mixture
of mandatory controls for HealthCare and voluntary steps
on the private side.

-- Competitive incentives to enrollment in Health Maintenance
Organizations (HMOs) and other organizod care settings will
be established.

Hospital cost containment. Phase I recognizes - as does current
Administration policy - that spiralling hospital costs are a
major cause of health -are inflation, requiring sustained efforts
at containment. National and State limits on capital growth will
also be established. The Administration's hospital cost contain-
ment proposal is designed as a transitional pLogram, providing
for establishment of a commission to consider future policy.
Under a fully implemented NHP, hospital reimursement can be
expected to evolve further as a result of the commission's
recommendations.

2. Physician fees. Phase I will establish areawide physician fee
schedules for HealthCare, based on current Medicare rates but
reducing urban/rural and specialty differentials. [ow Medicaid
fees will be phased up to the average Medicare level; providers
now charging fees over the limit will be held harmless for two
years.

o The fee schedules will be mandatory for HealthCare and
physicians will not be permitted to bill patients for
additional amounts.

a
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o "lishd fee sdodules, together with a list of
physicians who ac them as paymnt in full will
serv to advise privately insured patients of reasmo-
able fee levels and to encourage thin to shop for less
emensive care.

To aid in making the transition to the fully iplemnted NWl,
a commision will be established to consider ut/the costs for
privately insured physician services are being contained by the
voluntary provisions of Phase I, to 4*/ther the abemnce of mon-
datory controls on the private side has adversely affected pro-
vider participation in BamIthak* and acEes to care for public
beneficiaries.

3. 0( tition. Phase I and Nil will provide incentives for enroll-
ment in Hirs, Independent Practice Associations (IPAs) and other
organized care settings. These incentives recognize that organized
settings internalize cost containmnt measures and can replace
certain form of regulation for their enrolled population. They
include:

"o Requiring employers to offer coverage by any quali-
fied 110 in an area.

"oRequiring that employers make equal contributions to
the health plans they offer their employees.
Emloyees will thus have an incentive to choose
more cost effective plans.

"oRequiring that for subsidized beneficiaries, Healthtare
reimburse HK~s and other organized settings at rates
that encourage competition with the fee-for-service
sector.

As ke move to a fully implemented NHI, consideration will also be
given to changes in the tax laws to discourage spending for bene-
fits outside the plan and to provide a disincentive to high
provider fees.

4.Future oions. The importance of correcting the underlying
causes of runway health costs - an absence of market forces
and the ability of providers to determine the type and quyantity
of service purchased - cannot be over-eqhasized. H9Cs, ihich
have reduced total costs dramatically, are a key element in
this strategy. NHP must be structured to pass on these savings
to the consumer, thus encouraging greater and greater competition.
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At the sam timea the kAdinistraticn recognizes the limits on
cospatitive forces in a system traditionally characterised by
third party paymnts and cot-plus reimbsamont. If the c-
bination of hospital regulation, physician reisburan t reftor
and competitive incentives does not substantially lower health
care cost inflation and ensure provider participation in IHalth-
Care, stronger and axe cmrehensive meaues may be needed.

One mthod that has been suggested is a national health budget
set by the Congress (or s other, newly created, national
entity) in relation to GN adi allocated to hospital,
physician an other sectors. Htes could be netiated
by providers, consumers and inawuors to meet the sector
allocation.

F. Adinistration

in accord with the goal of a significant role for private insurors, the
fully implemented NIP will miniaize disruption of existing administrative
arrangements. At the sam time, it will provide appopriate regulation
of private plans and shift soe public functions from States to the
federal level to ertance equity.

Again, the two basic structural elements established during hase I
will provide the foundation for additional change.

1. HealthCare. HealthCare will be the key to increasing uniformity
of treatment for public beneficiaries. during Phase I, Medicare
and Medicaid rate setting will be merged and clam processing
will be contracted to private firm on a ompetitive basis.
Eligibility determination will remain split, with States con-
tinuing to certify current low inoome recipients hose eligi-
bility is linked to welfare, and the federal Social Security
Administration certifying the aged and disabled, as they do
now. For the newly-entitled poor (55 percent of poverty and
spend-down eligibles) the federal government will be respon-
sible for eligibility and intake, although States can elect to
operate these functions under performance contracts.

Wien fully implemented, NHP will ensure uniformty of treatment
for all those in need of subsidies through HealthCare. The com-
bination of federal standards and private claims processing will
improve efficiency of operation, prevent waste and fraud, and
mitigate providers' and consumers' problem with the current
Medicaid program.

2. Dyployer guarantee. The enloyer guarantee will move toward
similar uniformity on the private side, but with insurers retaining
the essential functions of marketing and claims processing. During

R
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Phea I and .. iqunt. the federal gm nri it viUi be reqapm-
aible for certifying the benefits cattrophic cwrqe ad the
conainc protections offered bV quilifisd private pLata.

3. lasults:

"o the iprtant coordination of public and private
stands to provide nationwide uniformity.

"o A major role for private izuurocs and incremd inooms
frm claim processing.

"o Stes to increase equity ad encurage coetition.

G. System [eform Initiatives

many serious problem in the U.S. health care system viii not be relieved
by insuranm dwnges alone. 1P is dmigned a an unbcella, inoorporating
important nn-insurare syates reform supplements to guarantee access to
care, limit and improve distribution of resources and promte efficiency.
Phase I ad a fully imlemnted MW viii deal with these problem in a
very similar wy.

1. Elemnts in Phase I legislation. The Phase I legislation itself
will contain:

o A new process for assessing health care needs ad
the adequacy of federal grant program, in con-
junction with insurance, to met the needs.
Beginning with the first year of Phase I is-
plemntation, this process will require the
Secretary to sultit a five year plan for each
relevant federal program. It will -frequently
serve as a guide to expansion from pie-Phase I efforts
to initiatives consistent with the corqlete plan.

o Strengthening the health planning program by imposing
national and State limits on hospital capital spending,
as noted.

o measures to increase competition by encouraging
HMO enrollent, as also noted.

o Expansion of utilization review.
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2. Other initiatives. In addition, the following legislative and
adinistrative initiatives already uder way will be part of
the Ptase I and N1 system reform effort:

o Revising federal health mawoper policy to discourage
increases in physician supply and to provide incentives
for dhnge in specialty and geogrqphic distribution.

o Seed money to expand IM and other innovative
settings, helping to ensure consumrs a wider choice
amon delivery system.

o Improving efficacy aid productivity through assesment
of new technology and procedures.

o Expanding program that provide basic primary care
for the neediest of the nation's underserved areas.

o Iqlmnting fully the proposed Mental Health System
Act now before the Congress.

o Continuing to build disease prevention and health pro-
motion through preventive dental services in Title I
schools; anti-smoking, drinking moderation, nutrition
and exercise campaigns; effective screening programs,
and community based health fairs.

o Expanding goverrment-wide efforts to eliminate the
causes of disease through prevention of accidents
and through occupational and environmental health
programs.

3. Results:

"o Coordination viong federal grant efforts, while maintaining
Congressional jurisdiction and valuable oversight of indivi-
dual programs.

"o Important incentives for change not possible with an insurance
initiative alone.

IV. Conclusion

In sunwry, it is rarely possible to solve every problem in an izpo-tant
sphere of our national life with a single bill. Proceeding step by step,
we can help millions of people - people whose needs must not go unmet
while we wait for the noble dream of comprehensive coverage for all to
be realized.

S
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medicaid, PIdicare and the proposed Child Health Aaanuce Program
(CIAP) are incramntal in nature. Ftwa I ot the National Health
Plan will be another, very major step toward equitable. adNeate
and cost conscious health protection for all Aricas.

At the sam tie, as we approach our ultimate goal the broader vision
must be clear. The National Health Plan set forth in this pqm pro-
vides the context for orderly growth towrd the universal comprehenrive
coverage this Administration supports.
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Testia-,ny by Senator Gary. Hart
Before the Finance Committee
National Health Insurance Hearing
Washington, D.C.
June I. 197,

Before discussing my proposal in detail, let me first
describe its key features.

1. It provides comprehensive health care services to
preschool children and pregnant women. In addition, it
provides comprehensive coverage for all Americans against
the costs of catastrophic illness.

2. It emphasizes preventive health care, and contains
provisions to help hold down overall health care costs.

3. It relies on private health insurers and existing
medical institutions, and it minimizes the role of the
Federal government.

4. It is completely voluntary, and it has a sunset
provision requiring review of the program and reauthori-
zation after five years.

S. Finally, it is affordable in these belt-tightening
times, and it should be relatively easy to administer.

The proposal's centerpiece is the inititation of compre-
hensive medical and dental care for children aged S and under,
and pregnant women. It would provide complete care, irrespec-
tive of ability to pay, for every one of these persons who
need it.

The selection of children and pregnant women is a logical
one. They represent our future health care costs, so that pro-
viding care as early as possible is a sound investment.

Children and pregnant women also offer the ideal group
on which to implement preventive preactices and policies, a
central component of a truly effective and cost-efficient
national health care program.

Furthermore, children are a fairly stable population
for whom care can be provided routinely by primary care
physicians or nurses and other health practitioners. Therefore,
focusing a national health care plan on then would reduce
the potential for providing unneeded services and runaway
costs.
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It is important to note that in 1976 the per capita
expenditure for children under 19 years was $249, compared
to $547 for those aged 19 to 64, and $1,251 for those 6S and
older. Children constitute one-third of our population, yet
use only one-seventh of our health resources.

Similarly, good health care for pregnant women is
readily produceable, fairly predictable and, though not
minimal in cost, has been demonstrated time and again to be
tremendously valuable in imporving the health of newborn
infants and reducing future illness.

Despite existing Federal programs, children--especially
the poor--receive fewer health care benefits than any
other group. Less than 50 percent of eligible children
receive standard immunizations against costly and potentially
fatal diseases. Last year, only 21 percent (15 percent
under age 6) of children eligible for HEW's early and periodic
screening, diagnostic and treatment program actually received
benefits. One in five infants born premature will die within
the first year of life and the others will be prone to
serious and often irreparable ilnesses. Yet, it is medically
possible to reduce much of the problem simply through
routine care prior to and during pregnancy.

Under this legislation, participation by both recipients
and providers would be voluntary. Physicians would have a
choice of participating in the program exclusively, simultan-
eously with the standard fee-for-service system, or not at all.
Patients could choose any doctor they wish.

Payment by the Federal government to providers of services
would be a fixed amount per enrolled individual. Patients
would sign up with participating providers who would receive
payment in advance. This "capitation" form of payment pro-
vides incentives to physicians to deliver necessary care in
the most efficient manner, and it eliminates any incentive
to provide unnecessary goods or services.

The program would be administered by two, separate
national boards established within the Department of Health,
Education and Weliare, and assisted by local boards. The
Boards would set capitation rates, administer the program,
and review and improve it as needed. The Boards would
also involve public officials, doctors, and insurers in
the task of holding down the skyrocketing costs of medical
care.

Finally, my plan has a sunset provision, so that after
five years its continuation or expansion will require reauthor-
ization by the Congress. I fully expect the plan to provide a
working example of an effective health care delivery system
on which we might base implementation of a comprehensive
program for the entire population.
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The program I advocate would be financed through gen-
eral revenues plus a reduction in the personal exemption
for eligible recipients from $1,000 to $900. According
to my best estimate the cost of this legislation would be
between $13 - $18 billion.

What will people got in return?

In many average families there will be one child under
six. Under this plan, that family will save an average of
W35S per year in medical costs for that young child. In
addition, when the wife becomes pregnant, the family will
save $1,700 in pro- and post-natal care. Clearly, this
average family gains more in health benefits than it pays
in taxes.

Every family of any income will have free insurance
against catastrophic illness, protecting it from financial
devastation by catastrophic illness or injury.

This payment plan is fair because every taxpayer will
contribute to an imporved national health system--according
to ability to pay. Also, larger families, which will benefit
more, will contribute a slightly larger amount if they have
more children under six years of age.

Some of the major differences between my plan and others
are as follows.

Senator Kennedy's proposal calls for uniform access for
all citizens to a specified standard of care. To do this
employers would be required to provide insurance for govern-
ment-specified benefits. The Federal government would pay
for similar insurance for the poor, unemployed and other
uninsurables, and would control costs by means of prospective
budgeting and fee regulation. Theestimated cost of the plan
would be about $60 billion annually.

My plan differs by offering a more limited approach.
Specifically, it provides comprehensive care for children and
pregnant women; uses capitation payments and the "market"
approach to cost control rather than government-mandated fees;
and uses income tax revenues for financing instead of the
inherently inflationary employer-mandated insurance plans.

President Carter's proposal relies on passage of hospital
cost containment legislation to control escalating costs and
expands a porgram similar to the present Medicaid system
to additional poor and nera-poor persons. The President's pro-
posal also contians a catastrophic plan with a fixed $2,500
deductible for individuals and 81,250 per senior citizen
deductible.
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My plan does not use the present health care delivery
model to provide health benefits. Instead, access for women
and children is provided without regard to income. While
I agree sectors of the population other than children need
increased health services I chose children because preventive
health care for that population offers the greatest long-term
health returns. The deductible in my catastrophic plan is
income-related because financial catastrophe is a relative
thing. A fixed deductible of $2,500 per senior couple would
be absolutely devastating to most seniors on a fixed, limited
monthly income.

The Long proposals are varied, but the basic features of
the major piece of legislation are similar in many respects
to the President's. Senator Long's proposals would also create
"classes" of beneficiaries for health care. At least two of
the Long plans are financed by a 1 percent payroll tax.
Finally, the LOng plans would institute a catastrophic plan
with deductibles even more stringent than the President's.

I chose carefully not to use a mechanism like the pay-
roll tax to finance my plan. Such a financing scheme,
like the employer-mandated plans, are inflationary and
somewhat discriminatory.

Finally, the Dole-Danforth-Domenici plan offers some
needed reforms to the Medicare provisions of the Social
Security Act and an employment-related catastrophic plan
with an extremley high deductible.

Again, my plan differs from the Dole catastrophic
plan on the issue of deductibles. A fixed deductible,
especially a high one, will offer no assitance to the persons
who most need protection against financial catastrophe
brought about by serious illness.

While my plan does not--indeed no plan can--solve at once
all the ills of the present system, it does represent a
reasonable, fiscally responsible and administrable plan
with which to begin.

It is time to resolve our differences and serve the
public's best interest by improving our national health
system. We at once have a duty to ensure their health at a
time of crisis in their health care system as well as restore
the health of their political order at a time of general
disappointment in government. I believe the plan I have
outlined here today is a sure step toward doing both.
Thank you.

a
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A IALMLN'T OF SENATOR EDUARD N. LEJNEDT AT A PRESS CONFERENCE

INTRODUCING THE "HEALTH CARE FOR ALL AMERICANS ACT"

For release:
Monday, Nay 14, 1979
11:00 am.

I am proud to stand here today with Congressman ilenry
hai.-in anad so many colleagues and friends to announce that the fight
foe voprehensive, universal national health insurance, with strict
Lu,! teintrols, begins anew this morning with the announcement of the
Ik..Ith Care for All Americans Act.

for the past ten years the Coalition for National Health
ln,'rJaaLe has sought to make quality health care a matter of right
foe ill Americans. The five basic principles of this coalition have
al .y-. beens, and remain today:

I1) comprehensive benefits.

(2) universal coverage.

(3) the strongest possible cost controls,

(4) system reforms to encourage preventibc
meadicane and prepaid group practice.

(S) quality controls.

[lie Health Care for All Americans Act meets each of these
11,iia'-pLes. In addition, it gives a meaningful role to the private

is-ia.ente sector. It limits federal expenditures primarily to pay-
ftits fur the poor, the elderly and the unemployed. In fact, no

,,-.irvtcnsibe plan meeting these principles will cost less.

I nally, this plan minimizes the requirements for a new
"ldý.-vitizative bureaucracy. No plan will have a simpler federal
a!,- , stra-j'e 'tructure than this one.

Here are those wLo believe that comprehensive national
health insurance, however desirable, is inconsistent with today's
buictary politics. They believe a piecemeal approach which enacts
t;a. lowest common denominator will relieve the political pressure
I,-i,, thl constituents and defer the tough, central issues of cost
.',l., and systems reforms for another day.

[hey are wrong on both counts. The plain truth is that
•e'et: Jday may be too late. The American health care system is
now tt,,,inod to the breaking point by runaway costs. The issue of
-o. I ,ontruls must be faced now, and it can only be faced as part
, .- impreien-.iie .svstem. Thi Health Care for All Americans Act
I,. ..L-,et' the best h hance to avoid national bankruptcy and to bring
"f , ling lit-3lth cuý,tz 'inder control. in fact, within four years

.)i ,',sge. the nationn .ould begin to spend less on health care
. this plan than if no bill is passed.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The tens of millions of Americans represented by the
groups in this room are the constituency for national health insur-
ance. They are the Workin sen and women of this land, the senior
citizens, the minority groups, the religious community, the nurses,
the young physicians -- to name just a few. This constituency is
naut and never will be satisfied by the lowest common denominator.
hhere is the constituency for catastrophic health insurance? khLre
is the constituency for a limited approach without comprehensive
system reforms and cost controls? It's no wonder the Health liasur-
ance Association of America supports piecemeal reform. It's no
wonder the American Medical Association supports the lowest coiAon
Jcnominator. But where are the citizens' groups that support it'

1he Health Care for All Americans Act sets the standard
a.-jinsf which any other legislative proposal will be measured.

it is not a standard set for ideology's sake.

it is not a standard set for political reasons.

it is a standard iet to show what must be done to make the
14calth L.ic system work for all Americans at a cost the nation can
slturd tu pja'.

I Jon't minimize the uphill road to enactment that lies
afiahd. but the diffILulties we will face do not call for lowering
ol the b3tsaJard; they do not call for abandonment of the principles;
they do not call for accepting the lowest common denominator. They
call for leader.hip that holds up the standard and moees the polit-
i-JI process to it. That is what this coalition is about. 1hat is
what we intend to do. And we call on President Carter to join with
us to make quality health care a rTight for all our people.

HEALTH CARE FOR ALL AISRICANS ACT OIP 1979

...... In Brief .....

UNIVERSAL COVERAGE -- Every resident of the United States will be
covered for mandated health insurance plans, with federal , financing
of coverage for the poor and the aged.

COMPREHENSIVE BENEFITS -- There will be full coverage of inpatient
hospital services, physicians' services in and out of hospital, home
health services, x-rays, and lab tests. Costs of catastrophic illness
will be covered since there will be no arbitrary non-medical limits
on number of hospital days or physician visits. Medicare will be
upgraded for the elderly and viii also cover prescription drugs.

COST CONTROLS -- Prospective budgeting of hospital and negotiated fee
schedules physician will become the principal method of cost control.

BUDGETING COSTS -- Hospitals and doctors will be paid on the basis
of pre-negotiated amounts. They will not be permit&ed to charge
patients more than the insurance plan pays. National, area-wide
and state budgets for health services will be set and any inci.eages
will be tightly controlled.
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ADINISTDATION -- f progrmem viii be administered by a latiatal aioath
Tusuance DaW Wo homers, will. be appointed by the President,
..ubJect to Senate confirmation. A majority viii be consumer
representative.

TATE NOLZ - The Board will contract with each state and territory
.o help a4mlnister the national health insurance program.

-ASURANCE PLAMS and HO CONSORTI? -- Mast Americans viii be insured by an
nsurer of health maintenance organization which is certified and regulated

qy the federal government. The insurer mat be a member of a consortium of
(1) insurance companies, (2) Blue Cross/blue Shield plans, (3) federally
qualified health maintenance organizations, or (4) Independent Practice
Associations. There will be a special consortium of plans such as those
providing direct or those jointly administered by unions and employers

iEDICARZ -- The elderly and eligible disabled people viii continue to
be covered by Medicare which will be upgraded. Physicians will ro
longer bill Medicare patients but will be paid directly by the insurance
plan. Prescription drugs will be covered for the elderly.

NZDICAID -- The poor and near-poor will be covered by the national
health insurance plan for all mandated benefits. Medicaid will cover
only those services such as long-term nursing horne care which are not
incorporated in the national health insurance program. The states will
•.xtribute only what they are Dresently spending for Medicaid, and no more.

HEALTH INSURANCE CARD -- Every resident of the United States will be
Issued a health insurance card. If a patient receives medical care without
proof of insurance coverage, the provider will bill the state agency
which will pay the bill and later determine the source of payment. With
or without a card, every person will have a right to receive treatment.

-FDEAL RECUIATIONS -- In order to be included in the program, an insurer
1i;-ieu-•Tre federal certification and will be subject to ongoing federal

riqulation. The effect of certific-tion and regulation will be to
eliminate such long-standing practices as 'risk selection" and discrim-
inatory pricing, and to bring existing private insurance expenditures
into cunforsity with public policy on cost controls and equity of benefits
cnd f inencing.

FjNCIihG -- Employers will pay a premium related to total wages. The
premium will cover the full costs of the covered benefits. The wage-
related amount will mean that employers paying high wages will pay more
fnr health insurance than employers paying low wages, althougI the rate
will be the same. Unless other arrangements are made, employees may pay
up to 35 percent of premium costs. This means, for example, that onions
may negotiate for employers to pay the entire costs.

SELF-EJXLOYED -- The self-employed will be guaranteed comprehensive
coverage at income-related group rates not to exceed the value of the
benefits covered. They will no longer have to purchase individual
policies (if available) at high risk-related premium rates.

COSTS -- Total costs of health care will be less within a few years
of Me national health insurance program than they wnuld be under
current programs because of the immediate and long-range cost controls
applied. New on-budget costs for coverage of the poor and for im-
proving Medicare, would be $28 billion in 1980 dollars.

47-147 0 - 79 - 8
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QUALITY CONTROLS -- Quality controls will be strengthened and the
states will be required to implement these quality standards as a
condition of participation in the program.

HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS -- HNO's and other non-tzaditional
form of health care delivery, such as neighborhood health centers.
viii be fully supported and their development encouraged through
incentives.

LOMETITION -- Insurers and HMO's will compete for enrollees, but not
b-seieE ln--g "risks." They will know what premium they will be on-
titled to receive for each person or family covered. They viii compete
"rn the basis of administrative efficiency and for supplemental cosrages.

01ALIZATION PROGRAM -- To assure that no consortium member will be
ble to profit by selecting risks, there will be an equalization fund
.o counter-balance member companies and consortia. The proqram will
protect individual companies or plans against unforeseen costly events.

FXISTING EWLOYER/EMPLOYEZ ARRANGEMENTS -- An employer viii be obligated
to maintain existing contractual or other arrangements for health
benefits. If the employer's present costs exceed mandated premiius,
the excess will be applied to other employee benefits, subject to
negotiation with employee representatives.

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND HEALTH PROMOTION -- Services for the prevention
and early detection of disease viii be covered, including immunization
and health education.

'FSOURCE DISTRIBUTION -- A Resources Distribution Fund will be used to
improve services for underserved populations and to develop new services
for the full population's changing needs, in particular for home care
of the elderly and chronically ill.

CONSUMER AND PROVIDER ADVISORY COUNCILS -- A National Health Insurance
Advisory Council and State Councils @ith consumr majorities viii advise
Federal and State Public Authorities.

COALITION OF NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE ORGANIZATIONS

PRESENT AT THE PRESS CONFERENCE

For Release: 11:00 a.m.
Monday. May 14, 1979

I. Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers
2. \malgamated Neat Cutters
1. 4merican Association of Retired Persons
I %mcrican Council of the Blind

American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial
fIrganizations (AFL-CIO)

6. American Federatirn of Teachers
7. \merican Nurses Association a
A. American Psydiological Association
'I. American Public Health Association
II. Americans for Democratic Act*on
II. Association of Federal, Stsae. County and Municipal Employees

(AFSCME) .



12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
Ž11.
21.

23.
24.
2S.
26.
27.
.8.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
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Bakery and Confectioner WorkErs
Baptist Joint Committee
Bridge and Construction Workers
Building and Construction Trades Department
Center for Community Change
Chemical Workers Union
Citizens Against High Blood Pressure. Inc.
Coalition of American Public Employees
Coalition of Labor Union Women
Consumer Federation of America
Food and Beverage Trades
Group Health Association of America
International Association of Machinists
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
International Brotherhood of Teamsters
International Ladies Garment Workers
International Longshoremens Association
International Printing and Graphics Communications Union
International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen
International Union of Operating Engineers
League of Women Voters
Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
National Association of Counties
National Association of Farnworker Organizations
National Association of Neighborhood Health Centers
National Association of Social Workers
National Coalition for Children and Youth
National Coalition of Hispanic Mental Health and Human
Services Organizations
National Conference of Catholic Charities
National Congress of American Indians
National Consumers League
National Council of Jewish Women
National Council of Senior Citizens
National Education Association
.National Faimers Union
National Urban League
National Women's Political Caucus
Newmnnper Guild
Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union
Physicians National Housestaff Association
Pipefitters Union
Population Resource Center
Retail Clerks International Union
Service Employees International Union
United Auto Workers (UAW)
United Church of Christ
United Methodist Church
United Presbyterian Church
United Steelworkers
U. S. Catholic Conference
Women's Lobby
Workmen's Circle
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HEALTH CARE FOR ALL AMERICANS

. lStatement or Purposes

A.. Hake comprehensive health services available to all Americans

through the application of social insurance principles to a system

utilizing private health insurance.

S. Provide the sm cpeeheanive health benefits to everyone

without consideration of means.

C. Contain the total costs of health care at a rate of increase

no faster than the rise in the G.

D. Distribute the cost of health care equitably.

5. Keep the costs of health care borne by the Federal Government.

The States, emloyers, and others at moderate levels.

F. Create improvements in the organization and methods of delivery

of health services.

G. Enhance the distribution and quality of ':dre.

H. Encourage health protection and preventive medicine.

I. Provide protection and preventive medicine.

J. Provide reasonable compensation to those who provide healt'i

services.

K. Assure full public accowutability of all aspects of the plari

and its operations, as well as consumer par-icipation in its

development and administration.

II. Rights and Eligibility Provisions

A. The National Health Care for All Americans Program Stateme..t

of Rights
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1. Rights of Patients

a. Patients shall ha the right to obtain the wide range

of benefits covered under the program fron any appiLoved

provider of health care services they choose, including

the right to choose a provider frm among all tiose who

have joined the program (uness they have, by enrolling

with certain insurers, agreed to limit their choice of

provider).

b. Patients have a right to expect that health and other

information collected about them shall be held confidential

and useJ only for purposes absolutely necessary to the

effective management of the program.

c. Patients shall have the right to prompt and accurate

handling of all decisions made about their status under

the program.

d. Patients shall have the opportunity to be ceard oi,

grievances they may have, related to their care or insur-

ance related to that care.

e. Patients, either individually or collectively, shall

have the right to make their views known (and have them

considered) on all actions of the program which affect

these.

2. Rights of Providers of Health Care Service

a. Providers of health care services shall have the right

to decide whether or not to participate in the program.

b. Providers of health care services shall have the right

to receive prompt and accurate payment for servicess

rendered.
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c. PhysLcla-ts shall have the rirht to choose their

Doee a-. place of prTctice.

d. Pro-iders of healu-. care services, either :..:

duzlly or collect.vely, shall have the vir.ht to .z".e

their views kio..• (and have the-r co.sidcred) On tl.

.acto-i of the pro;::&. wh.ch affect them.

3. R-&hLs o! 1ltrible Insurers

Qa. 1.:;ble Insurers sh-all h'.'e the riset te dc:.de

whether or not to .nrtic!':te i:" the pro!:.-..

bo. Lisurers saz.l) havc t2'c r:-_ht to carry on 4 hzzl~ h

insurance bu.-.nc.s coverin-, health care services sup-

ple.-.cr.L ;|o o Jcnc.:.ts co-c-c.e u-.er tze p•re•'..-=.L

C. L.Ci:blC .nbururs, individu:lly or collectively,

s1.:l h:•ve r:.hz• .o r-,.ae their views Lnown (ane have

the. coona-e : .ct:ons ol the ;,.ojr. vihicn r."rfect

B. U-%. ",'c :,- 1 -. b t.

I. .c.-- i-,d.v.u-. .!.Al be eli-ible under toc pro.-=-. who:

a. Is a c-c-. ol the U.S. or an l.c;. .d for

pe-.--zne.; rv..,Ie.cr or other ali e.n-e..:tly rv" d

in -he U.S. und.-r color o! lat.;

b. I. a f.•ll:: 3-.jttLc- il•n• vuau is not ri p.--.-.ncnL

I C'..•r !:r. ... e -.:lo ,,. c.: i .--:-ly'* ..r-'.ur o; .'-v

v--.lo,-.e o" -t ore-',n •sr5y ur international or;-i,.J-.

tion and is present for extended periods, .W•n v'ose

en;,leyer entLrs ::.o an arreme-nt for participatic. in

the pru•.r.l; or

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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C. Is a foreign visitor legally admitted for a period

of sbort duration. but only under the terms of a treaty

or other international agreon•nt between the U.S. and

the nation of the visitor.

2. Eligibility would continue whether or not preciuws are

paid, or even whether the individual enrolled.

3. All people eligible under 1. shall be entitled to the

following:

a. To have payments made on thi.ir tsh-lf ;o meet in
part or in
full their obligation to pay for covered health care

services (described .n III);

b. The right to enroll with an approved insurer,

including insurers which offer financial

or benefit advantages for enrollment;

c. The right to change thctr enrolr.ent fror. onie
, where such ,i choice is available,

insurer to another/durini the 11.-tiouial general cnroll-

ment period each ye.ar; and

d. A health insurarnce card (issued by the

insurer with which they enr1l) identifying them as

eligible under I. (but uhii"s will not indicate the

sources ot any funds paid to the prcj;ran with respect to

then.)

C. Enrollment

I. All eCaloyers shall, iduriiii; the fiit '.icr... i eurillme.nt

period undcr the program (defInL" beloa.), offer to each of

their employees (other than ch.•e elL',Lble for medicare, in-

cluding those eligible because they h..ve cad-stage renal

disease) in such period a chioce ot health insurance plan or

9
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plans, at least o-.e from the insurer m.eners of the r~ot;-1aO ctan-

sortia and one frcm the members of the 41O consor.tLa ,.ia'! :.

such a plan or plans for L'e areas in which each ci• tU.- !

works-, Iith respect to I.O 1 ar.-, the er.plo;cr .Y',t •t r

a.1 plan Lo aiiy reprcscit.~t'tve of the ez.plcyccs .s)jrdt-",; t:j %.e: L:.,-

tion.s and procedures of Sec. 1310 of the P.Hi.S. A.t re

"Employees' health Benefits Plans." The enplryer '-.:y c c ,r . r

more supplrenLtsl benefits, but any addition-I ce .t to L'10 -

of electing the supplen-.tal benefits shall '1e r..cle accr ta t c

employee.

2. Employees shall choose a pl.n froi eano.,. tho,..- of:cred tc t:.-.

to c•ver them and their dependents (defi.aeu 5lo'), "h.ich bha'l L,

in effect at least until their next enrollnt.... prr. cd

3. In cases where an iaddvidual, includin- uc:-i

spouse, is offered a choice of plans iron care . -ia" ,nloyac

the family unit may exercise ,)nly one choice. "rc- -o.'- .11 c' . -c-.

4. Dependents would be spouse and children (i"'e )........

for personal income tax ex..iption purposes.

5. Neobers of the armed services .and tneir d pr"

Defense Departr.cnt would act as both employ,.- a.--' , " :i;

(defined in Part IV) for active members ce the .i•-, d s.:..ic-,..

bees of the arncd forces nay be assessed" a v:z'.,; 'ithi-i tn" I

applied to other wa-e wor':ers. The De%-"rt;'ent "c. rct.a,a . .-

miums funds appropriated for this group, fj-.ance such !cr;.'.cc- :,rc-

vided to the group as are covered under the D,:fense Department ?ia.,

and issue identification cards. Nlenbers and dependents of rhcrs

of the aimed services would be offered such e;,rol!.:-,nt choi,' is

the Defense Departnent finds consistent with it: 1-olicy of

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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requiring use of defensee Department facilities. The Defense Depart-

meat would pay the costs of services covered under this Act when

furnished outside its facilities, and recover (as it determines

appropriate) from its enrollees any costs it pays for such services

that are rnct reia:ursable under the Defense Department plan.

6. Medicare -.roup enrollment. Every individual who has attained

age 65 in a nonth, or who is entitled to disability insurance bene-

fits for a montk, or who has end-stage renal disease shall be

entitled to benefits under both Part A at-W Part 5 of the Medicare

program as amended by this act. All insured status requirements for

the a•ed uould be deleted.

7. .1ll individuals not included above who are eligible for Nlll

benefits would have the choice of enrolling under any certified

insurer in their state or area.

a. SSI enrollment. Enrollment as SSI eligibles (and resi-

dents of federal institutions not otherwise covered): All SSI

retipients under age 65 and not eligible for medicare and res'..

dents of federal institutions not otherwise covered, .would

receive enrollment information from social security district

offices during the first general enrollment period and would

enroll directly uith insurers.

b. Enrollment of AFDC eligibles (and residents of state insti-

tutions not otherwise covered). States would be required to

furnish enrolLrent information to recipients of AFDC (and AFDC-U)

and residents of state institutions not otherwise covered during

the first general enrollment, and subsequent enrollment periods.

c. Individual enrollment. It would be the responsibility of

the SLate Board to furnish enrollment information to all other
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individuals. Pe A indivi s did not eroll during

the first general emollut period, the State Agemcy

would set up a prooedure under which the ezollmuint

would take place Whee the individaals sought and received

health care but did not have an identification care, or

at the point when they filed an annual income tax return

without shoring health insurance enrollment. Providers

of health care or insurers would notify the State Agency

of all unenrolled individuals Wo seek care.

8. Voluntary participating group. All foreign persons who

do not meet the basic eligibility provisions and reside in

the United States for extended periods could becon eligible

under the term of treaties and other international agreements

between the United States and foreign governments and inter-

national organizations.

D. Open enrollment period.

1. There would be a first general enrollment period durtng

June through November of the year before the basic benefit

plan became effective.

2. There would then be a general open enrollment period during

the period September through Noveer of each year to be effec-

tive the January I following.

3. First enrollment (after the first general enrolent period)

could occur when an individual reaches age 22 or enters the

country and becomes eligible. People would be disenrolled

front private insurance when they beom eligible for Mledicare.
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4. Changes In enrollmet would be allowed if an individual

or family changed areas (or a new seployer did not offer their

current insurance plan).

S. Upon enrollment, the insurer vith which the individuals

are enrolled would issue tha = cards identiying their

choice (so the providers would know t- to bill).

Z. Definitions of wage. employer, and employee

1. The definition of wages for purposes of the plan is

identical to that used for personal income tax vithholdzu

purposes.

2. The definitions of employer and soployee. for purposes

of the plan, are identical to those used for purposes of

determining %6o must withhold personal incom tax payments,

but would not include those eligible for Medicare.
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NK ealth Care Services Covered

A, Required benefits under both ?M.dicare nad Private Plans

1. Nospital services (as defined is Medicare except that the s$r-

fices of hospital based physicians, as defined, would be iicorporated

in the definition) Including inpatient and outpatient services (as

defined in Title XVIUI) without Wlait as to number of days or visits

(subject to exclusions set out below, including the requirement for

medical necessity). (Medicare benefits would be made the same.)

Except that inpatient psychiatric services in a hospital shall be

limited to 45 consecutive days of active treatment beginning with

the first day of hospitalization which begins more than 60 days afttr

the most recent such period. Physician services provided to in-

patients of a psychiatric hospital by physicians under contract with

the hospital would be included without limit as a hospital service

in addition to services of physician consultants that may, as dvter-

mined appropriate, be covered under 2.

2. Physician services, without limit and rceardle3s of ;here pcr-

formed (except for services provided for a nental condition).

Physician services in home, hospital, or office for a mental condi-

tion would be limited to 20 visits, as defined by the Board, per

year. The term "physician" would remain as at present for

Medicare and for other purposes would include doctors of medicanc and

osteopathy, dentistry or dental and oral sur-ery, podiatry or sur&ý:al

chiropody, and optocmtry - all as defined in Medicare.

3. Hame health services, as defined in Medicare for 100 viv.2ts in

a year.
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4. Jllsd emuing facility services for 0 de pea rFe

follWin a holvitaliintim Olt tuee dan" or mre (a In

Medicare).-

S. Preventive services Goered mtIA include at least basic

inuniation, pre- and pout-natal maternal care, and well-baby

care. Physicians, as a part of thi medical practice# should

maintain a special interest in and watch over workers and other

populations at high risk became of past epoeure to environ-

mental and occiuatiomal hazards. The MI Board, after receiving

advice from a panel of perts, would be authorized to add addi-

tional preventive services which it determines based on sub-

stantial evidence, would be cost effective and whose cost would

not in the first year exceed $500 million, adjusted in line

vith program costs for the second and following years. In the

event that the costs are found to exceed the limit, appropriate

reduction in the services covered would be required. The

Board would also be authorized to establish the conditions

under which the services would be covered.

6. Medical and other health services would be the same as in

Medicare, as follows:

a. Services and suppliis incidental to a physician's

professional service in his/her office;

b. Hospital services incidental to physicians' services

rendered to outpatients,

c. Diagnostic services furnished in outpatient departments;

d. Outpatient physical therapy services;

e. Rural health clinic services. Services of other clinics

waild be covered, provided the clinics met standards set by

the Board;
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f. Diagmstic x-ray tests, laboratory test. aid

other diagnostic tests;

S- X-ray (and related) therapy;

h. Surgical dressings and splints, casts, and othL

devices for treating fractures;

i. Durable medical equipment used outside an

institution;

J. Ambulance service;

k. Prosthetic devices (other than dental) which

replace an internal organ, including lens after

cataract surgery;

1. Leg, arm, bach. and neck braces, and artifical

lees, arms, and eyes, including necessary replacement.

7. Outpatient drug benefits for Medicare eligibles oab.

for chronic illness. The Board would establish a list of

diseases and conditions found to be chronic and the drugs

which are covered with respect to each disease and condit-or.

listed.

a. Only drugs which require a prescription (plus

insulin) would be covered, and v.,ty those listed in t

for.ulary developed by the Board "sigh the advice of

the appropriate advisory panel.

b. Require generic prescriptionz sihcnever -eneric

equivalents are avazlable.
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C. Reimburse dispensing pharmacies on the basis of the

cost of the dru- supplied or the lowest cost generic
dispensLng

equivalent generally ava"l').C plus a professional's/ fee.

d. HwO. (or other ianurers) may use this fors.iulary

approved by ttk .';'!! Board, but could also use t.cir oun

formulary prov'dcd that

(1) The Board! approved it;

(2) fIenbers .ad potential members are -isforracd

that its .orrulary differs frcn the national one,

and what these differences rcaa to members.

0. The Board would also hzve authority to set

and minimuns for :.&e amount of a druz; prescrbed.

8. Mental health day care services - tio days a year for

each day of inpatier.t prychiatric bcneiits aoL u-Or!.

Electroshock therapy covered only in cases c' ,everece:os-

sion and only where pricr appro'.'al has been ta:.'r -r:.,gh

an arrangement established by the area FSRO.

9, Outpatient physical and speech therapy scrvices as in
short-terr

Medicare, plus/occupz.ticaal therapy %:!;ere the pronisc o.
inprovecnt is substantial.
10. Audiological e:.an zinations and hearing aids lin-tted to

one examination a year dnd one hearing aid every tt.i:ce yc.-r;.

Paid on the basis of cost of the hearing aid plus profe.sion-

al fee. The cost of hearing aids would be c)ver.ed o:ily u. to

amount of those on a lit of those hearing aiJs whose costs

are found reasonable by the Board.

11. Outpatient services provided by a community .ocnL-l

health center, except tthzt the total amount payable during.

a year for a pat.cnt ccu-d .ot exceed the estimated equivalent
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of the negotiated fee for a psychiatric *.; it for that year *'rin

twenty, with the amount reimbursable under their budget for (a, i,

outpatient visit or service adjusted to reflect the type eail

salary level of personnel involved. Where an individual t,"Levcs

outpatient services for a mental co.ndition from two or more cen-

ters or from one or more noncenter physicians and o-e or more

centers, the maximum reinbursemunt on behalf of a patient hall

be the equivalent of a negotiated fee for a psychiatric visit

times twenty.

B. Exclusions. The following exclusions .',;ld be made to the basic

set of benefits.

1. Services or items which, except for preventive services, arc

not reasonable or necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of

illness or injury or to improve the fur.-t onirnc of a malformed

body member.

2. Services or items which are not provided %itl in t:,e Unit,_u

States (except under the conditions used inr Medicare, relaltd to

the closest convenient hospital and travel tetueen parts of the

U. S., but only for Medicare). "United States" includes, it atdi-

tion to the several States, only the Dtri:-t of Columbii, Guam.

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the !.- r' ncrn Mariana Islands,

the Virgin Islands. American Samoa. ar- vie Trust Territory of

the Pacific Islands.

3. Services or items which constitute personal comfort items.

4. Orthopedic shoes or other supportive devices for the feet

(other than for Medicare eligibles).

5. Custodial care.

6. Cosmetic surgery except for prompt repair of trauma-induced

injury or improvement of the functioning of a malformed body member.

47-147 0 - 79 - 9
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7. ites or servLces furnishe, by imceiate -el.-tves or

ebe-s o" the housc.old of tioc patLc;.to

6. Teazer.t o; flat foot cnr#C.t~on: and the prscr:;,L~n;:

of sjnpo:"..nZ devices thereforc, teatre.eit of subluxat-o-.

of tae .o,% or routine foot care (includInZ, the cuttr:ý or

rem--:)%l rf corns or calluses, th: tri=rn; of nails, ar.e

other routine hygienic care, unless prescribed by a Fhysi-

cian othcr th.--- a doctor of podiatry or surr.ical chiropoy

as seriously haneicapping or a danger to general health

for a patient with a dia,,nosed case of diabetes ocll:tus).

9. Services jproiided by practitioners who are excluded

f:r- edicar because they have been found to have abuse

the progr&L- or have been convicted of cries (under sections

I62(d) aid (e)).

C. Iedlczrc c,.1-Les.

1. Remove invitations on days of coverage .n section

l&12(a)(l). Retain spell of illness provision for post

hospital extended care services oaly.

2. Rer-ove deductibles and coinsurance for inp.-t .cnt hospi-

tal services and post hospital extended care services in

section 1813, incluein. the three pind blood deductible.

3. Fe-ove section 1814Q() related to paynent for services

in a teecn.nj scttin; to e fund. Thi3 would be hIneled b:

norn.l budget reimbursement cons:.derztions u;ider hospi-1:.1

re inbur scnent.

4. To provide that all persons age 65 and over would be

eli-.ible 6.)r medicare, section ICIC dealing ; with people
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not otherwLse eligible for Nedicare) is mended by striking

out "to enroll in" in subsection (a) and inserting "under"

in lieu thereof and by repealing subsections (b), (c), (d).

(Ce). and CM).

5. Modify section 1833 (Part B of Medicare) so as to

remove the deductible and 8OX coinsurance (except for

subsection (c) dealing with treatment o! mental conditions),

and to re-.ove the three pint blood deductible.

6. Modify sections 1836, 1838, arnd 161,0 to maoke enrolk.cait

under Part B mandatory. i.'ere deduction from benefits is

authorized, it would be r.ade mandatory. The Federal ro~ern-

r.ent would pay the premium on behalf of those eligible to receive SSI

benefits. Where there is no Federa•l benefit payable to the

individual from which the premium can be deducted, he/she shall

be subject to a tax of 115l. of the ariount due, unless he/she pays

the precium out of pocket. All provisions for late enroll-

ment in the future imuld be removed.

7. Repeal section 1843 related to State ag.receents for

coverage under Mledicare of persons eligible for medical

assistance,

8. Add dru, benefit to Medicare covered serViCes listed in

1861(s).

9. Amend section 226 of the SocLal Sc~urity Act so as to

make medicare entitlement be-in with the month for .Atic|: -In

indivioual is entitled to disability insurance benefits,

rather than 24 months after.
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10. Rqweal section 1867 (lIcaLrh Insurance Benefits Advisory

Council).

It. Reove all references to Secretary throughout Title XVIII and

insert s;ational Health Board instead. Specifically, modify 3CCtion

1874 so Q3 to use National Health Board.

D. --ffective Dates. Basic benefit for the noamedicare population wuald

go into effect January 1 of the third year following the year of enact€ent.

E. Incentive payments.

1. Any person %t'.o chooses a plan of an insurer (irom any consortium)

which offers expanded benefits at the state or area community rate or

a cash rcuate payoent from this rate, would be eligible to receive the

full amount of such benefits or payment, except that, under rules
promulgated by the National Board, a portico of the
rebate may be allocated to employers in return for services in

arranging for the availability of cost-effective insuring plan if tL'e

portion is negotiated in accordance with the procedures of Sec. 1310

of the PHS Act, rc-arding "Employers Health Benefit Plans" and the role

of employers and employee representatives regarding I•I arrangements.

Insurers oay linit the services thcy cover to those offered by selec-

ted providers to offer coverage at rates beneath the counity rate

for the State or area, but all NHI benefits would have to be provided or

covered.

2. As indicated, enrollment incentive payments could be in the form

of increased benefits (but if they are, the iusurer must state the

actuarial value of such benefits) or in the form of cash pay--cjts

(and such payments shall not be taxable income for income tx pur-

poses, shall not offset welfare payments, and shall not reduce any

credits due ur der provisions establishing a maximum on premium.).

3. The full =ount of such incentive payments shall be rebated to

the enrollee a, except as described in E.1. above.
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'v-2

0. UndsWite the costs of inauring all services

covered by this Act to their enrollees in exchange for

the cinmLt7 rated prenium;

fe Pay health care providers for covered services

under this Act at rates equal to or less than those

negotiated by the State Board. Payment may be less

than the negotiated level provided that these rates

have been agreed to by the provider and are cons stent

vith the objectives of the program and contribute tc
price cmetition;
go Establish national consortia uhich perform adn-.as-

trative and representative functions on their bch-eli,

including

(1) Collecti.g wage related ;and other nandated

premiums and payments sufficient to pay :he re-o-

tiated community rate for all enrollees;

(2) Paying individual i;.surer3 and hmcs ca.r.unl-

ty rated preniums on behalf of their enrollees
(see Part V, F, 5 for more details);

(3) Paying providers of care at netotiatcd z...cs

and apportioning the costs paid among member i:.-

surers in accordance with 1ational and State Eoard

provisions for doing so;

(4) Representing insurers and HMOs in state and

national planning, negotiating, and other

active ties;

(5) Exceptions would be made in anti-trust statutes

with respect to functions wh.ch insurers are -t-:uirti

bO perform under the plan.
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IT* Adm£ notratism

A. Admin setratve F1mctios

1. The program vould be administered primarily by

certified private insurers and LIM's operating within

regulations and negotiated &greements established and

adninistered by National Healrk and State Health

boards with the involvement of state govern-

ment, private health agencies, providers of care,

employers, and individuals.

2. Certified private insurers and RMes would

a. Negotiate commmity rated premiums oan a

national, state and area level with the National

Board for insuring all services covered by this

Act;

b. Participate in negotiations of the State

Board with providers of care to establish budgets

and fee schi.edulcs;

c. Market insurance or 6-10 programs to all eli-

gible persons for all covered services at the

negotiated coci..unity rates, or for enhanced ser-

vices at that rate, or for that rate reduced by a

rebate.

d. Enroll and issue health care cards to all

persons eligible for coverage under this act

who enroll with them during annual open

seasons and at other specified times;
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3. The Nattimol Mealth Isud voud

a. Utabliek national policy guidelines and standards for

te implmentatioe of all aspects of this Act, and oversee.

implementation of its provisions by providers, insurers,

employers, and other affected institutions and individual:;

b. Establish national and state Annual Kill budgets within

the authority for leeway provided by the le.islation, nct.o-

tiat. with insurers and IBM to establish national and

state prgaoitas, assure payment of established income reln'ted

and other mandated premLums necessary to finance the co=,Lai-

ty rated premiuwm. establish one or more systems for appor-

tioning among insurers the costs of payment to providers

reimbursed on-a budget basis, and negotiate with provider.:

regarding policy and processes for establirshment of provic'.r

budgets and fee schedules and for paymenL nechanis.s;

c. Establish a national Health Resource Distribut~cn ?'Ian

and administer health resource development and hledith :rr-

vice programs as well as budget distributions by type o:

service and area to increase accebsibility of covered S!r-

vices where it is inadequate;

d. Certify insurers, liMOs and their consortia, and p.r-

form all other functions required by the Act with r.:s.:e to

insurers, MOs . and Uicer consort:a;

e. Extend fiscal relief to irapactcd cr.p1;r., , d a . ,

in Part V;
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f. Collect data required for the planning, budgeting,

and monitoring activities under this Act, and for evalu-

ating its effects on health and health care in the nation
(See Part VIoD. for details);
go Be responsible for administerin3 the ledcare pro-

gram as wended by this Act;

h. Contract vith the public corporations established

by the states to perform the functions described for the

State Health Board.

4. The State Health Board would, under contract with the

National board,

a. Submit State Annual NHI Budsets(vithin the overall

budget allocated to the State) to the tatioral Board and

implemnt Budgets as approved by the National Board;

b. Negotiate prospective budgets and fee schedules for

the payment of providers within the approved budget and

State Health Resource Distribution Plan;

c. Select the system for apportioning budgeted costs

among insurers in the event that the apportionment pro-

cess developed by the datior.al Board provides such a

choice;

d. Administer grants from the states' allocations of

the Health Resources Distribution Fund in a manner con-

sistent with the State Plan for Health Resources

Distribution approved by the governor;

e. Review State administration of its residual medicaid

program for conformance to federal standards as a condi-

tion of federal assumption of the ainistro.tive costs

of the progrm;
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fe Facilitate the enrollment process by employers and

indivIdmals, muanrat.e payment to provider* for covered

earVices to persons without health card aWd "Sure

enrollment of all eligible persons;

go Certify providers of care under this Act (or over-

see their certification by private or state agencies

approved by the National Board) and perform other func-

tions required by the Act with respect to providers of

care;

h. Perform such other functions as specifically dele-

gated to it by the national Board.

5. State Govermaents would

a0 Noinnate members of the State Board;

b. Propose to the State Board, based on the health

planning process described in Title XV of the PUS Act,

Five Year Plans for Health Resources Distribution

describing expansion, redistribution, or curtailments of

health facilities, personnel, and other resources for

review in the context of the proposed Annual NHI Bud,-,et

for the state;

Co Implement certificate-of-need (and related provi-

*ions incorporated in Sec. 1122 of the Social Security

Act and Title XV of the Public Health Service Act) or

other such programs as exist in the state in a manner

consistent with the Annual NHI Budget for the state;

d. Participate in negotiations of provider budgets and

tee schedules for the state or area;
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e. Pay 8reu rated premiums to insurers for non-eloyed

AFDC eligibles in the state;

f. Be responsible for ad•ainit• -in a "residual medicaid

program for the State.

6. Private agencies

a. Professional Standards Review Or3anizations would be

expanded to review all covered health services by all provi-

ders, including the establishment of norms and criteria for

medical practice and perform all the other functions now as-

signed to then under Title XI, Part B, of the Social Security

Act;

be The JCAM (and comparable private agencies) would continue

their present.nedicare role for certifying provider compliance

with requirements under this Act.

7. Providers of health care muold be invited to offer services on

a participating basis in the program, and to send elected represen-

tatives to national and state negotiations to establish budgeting

procedures and fee schedules.

8. Employers would

a. Negotiate with insurers and H1)s and offer a choice of

insurance and WiE arrangements to their employees consistent

with the definitions and procedures of Sec, 1310 of the PMS

Act, regarding the role

of employers and employee representatives regarding HHO

arrangements;

b, facilitate enrollment of the employee and his/her dependents

in the plan of his/her choice

c. Make wase related premium payments, including any employee

share withheld (based on labor-management ncgctiations in
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orsani zod c€ampies). on behalf .e the 0lo7ee;

d, ismue a stasment to the eloyee at year end of

employed premium paid;

e. ".-ply to the National oard for financial relief

frcs. excessive economic impact of mandated prcmiums, if

t. Iiwrticipate, throug-h represenLatives, in the aec.u-

t Y.t.., .f provider budgets and fee schedules for their

sr&b. or area;

g. farLtcipate through representatives as nembers oi

tht b oard.

9. People (except those who are members of the arced forces,

Medicare eligible*, or in Federal or state institutions) would

a. Choose from among and enroll themselves and their

dependents in one of the insurance or IND plans availa-

ble t them through their employer, or if they are self-

fr-)t:-i or non-employed, any of the plans available to

residents of their state;

h. If an employee, pay a wage related premiur. (subject

to labot-c.anaguent negotiations) through their employer

or an nwcae-related premium to their 110 or insurer if

not employed (or if employed with substantial non-vwae

intacw);

C. a I sent their Health Card to all providers of care

for covered services;

d. Participate, through representative groups, in the

negrti-r.ion of provider budgets and fee schedules for

their state or area;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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0. FartIcLpate, tdwev representative grups, a" members of

the State bard.

5. Certified insurers and Ne

I* Any insurer or 1D0 may be certified (and recertified) to insure

services covered by this Act if it

a. Meets any applicable legal standards required by the

states) in which it operates;

b. Makes available a program of insurance or benefits cover-

ing all services covered by this Act at the negotiated commi-

nity rate;

c. Accepts, within the resource capacity of the HID or sisal"
arr"gment and consistent with requirements of cost-effective
administration with limits appropriate for plans negotiated or

arranged between employers and employees that axe self-

insured, for e-rollment in the required program of insurance

all employee Sroups or eligible individuals at the

negotiated rate.

d. Provides the same added benefit to the required program

of insurance, or the same premium rebate, to all enrollees,

except that a portion of this rebate may be allocated to

employers in return for services in arraning for the availa-

bility of a cost-effective insuring plan if the portion is

negotiated in accordance with the procedures of Sec. 1310 of

the PBS Act regarding

the role of employers and employee representatives regarding

H11 arrangements.

e. Complies with all regulations of the National Board

regarding advertising, customer service, standard claims

forms and procedures, rights of privacy of enrollees and

providers, and other are:- authorized by this Act#
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f, Is a number of a consortium a4mI complies vith all rules

and procedures of the conortium considered reasonable by

the National loard4;

g. Makes no departure fron those methods of marketinC.

organizing, or paying for health services which the National

Baord recognize* as consistent vith the objectives of this

Act without special approval from the
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National Board, uuich may issue such approval only upon

convincing demonstration that such departure vill not

damage the objectives of this Act.

2. The National Board would certify four national corpora-

tions, called "consortia" in this Act, with state and area

subsidiaries, one forued frcm Blue Cross and Blue Shield

Plans, one tor-ned fron cacnercial insurance carriers, one

formed from Prepaid Group Practice HiD)s, and one formed from inde-

pendent Practice Association HWUs, to receive and distribute public and

private funds as insurance premiuns, dispense funds to provi-

der& of care, and to perforn certain functions on behalf of

insurance and KiO plans utdich are certified under this Act.

Each consortium would

a. Represet its member plans in activities -if the Na-

tional Board in preparation of National and State ";I!l

Budgets and in TCeotciations of ccu'unity rated pren.uns

on a national, state, and Area basis, to finance ser-

vices covered under this Act, and in negotiations related

to methods of apportioning provider bud;ets a:,d costs

among insurers;

b. Reptezent its oembers on a ne~otiati.g Lcrrittee

(see Part VII) established by the State Board to nc;oti-

ate all budgets, fee schedules, capitation rates, sala-

ries, or fee for time rates, or other rates (as well as

definitions or ccr, editions of payment for services or

other m'.rters which nay require negotiation under this

Act) for the .c:-.Lursemeiit of partlci.pating providers to
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the end of paying for needed services to their enrollec.

within the budgets approved for the state or area and the

revemies anticipated by the insurers and umgs for that

state or area throu-,h the negotiated comunity rated

premiums to be paid than by the national consortia;

c. Collect and place in a fund all premiums which the

National Board advises it are due fran eiloyers, Lidivi-

duals, and state and federal governmentas oa a monthly,

quarterly, or "annual round up" basis on behalf of all

enrollees of a member insurer;

do Notify the National Board of employers or individu-

als uho are in default on premium payments for payment

by the Board and collection as a federal debt as described

in Part V.

eo Pay community rated premiums from the consortium

fund to the member plans on behalf of each plan's e-rol-

lees on such schedule and bases, and adjusted to reflect

such risk and/or area cost of services factors, as is

mutually a&reeable to the member plans and is approved by

the N:ational Board as appropriate to elmiitAte any finan-

cial incentive to member plans to practice risk selection

or experience rating or otherwise to prevent atLainment

of the objectives of this Act;

f. Acting in concert, and with approval of the National

Board. establish an arrangent for transferring mandated

premiums and other payments among consortia on a schedule

and basis mutually agreeable to assure each consortia's

receipts reflect the size of its members' earollments and
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such risk andlor area cost of services factors as they

consider warranted;

X. Make payments to all participating providers of care

on behalf of their member plans according to the costs o.4

the negotiated budgets apportioned to their meinbers, fee

schedules, capitation rates, salary or fee for time

rates, or other payment rates, or at lesser rates when

special agreements have been negotiated by member plans;

h. Monitor payments to providers of care, notify the

State Board if rates of expenditure excLed projected ex-

penditures in the Annual IfllI Budget for the state or

area, and participate in discussions or negotiations to

reduce or pro rate payments to remain within the budget;

Le Conduct such prorsem of claims review, and collect

such data as to required by the National Board;

J. Facilitate smooth transfer of enrollment and premium

collection in the same or different geographic areas, or

between consortia, during open enrollment seasons or

between seasons under circutances prescribed by the

Board.

3. Conditions for certification of consortia.

a. The consortium of Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans

and the consortium of commercial insurers must have mem-

ber plans in all states and major areas sufficient, in

the Judment of the National Board, to cover the

population;
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b. The comsortia most accept into mumberehip any

insurance at W10 plan certified by the National board

applying for membership.

c. The consortia must ?ossess resources and present

a plan of operations to the National Board which

demonstrates intent and capacity to carry out all

consortia functions specified in this Act.

C. Structure of the National Health Board

1. An independent agency of the Federal government re-

porting directly to the President.

2. lianaged by a five member, full time National Health

Board (herein called the National Board) appointed

by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

a. Chairman to be appointed by President.

b. Member* to have sta~ered five year terms.

c. No more than three ienbers from same political

party.

3. The Natlonit Board would

a. Approve all policies under the Act

and oversee the activities of the chief

administrator and staff;

b. Establish staff offices to the board for an

Ombudsman and Advocate and appoint directors;

c. Appoint a chief administrator at the Executive

III level;

d. Organize bureaus and other staff and operating

units within the Board and appoint such staff as

47-147 0 - 79 - 10
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required to iplment this %ct.

4o The board's jurisdiction would include the current

BIald Care Financinr Administration and other.DHU1

programs or elements of other current [MEI agencies which

are

a. Developing or distributing health care resources

through grants or contracts chat are fundable front tUie

Health Resourcts Distribution fund and vilI provide

health services a significant portion of which are

covered services under this Act;

or

b. Providing direct services, a significant portion

of which are covered services under this Act;

or

c. Collecting data, conducting health services re-

search, or evaluating new technologies relevant to the

objectives of this Act.

5. The Board would administer the Health Resources

Distribution Fund (described in Part VI).

6o The Board would include a Bureau of Appeals to which

providers, insurers, individuals, or others nay make final

administrative appeal and obtain a hearing upon grounds established

by the Board after opportunities for appeal at the State

board or, as appropriate, the consortium level have been

exhaus ted.

7. The National Board would be served directly by staff

offices of the Ombudsman, the Advocate, and the Inspector

General. A
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a. The Omudsm and staff Iwuld Investigate and report

to the fetd a n caqlaLats about the operation of the

proarm in the light of its objectives, and rec nd

changes in reguLations or practices.

b. The Advocate would assist coossers in defining, pro-

tecting, and asserting their rights under this Act -

focusing on the needs of minorities, the elderly, the

disabled, other disadvantaged group, and --- n.

C. The Inspector General and staff would perform func-

tiona, with respect to health, like those noe performed

by the M0 Inspector General. The Inspector General would

conduct investigations into fraud and abuse, and, acting

through the State board, would contract with state fraud

control =lts established under Sec. 1903 of the Social

Security Act to conduct the activities defined in Sec.

1903 with respect to all health services covered and all

health care providers reimbursed under this Act.

B. The National board would be directed to establish standinL

Comaissions on Benefits, Quality, Access, and Health Care

Organization to continually review and advise the Board on ways

to improve the program to better attain the objectives of the

Act.

a. tiore than one half the m-bere of each Commission

would represent consumers - which would means for pur-

poses of this Act, purchasers of health insurance (such a

employers rc anloyees), or any person uho is not a mowber

of a health profession• official of a health care organi-

nation, or otherwise associated with health care
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prowvlders La ways the Natimal Dowrd considwe Lappropriate for

this purpose. Cons rs may cboose to be reoelamted an the

CiiLssion by a provLder of health care by mikiaW a direct

selection of such a person.

b. The CoiaLssLons would include representatives of the various

health care professions and provider institutions and their em-

ployees, and insurers, as the Board considers umrrzated for the

purposes of the Comissions.

c. Lach CmamLssion would be allotted full time staff, with

staff support specifically assigned to consider embers.

D. Structure of the State Health Insurance Board.

1. A state chartered public corporation (herein called the State

Board). established by the governor at the request of the National

Board, to carry out specific functions under this Act under agreement

vith the National board.

2. Hanaged by a five member State Health Board (herein called the

State Board), whose members and chairman are appointed by the

Governor subject to approval of the National Board.

a. representatives of major purchasers of health insurance-

(employer groups and labor unions) most hold two seats on the

Board, and at least one ot:er must be a consumer, as defined by

this Act.

b. Five year sta&ered terms.

c. No more than three members frm the sme political party.

3. The State Health Board vould

a* Make all policies delegated to it by the National Board;
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b. Appoint a mabudsom ad advocate reporting directly to

the State Bowd;

c. Appoint a full time chief administrator;

do Under terms of their contract with the Natincal Board,

organize such bureaus and other staff and operating units as

required to carry out the functions specified in this Act.

4. The State Board would include a Bureau of Appeals to which

providers, insurers, individuals, or others make formal appeal and

obtain a hearing upon grounds established by the National Board.

5. The budcmen and his staff would pertorm for the state the

ame functions described for the Ombudsman to the National Board.

60 The Advocate and his staff would perform for the state the

sm functions described for the advocate to the National Board.

7. The State Board wmuld be authorized to appoint such standing

emissions or short tet. omissions as are approved for funding

under their agreement with the National Board. Such comission

would include representatives of consamers and providers as speci-

fied for emissions for the National Board.

S. In state where the governor proposes, and the National Board

concurs, the establishment of more than one Area Health Board within

the State, rather than one state wide agency, each of the Area

Boards will be treated. for purposes of this Act, like state Boards,

but the State government functions would apply to all of them.

I. The Annual NH Budget

I. The National Board will annually prepare a comprehensive budget

eastablishing all public and private expenditures for health services

covered by this Act and for the administration of the program, and

all revenues froa mandated prmiuns and other sources for fir. i.-Ti
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these. expenditures ad limiting the total anusal increase over the

lWramd*U year Lu health enpemdituwes under the Act to a maximum of

the average rate of Lacreose La the GIP over the last three years.

so This Annual aud.et would be presented to the President and

Congress, and to the State governneats, in adequate time for

fwWde to be appropriated to cover the premiums and other govern-

mnt payments mandated by this Act, including funds for Health

lesmrces Distribution as authorized by this Act.

b. The Annual bud&st vii balance all revenues to be paid to

insurers and all expenditures to be made by insurers pursuant

to this Act.

(L) Revenues will be shown from

(a) wage related premiums;

(b) Premims related to non-vase income;

(c) Group rated premiums paid by State and Federal

goverments on behalf of AFDC and SSI eligibles.

(d) Payments by the Federal Board to compensate for

delinquencies in the payment of required premiums.

(e) Taxes, premiums, rnd interest paid to medicare

trust funds.

(2) Expenditures will be shom for

(a) ALainistrztive costs for the National and State

Health Boards, consortia, and insurers.

(b) H Health services costs by types of provider and/or

service as determined by the Nati.onal Board.

(c) Costs of accumulation of assets for capital in-

vestment, education, and research as described in the

approved Health Resources Distributi.n Plan.
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(dO Ovm or wder eendltures from prvLevu year.

(a) KRNPmdtu e from Medicare tmt fud..

(f) All otetr coots under the Act " specified by

the National Doardo

Percentage allogmazes as established by the board vill be

shom for the trawfer of expenditures -- - categories

by the State without aaoval of the National board.
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C. The proposed Ammal Budget will balance all revenues

projected to be paid to the Hedicare program and all ex.

penditures to be made by Nedicare pursuant to this Act.

(I) Revenues viii be shown from

(a) Part B. pre=Lur, payments.

(b) Payroll taxes.

(c) General revenues.

(d) interest on Trust Fund Assets.

(2) Expenditures ill be shown for cate:orics iden-

tical to insurer expenditures.

d. The Annual Budget will establish expenditures ior

each state or area. (See V 14a for methodology.) The

State Boards, with the approval of the National Board,

may establish areas within the state, and the i:ational

Board, in agreement with the governors involved, may

establish areas which cross state boundaries, which

areas will be treated as "states" for purposes oi this

Act.

e. The Annual Budget will establish premiums required

to be paid to insurers to finance the negotiated national

community rated premiums for all enrollees in the nation,

showing variations in these rates achieved in each state

and will present analyses of economic inpact on employers

and employment of the premiums, as well as on Federal and

state budgets.

f, The Annual Budget will include the mount to be

requested of Congress for the Health Resources Distribu-

t4.on Fund (described in Part VO) and for each of the
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authorized prorms administered under this Act by the

National Board in relation to this Fund.

g. The Annual Budget viii reflect annual buagets of the

States and the advice of advi5ory c¢mis.ions to the

National Board, and ,till be iased ,. agreements uith pro-

viders negotiated by State Boards and approved by the

National Board and agreements with consortia on national

community rated premiums required to underwrite the

covered services in the year ahead.

h. The state budgets submitted to the National board

viii reflect the advice c' state advisory coxrissions,

the Health Resources Distribution Plan for the SLate, and

represen;Atives of the consortia a.d providers in the

state, and will be based on negotiations by the State

boards with providers concerning budgets and fee

schedules.

i. The Congressional Budget Office wouldd submit an an;Al-

ysis to the relevant omittees of Con&ress each year of

all aspects of the proposed Annual Budget.

J. The Annual Bud4et will be ibpleiment 'i Ly the State

Boards, with the State Boards renegotiating provider uud-

gets and fees if required to stay vwthin the revenues

approved. Negotiated national community rated premnius

in the approved Annual budget would be caps on revenues

to consortia for payment for covered services under this

Act, and could only be increased by a subsequent act of

the National Board.
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k. The State expenditures approved vould be the basis

for the negotiation (or renegotiation) of prospective

budgets, annual adjustments of physician fee schedules as

neccsary, and other provider reiumbursment as described

in Part VII.

1* The Annual BudGet will be accrmpanied by projection

of the Annual Bud;et for five years, showing the effect

of Health Resource Distribution efforts and the limits on

increases in expenditures nationally and by state and

area.

F. Negotiations with providers

l. For purposes of establishing prospective budgets, fee

schedules, and other payment mechanisms described in Part

VIIg providers would be invited to send elected representa-

tives to negotiate with committees convened by the National

and State Boards.

2. The State Negotiating Groups: The National Board would

establish categories of providers from dhich representatives

to the various negotiations vith the State board would be

elected in each state, and establish general guidelines for

the election process in each state.

a. The categories of providers to compose the state

negotiating group regarding prospective budgets would

include, but not be limited toa

(1) Classes of hospitals

(2)

(3) Hospital based physicians

(4) Hospital employees of various professio-is and
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occupetiots

(5) Comnity Health Centers, Comunity Mental

Health Centers, and other providers reivbursable

on a prospective budget basis under this Act.

b. Factors to be taken into account in establishini

the necotiatinc group regardin; fee schedules and other

payments nechaniss would include, but not be limited to:

(1) Medical and osteopathic specialties

(2) Geographic area of practice, exo, rural,

urban; -

(3) Style of practice; solo, group, institution

based.

c. The general guidelines for the state election pro-

cess shall be developed and revised as necessary by the

National board in consultation with any existing ne:oti-

ating groups and other provider associations and institu-

tions and shall include:

(1) lange of sizes for the ne,otiating groups;

(2) Proportional representation of categories o0

providers on negotiating Sroups in teres of their

numbers in the state, the percentage their services

represent of the total reimbursed under this Act, and

any redistributions described in the Health Resources

DistrLbution Plan;

(3) Three year terms of office with eligibility for

reelection;
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(4) Various methods of nominations and election for

use by the State Board, assuring full public infor-

nation and opportun ty to nwoinate candidates and

vote by all relevant providers (and their employees)

in each category.

d. The State Boards, in consultation with any existing

negotiatinE -roups, aad with provider associations and

institutions in the state, would establish and revise as

necessary the size, composition, and other characteristics

of the state negotiating groups, and the detailed nw.ina-

tion and election process - within the guidelines of the:

National Board - and uould conduct or oversee the conduct

of elections of the state negotiating groups every three

years.

3. The National Ne-otiating Groups: The National Board would

conduct an election anong the state negotiating groups to

elect representatives raroc. the state groups to the national

negotiating groups, and may, in consultation with provider as-

sociations and institutions, appoint up to five additional

non-votinZ members to each &roup to represent provider

interests th.at are not represented on state groups.

a. Categories of providers would be represented on the

national negotiating groups (except for the up to five

additional members appointed by the Board) proportional

to their r.umbers on state negotiating groups, and any

redistributions described in the five year projection of

the National Annual N.HI Budget as the effect of the State

Hleaith Resources Distribution Plans and of the limits on
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increases in expenditures nationally and by state and

area.

b. The terms of elected and appointed members would be

three years.

4. Both the elections of negotiating groups and all -0escti-

atinc sessions of the &roups will be matters of public record,

except that elections will be conducted by secret ballot.

G. Negotiations with Insurers and

1. Insurers and would be invited to send representa-

tives to negotiate on their behalf with the lNational Board

regarding the community rated premiums described in Part V.

2. The manner of selection of those representatives would be

established by the insurers and through their consortia,

but should provide representatives of such categories of

insurers as the Board may require.

3. The number of representatives to the negotiating group

from each consortia would be proportionate to the total r.%.Lber

of enrollees of each consortium, with no consortium reprcscn-

ted by fewer than two.

4. Consortia shall not participate in the negotiations on

state or area capmunity rates in which they have no member

plans.

5. Negotiati:'g sessions of the Board with the representa-

tives of insurers and iU1O's will be mazters of public record.

H. Apportionment of the costs of a provider's budget among

insurers.
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I. The National Board would establish rules for apportioment

of the costs of a budget smon$ the insurers after consultation

with the insurers.

2. Payment amounts by insurers would be established on an

interim basis initially, paid at such time as may be deter-

mined, adjusted from tine to time, aid settled after the

close of the year.

1. Start-up of administrative structure and processes

l. Upon enactment of this Act, and prior to the effective

date of benefits, the National Board shall establish

and test administrative structures and processes needed to

implement the Act on the effective date of benefits.

2. The Board shall report to the Congress 18 months after

enactment on its progress, and on any technical changes or

authorizations of any temporary administrative structures or

proceedures that would facilitate the implementation of the Art.

3. The General Accounting Office will review the progress of

the Board in starting up administrative structures and proces-

ses under the Act and report the progress or lack of progress

to the Congress 18 months after enactment.

4. (For physician cost controls established before

benefits become effective. see Part VII.)

J. Federal back-up for state and insurer functions: If a state

fails to establish a public corporation to serve as the State

Board, or if insurers fail to establish consortia or acceptable

plans for their operation, or if there are states or areas in

which no insurers qualify for certification under :his Act, the

National Board will perform the functions of these agencies.
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K. President's .1ssion O0 the Health of Americans.

1. The Prt .cnt would appoint a group of nine distinguLshed

citizens to serve at his pleasure.

2. The Cacwission would be directed to review the health

status of the nation, the opportunities for improving it, and

the cost for doing so.

3. The Cocaission would make its findings on steps that

.should be taken near and long tcrm and coordinate its activi-

ties vith those of the National Board.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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V. Financing

A. Structure of support of program

1. Income to support the program will come from seven

primary sources:

a. Wa/ge-related premiums paid by erplojers, with

sharing by the employee possible;

b. Payments by people with substantial amounts of

non-wae income, related to that income;

C. Payments by States for the AFDC and State institu-

tional population;

d. Payments by the Federal government for SSI beneii-

ciaries and the Federal institutional population;

e. Voluntary payments for employees in the U.S. of

foreign goverrnments and international organizations;

f. Medicare taxes and premiums;

S, General revenues.

2. The wage related premium and other income related -re-

aims paid by persons with nonwage income would be computed

as a percentage of the income from the given source.

a. The percentage rate which would be applied in full

to wages and one-half of which would be applied to non-

wase income (subject to maximum for an individual,

see 3. below), would be computed so that the costs of

NRI benefits for the entire population -- except the

Medicare, SS, and AFX groups -- would be fully covered

by the total of all wage-r-lated and income-related

premiums.

'5 & £ .t
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b. The prospective percentage rate would vary from State to

State in accordWAne with actual budgeted cost increases in the

State, because of adjustments as provided in F.A.d. If suff -

cient information is not available in one or more initial years

to establish the State variable rates, State-by-State estirates

or a single national rate may be employed on an interim basis.

3. A imum would apply on premiums withheld from employees'

wges or paid by recipients of non-wage income. Tne maximi

out-of-pocked payment for premiums for an individual could not

exceed the negotiated cmnity-rated premiun for his/her family

type (i.e., self only, couple, or family) for the State or area in

which he/she is employed.

Be Income sources

1. Wlag related premium

a. Employers would be responsible for the entire payment, but

would be authorized to require payment of Ai (25-35%) of each

emloyee's vage, up to the msximm prenium base, by employees.

The employee payment would be subject to laborlmanagement

negotiations.

b. The wage-related prenmim would consist of the result of

applying the percentage rate to the total payroll of the

employer.

C. The payment by an employer (including a State or local

government) would be subject to an impacted employer limit, and

a credit would be payable to impacted employers upon application.

(1) An impacted private emloyer would be defined as one

wiose requicea payments for 31I (excluding any that may be

paid by employees) exceeded kis/her former payments for

private insurance by more than 3% of payroll and whose net

47-147 0 - 7 --I
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incme a a percentage of gross and absolute net income

declined compared with the year before the NMI prmium

payment we mandated. Only the 37 of payroll maximum

would apply in the case of State and local governments.

(2) Upon the filing of a clam showing the existence of

Lhe defined impact, the National Board uould certify as a

tax credit (or pay from general revenues in the case of a

non-taxpaying employer) an amount equal to one-half of the

least amout by which an increase in insurance costs of

the eqployer not permitted to be borne by employees ex-

ceeded 31 of payrolls or the decline of either of the two

measures of net income. In the second year one-third would

be credited, in the third year one-sixth would be credited,

and in the fourth year and later, nothing.

d. Payment of premiums on behalf of employees of state and

local governments would be required on pain of deduction from

all Federal grants-in-aid payable to the State of an mount

equal to one and one-half times the amount the Board estimates

as the mount of the premiuns otherwise due. Such deducted

mount or..d comprise NH! income.

e. medicare beneficiaries would be exempt from paying vage-

related premium and their employers would be exempt frou

paying vwge-related premium on their behalf.

2. N=weage income premium

a. This premium would be paid by recipients of self-employment

and unearned income at one-half the rate paid by employers and

employee together.

b. Only income in excess of $2000 for each adult recipient of
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of such income (individual $2000, couple filing jointly $'100)

per year up to the naxi=m on income subject to premium pay-

ment requirements specified in A. would be subject to thiC

premium requireDent.

c. The payment would be made quarterly in conjunction with

filing estimated inccxe tax returns. Failure to make tirely

payments vould make the individual subject to a late premium

penalty, at a 15% annual rate, unless the delay in payment were

excused.

d. In the case of pensions received by persons under 65, the

non-wave income premiums nay be paid by withholding, and part

or all o. the premiums ray be paid by prior employers. The

employer preniwm payment would not be considered income for tax

or premium payment purposes.

e. Medicare beneficiaries would be exe-ipt fra paying premi-

um on the basis of unearned income for any r.onth they were

beneficiaries. If they were beneficiaries for part of the year,

the portion of unearned income exempt would consist oi the

number of months of 1!edicare eligibility divided by 12. In the

case of a couple, only jne member of whtici is a fledicare bene-

ficiary, the premium would be calculated for each number

separately, and joint income would be proportioned equally

between the members.

3. Group rated premiums on behalf of SSI recipients and reciento

of Federal institutions for whose health care the Federal government

takes responsibility.

a. The premium would be paid by the Federal govereamnt for

persos who are not Nedicare beneficiaries.
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be The premim payment per individual mold be bamsd am the

experience of the group; i.e.v the pramia u aid be a group

related premium and not income related.

c. The Federal premii,- uld be paid wouthly to insurers (or

their consortia) vith whon recipients. or residents were enrolled

in the appropriate premim mounts.

d. Cost experience for umbers of the group uwuld be obtained

fran a saple of benefiLciay data records for the entire pope.

latlon reported by the cansortia. These records would be

matched against SSI payment records to identify the recipients

in the basic file. Insurers oauld not be given informutioa on

which enrollees were eligible for SS£. On the basis of the

saple data, each year experience rated peiums could be esti-

mated for payment in the ensuing yew using the experience and

other pertinent factors in an estimating process as the Board

may determine after obtaining the advice of the consortia. A

deduction my be made for estimated other prmims payments

made by or on behalf of 551 recLpients.

e. The SS! program would be mended to provide that health

insurance premiums paid on behalf of its beneficLaries for MH

benefits would not be considered as Lcome in detemining SSI

cash benefit eligibility, and the fact that *owe income

received by the beneficiary wunld be required to be paid toward

NHR premium could be taken into account in determining the S5I

benefits.

4. Premiums on behalf of AFDC recipients and residents of State

institutions for whose health care the State gorerrment takes

responsibility.
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a* The preniun vmld be paid by the StaLe a a conditiom for

Am catching.

b. The preamum wmId be poup rated by fini ly type and not

incAme related.

c. The State premium would be paid monthly to each of the

insurers (or their consortia) in which this group's amobers

were enrolled, in the appropriate prnium imonts.

do Cost experience for members of the group wuzld be obtained

from a ample of beneficiary data records, as would be done ior

SSIp with premiums calculated in a similar fashion as well.

Information would not be given to insurers on which enrollees

were eligible for AITC. A deduction may be oade for estimated

other premium payments made by oc on behalf of AFDC recipients.

eo The AFDC program would be mended to provide that health

insurance premiums paid on behalf of its beneficiaries for I:NI

benefits woald not be considered as incm isn determining AFDC

cash benefit eligibility, and the fact that some tncom re-

ceived by the beneficiary would be required to be paid toward

UK premium could be taken into accomt in determining the

AFDC benefits.

5. Volumt-y participants.
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a. Long tarm U.S. residents who are employees of loici:-a

government or international organizations.

(1) The e.:nloying unit could enter into an arreae.it

with the Board to cover their employees and their

families under HHI*.

(2) The premiums due from the employer would co.isist

at community rated premiuizs estiMated for the type of

family of the enrollees.

b. Costs a.nd services to foreign visitors.

(1) The Federal governrwent would be empojered to enter

Lnto agreements uith foreign &over.-ments under which

visitors, each to the other, would be covered under tihe

plan of the national to which the visitor travels, xf

such an agreement seemed likely to produce acceptable

results.

(2) The agreement would be premised on the assunptý.on

that benefits provided to foreigners in this country

would be canpensated for by services provided to NHI

members outside the U.S., for which no reimbursement

would be made. The services covered outside the U.S.

would, in effect, constitute KiHI benefits, paid for by

providing services to foreigners in this country

which the NHI program would pay for.
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The program would not pay for services provided

outside the coutry.

6. The Medicare portion of the social security tax

A. The tax would be retained at the level now provided

for by la4 for each employer, employee, and self-enploycd.

1979-80 1.10%

1981-85 1.35%

1986 and later 1.50M

b. The Iledicare tax would be applied to all van.es in thie

U.S., including those of Federal employees, all ror.profit

organization employees, and, under pain of deduction from

grants of one and one-half times the tax as estimated by the

Board, of state and local employees. Voluntary agreements

with foreign governments would require a pa)yent equivalent

to this tax, as well as IlHI premiums. (These funds, as

well as Part 3 premiums and general revenue contributions to

Medicare, would be handled separately irom the rest of i1HI

through existing Trust Funds and the total would be suffi-

cient to support the program.)

7. The Medicare Part 8 premium

a. The prenium payment would be made compulsory for

everyone age 65 or older, plus those disabled

.- t .. J "•
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clirible, for P.irt A coverage but •,)uld be paid by Ow,

Fct~r .1 ,vetr....t ,n the case of :';S recipients.

b. '1cnbe=;:,.i.n ol 0h- i~cdic.-rr nroup

(1) People no-: c] ;-.ible for Medicare (tn .- c'.u

cvcry-oaue over 65) plus

(2) People d.sablod :ix n1onths to tui y,..s.

C. The nreri.vza iould be cor.putce as in prxs',-;,t is ". ri

laws t-i.inr, no faster t'ian social security bc,.-fiL..

8. Gencr,- 7ecnucs

Z. Ir.crcacd obli.;atio~as including

(1) SSI and increased p..ymcnts for F'ederu.l .aSt Lul o.._

population, if cany.

(2) Diffcrceize bC:etCcn ;!cdicare tax plus pri .iiL-..-.

cost of services to the Iledicare -ryup. This di f..-renc,-

results ia part from the proposed added K-dAc-re

covcra&c and Lli fact that no increase in the social

security tax rate is proposed.

(3) Premium payments due to private insurer.; but

uncollectible.

(4) Credits to irapacted employers.

(5) Savincs clause to State for fledicaid.

(6) Cost of adninistratio. of Board and S.tato i::c',cies.

(7) Increase, if any, in Fcderal employer p--.-cnti on

behailf of Fcdcr--- c.nlo)ecs a..d ncernb:rr tic Ox m.rd

forces. This iicreasc pousibilty derives in pa-. .ro.'.

the required perccntaCe of prcniuw-s to be paid by

employers.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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b. Oftsets Lacluding

(1) LlLminat0on of individual income tax deduct,,:i foro

health insurance a'sd tOe fact that deductions w-,uld not

occur (or be allowed) for costs of service covered under NH!.

(2) Elimination of Federal giants-in-aid for Medicaid.

(3) Reduction of escalation in costs of covered services.

M4) Medicare health insurance payments fro additional

employexs on behalf of rnew Medicare eligibles.

9. End of year round up

a. In the case of ease earners who have less tLn $2000 i;.

non-wa.e income, tae wa-e related premium will constitute

payment in full of Lhe prezium. Lach premium payer uoula Le-

required to calculate his/her total annual premium obligation

if he./she had non-wage income of over $2,000 (the exempt

amount), as follow:

(1) Calculate the payer's non-vage income subject to

the premium requirement. This income would equal the

lesser of (a) the actual nonwage income in excass of

$2000 up to the maximum premium base or (b) the

maxima premium base minus wages.

(2) The premium rate for non-wage income would be

applied to the figure in (1) to
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determine hit rsonuage prc(.-.Uao

(3) Calculate the employee precture that was Falu or

could have b,.,. rcluired by the u, loyei y. Lh. .e,.r I,..,

Ute employee )n the basis oe wa;e incocw, as fe.orL-d Cn

enployer Stat•etn.-LS, up to the -airxinU.
State (.t .rv.a

(4) Compare the s-r of (2) plu.. (3) wi.'th tL.e/c,• u',.:"

rate for the famiily type of the izdivdL:cil. Ine ievter

'S the annual preLuM obli.gation unle-t tht perso.i had

income of the sort on uhich nini-M.un Lax payments .ai,

due. In the latter case, the individual -s ,,s r.c'! L.o

havc received the raxinum in unearned inco.c.,

(5) Conpare the result of (V) With payment 'iithhcld

from wage, paid on the basis ol esti-aatcd ao.-%ra:a.-

income, or paid to ledicarc. If hore w'-as paid that. the

obligatory, a refund would be paid. If lens than tue

obligation was paid, the individual would be reqz,:,cd

Lo make a final payment and pos:.Oly pay a penalty,

unless the delay in payment was excusable uncter the

rules of the Board. Refunds would be paid by the

consortia front the premium payments already made to

them. In the case of a person covered by more tLau oa:e

consortium in a year, the refunds would be apportioiked

among consortia according to rules they establish,

approved by the Board.

a
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C. Enforcement of the premium payment.

1. "n the stem An individual is determined to have failed to pay

premium due, the Federal government would be obliged to cake the

payment.

2. When the Federal sover.ment pays a precium on behalf of an ind.--

vidual, because of Lailure of that individual to pay, the payment

would be a debt owred by the individual to the government and would be

collectable by the government. If unpaid, the debt woulg be colic.-

ted in accordance with the terms of the Federal C'aias Collcction .'ct

of 1966.

D. Effective da-tes.

to The income related preciuns would first become payable wL .I' t..c

quarter before the effective date of payment of benefits.

2. The premiwus paid monthly would first become payable one month

before benefits become payable.

E. Residual liedicaid.

1. Savings Clause.

a. For the first three years after 1411! benefits first becou

payable, each state would be guaranteed that its costs for bene-

fit.s - for residual medicaid and premiun payments for AFDC

recipients - provided after NRI's effective date would be no

larger than they were in the year preceding that date, with an

increase per year equal to the overall program rate of increase.

This guarantee would apply only to costs of those Medicaid beno-

fits that were in effect in a State at least to years prior to

the effective date of benefits under this Act.

b. The savings clause would apply to a State only ;.f it does

not cut back on the medicaid benefits it provided before W41I
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becms effective, and only if it pays the group rated prenam

required for AFDC cash besslit recipients and the institution.

alized population for whom prmirn would not be paid uvder

other provisions.

c. The Federal grants-in-aLd for medicaLd benefits would be

elininated, but 90% of the reasonable administrative costs of

the residual Iledicaid program (see belov), a determined in, the

budget process, would be paid if Federal M4edicaid standards, in-

cluding standards for budget reimbursement of nursing homes,

were oet.

2. IMaintenance of effort - condition for Savings Clause, for

Federal grants-in-aid for AFDC, and for grants toward administratLve

costs.

a. Continuation of pre-enactment Medicaid benefits not pro-

vided by UK*.

b. Payment of HU group rated premim for AFDC cash payment

recipients.

c. Meeting other Federal medicaid quality or other standards.

The National board would establish the minimum scope of ser-

vices required (in lieu of the requirmants of Section 1902

(a)(13) of the Social Security Act) " a condition of approval

of a State plan under Title =.

d. Payment of premiums for State institutional population.

F. National, state, and area prium determination process.

I. The budget limit on expense for M1 wiold be set by the

National Board. The Act would provide that the budget increase in

any year would not be permitted to increase at a rate greater ttan

the aver&&e rate of increase in the GIIP for the three preceding

years.
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L The atiomal oerd, with the advice of the consortia, uould

perform the acterti" calculations required to translate the deci-

slon an Wpenses Lito a wege and mom-~e income related premiun asnd

community rated preniums. An allowance would be made in the preaiwas

for a contingency fund retained to cover variations fCr expecLed

expenaes and for net income (operating gain or lose and interest on

revenues) in accordance with Board policy.

3. In the event the NMI income from the specified sources is fouad

by the National Board to fall short for a given year of that required

to pay insurers the community rated premiums negotiated for the year,

taking into account contingency revenue funds that are available, an

advance may be made from Federal funds to cover the shortfall teapo-

racily, to be recovered from premims in subsequent years established

to provide for repayment.

4. The National Board would distribute the national budget anonz

the states. In so doing, the health care operating cost increase

allowed for a state would be greater than the national iticrease if

the states per capita expenditures, on a price adjusted basis to

the degree feasible, are less than the national per capita expendi-

tures. A similar variation would occur in the case of a state whose

expenditures are greater than the national ones.

&a The mauisin variation above and below the national increase

would be 201 each.

b. The variation for a state with the average deviation of all

states would be the lesser of its percentage deviation, or I•,

and the variation tor other states would be proportional to that

for an average deviation state.
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C. The limit could be adjusted upward for states (or ar#4s)

with severely underserved population, for whom special develop.

mat program have been approved In the Health Rtesources

Distribution Plan.

d. If a state actually budgeted less than the allowed ..1I

limit for the state, by &plying effective restraints ot. cosL

increase, the state's income related premium rate would be

adjusted dounmurd accordingly1

5. The insurers' financial duties.

a. Insurers would receive the premiums and makeuse of consor-

tia in ways they deterine to facilitate the process.

be Each insurer would determine the amount of cacunity rated

premiums it requires. adjusted by rules established wLthin the

consortium, to cover the risks enrolled and cost variations by

area, so that no advantage would accrue from enrolling ;ood

risks or disadvantage from enrolling poor risks. The same pre-

miun would be paid by the consortium to each insurer for a

given level of risk enrolled. An insurer other than an lWO

with benefits costs over a period of time below those expected

would be assumed to have had the superior results because of

undetected selection advantages, unless it provided acceptable

evidence that its superior results derived from cost effective

provision of services, in which case the insurer would be per.

mitted to retain the difference or to portion it out as added

benefits or dividends to subscribers.

C. The insurers would receive from the consortia payments from

time to time during the year on a preliminary basis to provide

the required cash flow and a final settlement with the consortia
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would be made at the close of the year, using schedules and

procedures established by the consortia.

d. Each insurer would eat aside a reserve f ram premi' re-

calved front which a redistribution of funds a insurers may

be made in the event incoe received sere found, under proce-

dures developed by the insurers and approved by the Board, not

to be proportionate to the risks covered by the insurers.

a. The Defense Department, acting for embers of the armed

forces and their dependents, would receive and retain all

premiums incmoe paid by such persons and would receive additioaial,

appropriated funds to pay the costs of the covered services of

these cnmbers. No funds received by the Defense Department

would be subject to redistribution to other consortia, and no

funds received by other consortia could be redistributed to

persons for whon the Defense Department acted as insurer.

k. Philanthropic contributions and State and local government

supplemental payments.

1. Such funds could be used to supplement financing provided by

NI, but no additional payments would be made by NHI to pay costs of

services that might be added by the use of such funds, unless they

were approved in the planning and budgeting processes.

2. Any capital invesuient or services changes made with such funds

would be subject to planning approval.
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VI1 Mealth Care lprov•ment

A* In consultation with the President's COMMissioG on the

Health of Americanes the National Board will establish

national objectives for Health Care Improvement for guidance

of the Health Care loprovement Planning process, the Annual

mI ludSeting process, and other activities under this Act.

5. The Health Care Improvement Plan

1. The National board will prepare and anasally update

a five year Health Care Improvement Plan describing

So The nation's needs with regard to the acces-

sibiLity, quality, da costs of health care;

b. The effect to date of the implementation of

provisions of this Act on these needs;

Co Strategies for meeting these needs in the

future through provisions of this Act.

2. The plan vould define such projected needs as:

a. ShLfts in geographic distri'lition of hospital,

nursing home, and other facilities and services

through closure, conversion, or expansion;

b. Shifts in geographic and specialty distribu-

tion of professional providers;

co Growth in enrollment and number of cost effec-

tive alternative delivery system-s

do Reductions in use of outmoded or duplicative

medical tests or procedures;

a
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eo Conformance of providers to certification

requirments of the Program throwgh budgeted vtoe-

bursement or grants from the WD Fund;

f. Other factors or special population emphases

as the National Board may require.

3. The Plan vill analyze past effects and project

future effects. on meeting national and state health care

needs of the implementation of provisions of this Act,

providing for:

a. The Annual National Health Insurance %dAet by

category of service, with national and state liits

on expenditures;

be Competitive marketing through I51s and other

innovative delivery systems of program of enhanced

benefits or premium rebates at the community rate;

Co Negotiated prospective budgeting;

do Negotiated fee schedules;

e. PS0 review of all health services covered by

the Act;

f. Realth Care Resources Distribution Fund grants

and contracts;

go Activities of state governments in preparing

and implmenting the Health Care Improvement Plan;

h. Such other provisions of the Act as the

National Board considers appropriate.

47-147 0 - 79 - 12
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4. The plan would de&cribs bow standards and guidelines

issued by the National Board (or proposed to be issued) in-

plecatcnin the provisions of this Act are designed to

facilitate meeting the defined needs.

5. The national plan will be based on SLate Fide Year Plans

for Care lrprove~cnt which the liational board will request to

be prepared and updated annually by the Governor of the

State. Tise State Plan for Health Care Ijaprovere,:t wtll in.

clude the State health plan prepared under Title XV of the

PUS Act, other state planning activities required by the PIS

Act, and Comuunity thental Health Centers Act, and such addi-

tional atate activities as the governor may determine.

6. The State Plans will describe the states' projected nerds

with regard to the accessibLlity, quality, and cost of care to

the greatest deCree of specificity possible, and what spccific

actions the state government plans to take to fill these needs.

7. The State Plan would be based on standards and guidclines

(includinB projected overall budget constraints for each state)

promulaatcd by the National Board, and all health related plans

formerly submitted to the Secretary or Assistant Secretary for

Health, LIVI, pursuant to the M and OBIC acts would hence-

fortla be submitted to tJe State Board, along uith the State

HealLth Care Ir.provownt Plan.

8. The State Board will make grants up to the level of the

state's allocation fron the Health Resources Distribution

Fund, described in this part, with the guidance of this plan,

and will deviate frce the plan only after consultation with

a
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the Governa of the state and only upon review and approval of

the National Board.

9. The State Board, in preparing its An•mu•l 14111 Budct fo[

the st.Ate (as described above) will assum changes in resource

availability and other factors proposed in the plan.

10, The State Board, in its ne..otiations with providers con-

cerning budgets, fee schedules, and other reimbursement

policies described in Part VII, viii not approve

a* Provider budgets that include services, trainin., or

accunulation of assets for capital expenditures that art

inconsistent with the plan;

or

b. Fee. schedules that are inconListcnt with the naa.-

power redistribution goals of the state as described i•

the plan; issues of consistency would be subject to the

review and decision of the National Board.

C. Health Resources Distribution

1, A national fund viii be authorized frm general revenues

at a level of $500 million for the first year of benefits, and

at comensurate levels for each of the next five years.

2. The national fund would include

a. Amounts requested by the National Board and appro-

priated by Congress to augment funding for such cxistin:;

DREW program as are transferred into the jurisdiction of

the National Health Word according to criteria in

Part IV.

b. An ansmunt .to be allocated for award by the National

board hased on Health Care Iprovement
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Fla.e •.id Annual NUT Audqets, and on the preparedness

of States te use the fund'm to achieve the puriooei of

thi, Act -- except that no state shal.L receive Ier"

thtan one-half a pro rat& ;hare. tased cm population.

3. The HRDF way be used by the Natio.aal board and dre State

Boards to award contracts aced arsnts for purposes described

in this Act, or the authorizinC legislation for prosrana

transferred to the national Health Agency from thc PH15 or

other agencies, including:

a. Conversion or closure of underutilized facilities;

b. Start up of needed services in health manpower

shortage areas

C. Renovations to enable providers to meet sora speci-

fic requiranents relating to safety or other factors

judged critical by the National board;

d. Stimulation and support of liMOs and otlier cost

effective delivery systems;

e. Establishment or phaaing out of health professional

education programs according to projected needs for nam-

power in various specialties and professions.

f. Start up progrians of continuing educational and pro-

fessional development through PSKA)s or other private

agencies on state of the art in clinical practice and

areas of possible imrprovement in current practice

patterns;

g. Such other purposes appropriate to improving the

quality, accessibility, or other objectives for health
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C" aedec this Act.

3. Nealib Statistics. "esth Services Research, sad Technology

IvaLeation.

a. There would be established under the National Health

Board a National Institutes of Health Care Research. Thcse

institutes would replace the existing DLdE Office of Health

Tochaology, and include research institutes for HeaLth Sta-

tistics, Health Services Research, and Technology Evaluation.

These institutes would have the functions described in

1.Ae 96-623 for the existing DUE progrsms in these areas,

sad would operate as independent research institutes under

the board.

2. In addition to functions established by Sec. 306 of the

M31 Act and by P.L. 96423, the National Center for Health

Statistics would be given authority under the National Board

for

a. Formulating data policy, regulations, and operation-

al guidelines for establishment and operation of data

gathering systems by the agency, that assure a systama-

tic flow of information required for

(1) Management of this national health insurance

program by the national agency, such as for budret

information;

(2) Assuring accountability of the program in terns

of its impact on the cost, access, and quality of

health care and on morbidity and mcrtality.

b. Analysis of data gathered by the agency responsive

to the needs of agency managers, consumers, and health

care providers.
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3. Data and information systems operated as defined by the

Center under this Act and under Sec. 306 of the PUS Act should

a. Be based on Uniform Miniaum Data Sets esLablished by

the Center for Health Care Statistics;

b. Include the entire U.S. population and all health

services (not just those covered by this Act);

c. Promote efficiency and effectiveness in the collec-

tion, processing, analysis, and dissemination of

information;

d. Establish and coordinate data gathering activit;es

by consortia, state and local governments, and the

national agency, to minimize duplication;

e. Provide information as defined by the Board to con-

sortia, employers, coinsurers, and providers of care, ind

other interested institutions affected by this act to

inform their choices and facilitate their activities

under the Act.

9. Health Education: The State Board will carry out a program of

education of all residents concerning health, self care, the e;ec-

tive use of the health care system, and their rights and privileges.

under this Act, including

1. Health living habits and appropriate use of health

resources.

a. Development of material ior distribution through

media.

b. Development of curricula suitable for classroora in.

struction at various levels.
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c. Training of professionals to pass on such information.

2. Appropriate patient perticipation in cats.

a. Preparation of training materials.

be Support for training sites related to serious but cnomm

impairments in uhich patient activities play an important

role.

c. Training of professionals.

F. Special Suldies and Demnstrations

1. The board shall make, on a continuing basis after the effective

date of health benefits, a study and evaluation of the operation of

this title in all its aspects. including study and evaluation of the

adequacy and quality of services furnished under the title, analysis

of the cost of each kind of service . and evaluation of the ef Aec-

tive:.ess of measures to restrain the costs, and to conduct any

specific studies it my consider necessary or promising for the

evaluation or improvement of the operation.

2. The Board, through the work of Commissions and other mcans,

shall specifically study and evaluate the effects of this Act on

residual medicaid programs in States, including the comprehensive-

nes, accessibility, and quality of services to medicaid eligibles

in the states, study means for improving these residual state medi-

caid program for the poor with respect to comprehensiveness,

accessibility, and quality of services, and recommend legislation,

guidelines for budgeting and for use of Health Resource Distribution

Funds and use of regulations, and grantauthority under this act to

effect these improvements. The Board would submit to Congress no

later than five years after enactent, its legislative recommenda-

tions in this regard, with special emphasis on how to meet the
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lonS-tarr c-re service needs.

3. Pursuant to these studies, the Board shall direct the

Cmissions as follows:

a. The Comission on Senefi;s to sLudy and rccoc cm-id le;.is-

lation or use of regulatory or granting authority under this

Act to change covered benefits based on current clinical and

other evidence of the coot and effectiveness of various health

services for improving the health of the public. This Coru.i4-

&ian would Zive early and continuing attention to dcfininl or

redefining preventive health, mental health, dru-s, vision

care, long term care, home health care, dental coverages, and

other services for which limitations or exclusions exist u;.cer

this Act.

b. The Caoission on Quality to study the quality of health

care provided to the beneficiaries of this Act and recommend

legislation or use of the regulatory or grant authority under

this Act to improve quality. This Commission would -ive early

emd continuing attention to national standards for provider

(Cncluding IMR) certification and recartification under this

Act.

C. The Caission on Access to study the level of services

winr4S utilized by various beneficiaries of this Act and recom-

mend legislation, budgeting guidelines or requirements national

or within states, and use of regulatory or grant authority

wider this Act to remove barriers to access and/or create needed

resources for care. This CUmission would give early and con-

tisuing attention to the problems of rural, elderly, mi3rant,
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American Indian, inner city, the disabled, and other spccial

populations, including priso.ners and other instiLtutionaliztd

individuals.

d. The Comission on Health Care Organization to study the

costs and effectiveness oa the various ways deli,-ering health

services are organized for beneiiciaries under this Act, and

recomend legislation or use of regulatory or grant authority

under this Act to support and encourage the creation and ex-

pensLon of core cost-eflective systems by health care provi-

ders and insurers. This Comission vould give early and

continuing attention to the relative performance of HMOs and

other innovative delivery systems*

4. The Board is authorized to develop, and to test and d---onstratc

through agreements wnth providers of services or otherwise, mcthcds

designed to achieve, through additional incentives or in any manner,

improvement in the coordination of services furnished by providers,

improvement in the adequacy, quality, or accessibility of services,

or decrease in their cost; methods of peer review and peer control

of the utilization of drugs, laboratory services, and other ser-

vices, and methods of peer review of quality. Agreements with

providers for tests or demonstrations may provide for alterratives

methods of reimbursement in lieu of methods prescribed in Part VII.

5. Program of personal care services. The NHI Board would be

required to carry out a substantial demonstration program in the

organization, delivery, and financing of personal care services to

the population at risk.

a. The Board shall make grants from che Resource Distribu-

tion Fund to demonstrate and assist in the development of
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commnity programs for naintaining in their olin hoaas, b:" uanis

of comprehensive health and pezsoamal care ser'.'Lce';, 11'4.._0S

who, by reason of disability or other health-reiated tau t,,

would, in the absence of such assistance, require inpat.t.t- in-

stitutional services or oi;ht be expected to require such

institutional services in the near future. Initial iundiir,

would be at the $100 million level.

b. A grant under this section would be Laade to cor.munitii's 1o

an eligible applicant which satisfies the Board that the

applicant wiill be able (1) to develop, reasonably pr-rnptly,

comprehensive services in accordance with this subpart, aid (2)

to develop non-Federal sources for the financing thereof t-o

such extent as the Board finds appropriate in light of te.c

scononic resources of the community and resources other.w:s,.

available to it for this purpose.

c. The Board is authorized to ca::e grants, for the develop-

ment and conduct of programs in accordance with this subpart,

to participating public or other nonprofit hospitals or Zroup

practice organizations, or to other public or nonprofit

agencies or organizations which the board finds qualified to

conduct such programs. Each program shall be designed to scrve

a substantial population, defined in the grant, it, either an

urban or a rural community.

d. A grant under this section may be made to pay a part or

all of the estimated cost of a program (including startup cost)

for a period of not more than four years, payable in such in-

stallnaents as the Board may determine, and may provide for

meeting a decreasing share of the cost over the period of the a
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grant. A grant shall be irrevocable except for nonperforrance

by the grantee or violation of the terms of this subpart or of

the grant, or for other cause which would justify the termina-

tion or rescission of & contract. If it appears during Uhc

period of the grant that the coat of the program uill exceed

the estimate, the Board may increase prospectively the azlouit

of the grant.
be

e. The services to/provided shall include, in addition to all

covered health services (other than inpatient institution-al

services) which may be provided by arrangement with participa-

ting providers, such groups or combinations of services as the

Board deems necessary or appropriate to enable persons, found

eligible for the services in accordance with subsection b., to

continue to live in their own hones or other noninstitutional

places of residence. The personal care services may include

hamaker and horn help services, hew maintenance, laundry

services,, easls-on-wheels and other nutrition services, assis-

tance vith transportation and shopping, and such other services

as may be appropriate in particular cases. The Board may pre-

scribe different ranges of services in different programs.

f. For each progrin the Board shall prescribe criteria for

the approval of the application for assistance, and such cri-

teria may be different ir. different programs, but all programs

shall be required to assure adequate coordination with all

agencies in the coAmnity furnishing health or personal care

services to beneficiaries of the program. Each grant shall

require the rantee to establish, or arrange for the services
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of, a coittNe to screen applications for assistance under the

program, is accordance with the applicable criteria, and no

"assit .e shall be given until an application has been anprovcd

by the coinittse. The camittee shall also maintain a constant

review of utilization of the services provided by the pro,.,ram,

and assistance to any person shall be terminated whenever the

committee finds that he no longer meets the applicable criteria.

The cop-osition of the camittee shall be subject to approval by

the Board, and it shall include at least one physician, one pro-

fessional nurse, one professional social worker, three represen-

tatives of the user of the services, and such other qualified

persons as the Board nay prescribe.

g. Evaluation. Each grant shall require the grantee to esta-

blish procedures for the evaluation of the program, vith respect

both to the benefits accruing to persons receiving assistance

and to the fiscal impact of the program on the health insurance

system. The Board shall also make its omn evaluation of earh

program, and shall include a sunmary thereof in its annual

report to Congress.

6. The Board would include among the projects and deoonstrat.ons

funded cases of applications of the hospice concept in order, as

feasible, to test ways to apply this concept effectively.

7. Recommendations to the Congress. Before the end of the fifth

caler.ar year after the enactment of "his Act, the Boc-rd shall tra.ns-

sit to te Congress a comprehensive report on the operation of this

subpart and the Boards' evaluation of such operation, and shall sub-

mit its recamendation of (a) methods for the development, as widely



md rapidly as practicable of personal care services in commni-

ties lacking program therefor, or lacking adequate programs, to

the and that such services in lieu of institutional care be made

generally available throughout the United States, and (b) methods

for the continuing financial support of such services; together

with the Board's recommendations with respect to the proper role

of the program established by this Act in providing long-term

institutional care and in providing personal care services in lieu

thereof.

S. The Board will also examine the effects of current problems

in malpractice insurance (based on existing studies and additional

studies, if found necessary) on patients, practitioners of health

care, and health care costs and will submit a report to the Congress

within two years after enactment, including recommendations for

changes in malpractice laws and changes in this program which will

more effectively protect both providers of health services and

their patients and contain costs of this program.
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VII. Provider Reimbursement

A. Type of reimbursement by type of provider

1. Prospective rate, based on approved budCets

a. Hospitals

b, Home health agencies

Co Comunity health centers and other forms of

health centers

d. Skilled nursing facilities (see Part IV for i;l1

financing of reasonable administrative cost of deter-

minations of budget based reinbursement of nursing

facilities under residual medicaid and tNHI)

2. Fee schedules (subject to overall budget limits)

a. Physicians

b. Podiatrists

c. Laboratory services and durable isedical equirments

(subject to limits based on lowest costs ior widely

available services)

3. Other providers as in Medicare.

4. Capitation for HO8s Based on rates determined to e

reasonable community wide for all persons (except those u.ader

Medicare) covered by NHI with appropriate adjustments for

risks enrolled and area costs. The capitation rate for

Medicare would be based on Medicare experience for all those

under that program, adjusted for the type of risks who are

enrolled in the *10 and who are entitled to ýiedicare Develop-

ing HIOUs would be paid approved budgeted costs in excess of

normal capitation as part of support for such development.
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(See also part VI). The payment in excess of capitation

would be frton rants f trn th Re1atb Resources Distribu-

tion Fund. Hospitals used by Mis wuild be subject' to

budget approval.

5. Salary or fee-for-time. For professionals eligible Lar

fee schedule reimbursement, if the salary or fee-for-time

alternative is not higher, as determined by the Board, in cost

than the fee schedule.

6. Cobt of goods provided plus professional fee for drugs

and audiological services, with cost defined as the reasonable

cost .necessary to obtain an adequate product.

7. Special. Authority will be given to the Board to allow,

experimentally or otherwise, other methods of payment if use

of the other method is determined to advance program objec-

tives. Such departures may be made for groups, including one

or more entire States, that request authority to depart, if

the Board determines these departures meet the objectives.

3. State budgeting process

1. Sum of total funds to be allowable in a State for all

covered health services would be determined by the formula

described in Part V.

2. The State approved budget would distribute funds among

various health service components with such leeway for

redistribution by the State as th- Board nay establish.

3. The State fund distribution hall set aside a
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contingency allowance that the State may use, after

provider budgets and estimated payments on the basis oi

fee schedules and other methods are established, for

contingencies unforeseen when the budget's fee sche-

dules and other paraoeters of payment were approvc-d.

C. Reimbursement by prospective rate based on approved

budgets.

1. Each budget reimbursed provider would submtit to

the State Agency its proposed budget at such time, pro-

viding such data, in such form, as the board

shall determine.

a. The data shall include historical data, a

full budget for the year to be approved, and a two

and five year capital and service change budget

plan.

b. The reports shall cover the total operation

of the provider, as well as identifying the por-

tion proposed to be reimbursed through NMi and how

non-MiZ reimbursable costs are to be recovered.

c. The reports shall show data distributed in at

least the following categories.

(1) Operating costs and capital costs

(2) ,Inpatient and outpatient services

(3) Costs of nursing services by and under

the supervision of a registered nurse

(4) Costs of continuing services and cost

effects of discontinued and added services
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(•:) •,,.' -[(~ u , , ; , , :. I it A , 14t .Vill

•.%n~d Ij" .* :

- , j " "ar.,

2. Th St a' -.f" C . zC

budget.

ae WithIn Ln: lcet,_'v 5v•.e by cjrd esta-

blished ponlcv anz ri,%.EcJre, the State Boaro

w'uld ncrt.ate w.,v. . - (" I.'g repre-

!c.tat1 ei , tflv., .:plo]•e to pro,.GO LeAth

services) - Ludtet review piar. and procedures.

Representa*_.aus of patients and payers iculd bc

parties to u,,,% riegCriat:o! ane the advice of

representatives of -. is -t,A wou]d be available

in the pro,-ss.

b. In all cases, the review would be made to

confirm conformity o0 the two and ftve year capi-

tal and service change bidjets with the current

approved plin of the Health Systems Agency for the

area.

c. The State Boare would use screens to deter-

mine which budgets may be approved without further

detailed individual revew, as well at what ele-

ments within a budget xay require particular

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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review. Pa.amp.tr'a u!,d. in screening

shall be set in accordance vith National &Aw-d polic%.

Screens may be of various forms, such as

(1) Rate of Increase year-to-year

(a) Total budget

(b) Average inpatient cost per admis-

sion

(c) Average inpatient cost per day

(2) Absolute levels of costs by type of

hospital

(a) Average inpatient cost per admis-

"sion

(b) Average inpatient cost per day

(c) Average cost per outpatient visit

(d) Educational cost per student by

type of student

(3) Cost ratios by type of hospital (general-

ly expected to be used to help develop speci-

fics of review, rather than whether a review

should be conducted)

(a) Administrative costs to total

(b) Cost of various services -nursing

services by nd under the supervision of

a registered nurse, drugs, meals, etc. -

to total and costs of the services per

day, per admission, or other unit as

appropriate

* - ( )' .,..
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do The State Board would conduct, ia accordance

with Board policy and procedures, detailed review

of soin c all aspects of the budgets of hospitals

which fail one or mre of the screens or that fall

into & random simple quality control check of all

budetta that would provide assurance that defects

umdetected by the screens were not occurring.

(l) This function may be delegated in whole

or in part to another body with the approval

of the bo*rd.

(2) Quality and access issues shall be taken

tnto account in this review, as well as

effectiveness of the use of services; PSR0 and

JCAR findings would be considered.

e. Wiere a particular function is found to have

costs that do not appear to be approvable, the

provider would be informed and given opportunity

for ci€ ent. budget reductions ade that would

cover costs only if metbods of operations were

modifted mold be scheduled in accordance with the

time the State Board finds reasonable for the

provide to take corrective action.

f. The State Board vold have the final authori-

ty (subject to reconsideration, appeal, and court

review) for approval of the provider budgets.
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(C) The budget approval would establish the
amount

total/relibursable to the provider under NH!,

subject to adjustment for variations is use

frm predicted levels and may establish mmxi-

mm levels for subparts of the budget subject

to transfers, vithin specified lmUits, by the

hospital mong the subparts.

(2) The State agency would receive a recm-

mendation for the provider budget arrived at

by negotiation between a cimmttee of con-

sumers with the provider who may be assisted

by an association of providers or others.

The Interesti of persons empLoyed Oy the pro-

vider would be represented by persons nor i-

noted by org.inizations of such worAers.

State P.erncy .3id consortia tepte'uentativ..s

would be avail.:ble as tecluic.al advi.er'. u.

the course lt tis neo c .rLaitloas. It: the ", it

1
.lat gro In t : , n¢ t j'lnd i,-I Ia i •ae • ve' d LiU ." ,

f..e Sw jte b' ':1 wou ,l| ptocerd uj cti p,.

( ) ":'.e ~ O~', i 0v,:l w i I .jk' acl':.(Ait O0

(a) Budzrt i tr :I;pnirdl toy '(1117"11 .-

vad tJ,,- U.;ar.t

(b) The ilWS/ pla;, tor th. -irea

(c) Demorraphic far-tore

(d) expected rate of inflation of uosts
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(e) Effect of approved capital and service

mmilfication plans

(f) Effects of acceptable wage increases

(S) Efficiency objectives for the hospital

based on inter-hospital comparisons, taking

account, as feasible, of patient mis, as well

as other pertinent factors.

6. The hospital would submit a reconciliation oi experience

during the year with approved budgets for the year and dit-

ferences would be reflected in the budget for the subsequent

year to the degree appropriate. Expenditures for purpo•5c

that were not previously approved may not be reimbursed

unless and to the degree approved after the fact.

7. Definition of costs includable in budget. Reasonable

costs of services generally provided by hospitals. Spec:i'c

provisions include:

a. Payments to physicians under contract w.th a ho:pi-

tal or other provider involved, and to all radiologists

and pathologists providing service to hospital patients

and all physicians serving patients of a mental hospital

would be included in the hospital budget. Fayr~ens to

other specialists may be added to hospital (or other

provider) budgets by the determination of the Board

that a large enough portion of such wor;n is done under

hospital (or otner provider) contracts to merit such

inclusion. Payments for the services of such physicians

would be required to be reasonable in relation to the

costs of employing such services on a salaried basis azid
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above that which wuld be paid on a fee-for-service

Wais.

b. The budget anl/or cantingeacy fund payment wuld allow

to full the cost of total wage and fringe benefit payments

for non-supervisory employees, unless the Secretary of

Labor finds, after a bearing an accordance vith regulation

adopted by the Secretary, that such wages and fringe

benefit rates are substantially at variance with those

rates which prevail, as determined by the Secretary. for

services of coqprable hospital employees in the locality.

Where a oollective-bargawning agreement or other

negotiation process covers any such hospital employees,

such budget and contingency fund payments shall be in

accordance with the rates for suh epployees provided

for in such agreement or process, including prospectiv.

wage increases provided for in such agreement as a result

of arm's-length negotiations.

In no case shall wages be lower than the minimum

wage specified under Section 206(a) (1) ot Title 2a of

the U. S. Code.

c. The term "supervisor" means an individual having

authority in the interest of an employer to hire, direct,

assign, promote, reward, transfer, furlough, layoff,

recall, suspend, disciplir.e, or remove employees; to adjust

employee grievances or to recc.nend such action if the

authority is not merely routine or clerical in nature.

The term "supervisor" applies only to individuals who devote

a major portion oJf their employment time to exercisina

such authority.
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a. oet of SeGvos provided to prn not W IeW d

by nu for w no reibrsrent is obtainable by the

provider from thoue person are includable is budgeted

costs reimbursable through W11.

et Depreciation costs would not be includable in the

budget, but principal payments on debts incurred before

NMI was enacted and costs of small capital items would

be includable, as would costs of new major capital ex-

penditures in a lump sua or in the form of amortiaation

payments for debts, but only to the extent approved

through the planning process. The costs of institutional

closings and cutbacks, including the reasonable costs of

easing personnel dislocations arising from such closings

and cutbacks, would be includable as covered costs.

f. Profit payable to investor-owned inpatient fa:xli-

ties would be allowed as under Medicare Budgets would

also allow for naintair.ing working capital and reasonable

reserves for contingencies in other inpatient fa[ctlties.

Profit for other than inpatient facilities reinbursed f

a budget basis would follow the policy in the "edicaze

renal dialysis facility provisions which provide for

incentive reimbursement methods.

8. The capital elements of the budget and the operating

costs that would follow from capital and service chan-es would

be reviewed and approved in coordination with planning procra

approvals, subject to limits on totals established in the NHI

national budget limits and distributions of these totals ma~ie

by the Congress or the Board.

a. The limits for capital expenditures would be permit-

ted to be exceeded in the case of hospitals wijich
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expended less than the bud•ct allod for Operataiip. ex-

penses. The hospital could retain one-half the di•'rcr.cce

and allowed to use this difference for capital t-p-aad -

tures approved by the planning prooran.

b. Planni,, approvals for purposes of the provide,

budget would take account of

(1) The needs of the area

(2) The cost effectiveness of the proposed clii::-

(3) The chanr.e it. costs that would result in t,n,.

the Ion: and short tem, uith Ion,- tern increas-.
the pz•t.

planned to be held in line tnth/three year aver- -

GNP growth rates

(4) The ccmparative results ot nmk:ng the rro-, j

change at alternative sites and in alternative .:-.;V:

(5) Policy restrictions on the diffusion of the

services involved

(6) Recomendations and advice provided uy the ifý'O

9. The National Board would establish uniform data reporti.-i

requirements to underlie the provider budget approval proces..

Data obtained through these requirements would be disclosable

to the public, and Board would issue released to inform the

public of its findings of their contents.

10. Payment would be made by insurers on the basis of esti-

mates of the proportion of resources used, on an interim

monthly or more frequent basis throughout the year, with i.n.

settlement after the year closes. The basis of apportiocu..e.,

of provider costs by insurer would be established by the

National Board. Whatever nethod is used would be designed to
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produce the budfeLod revenues for the provider, vith a

limited amount of data furnished by Uhe hospital Oe & paticnt-

by-patient basis in order to ainin&ize individ"I billing. ard

the rebultant administrative Losts, but distributed reasonai

bly renr, insurers in accor.:snce with List i rviccs renJered to

the i•sured persons. The iltiornal Board vy establi 4 in-

gle rALhod ,,f apportionment for a class of providers. or r-ay

provide two or riote methods twat "ry be used foe a cla•s. The

choices that -..&y be racc by tie $t.,Le Board as the =thod: of

apportionne.t would cuns&iL o1

a.o Prices or Iump SUL payIetuLS to be de lobr clasc;.,

.b- "re. L.-.enL for spe[.i1c j.aJitions/d&a.-no.-.s. with ... z.

; iccs, |•yr.4nL., .A..d .l.aseb or trcjLmint-s ,.( r.%-.L' %

the SLuitt ,,.tdz uL methods conforin,. to rcquire-..its

of the Nar..o.,al Soai d.

b. aclative v-.lu,., of :€iv.i.es ut,, cs,.t,rted oy i-

dices c.Lablishvd by the Natioal Board.

c. Aun•1lonb, V-41AL ,t d-;%P, da,,noscs, and other fsc-

tors luu-,.¶ pertinent by the t.Ativnal Board. The 4p;,or-

t~onarnt (or ,,ytrcnt is.0 L)jy 4e adjusted durmrn. the

yC.ar to ~.QiI.0LM W LI.. '-u.,;et arnd dJiferenccs frm the

bud,,ct r,,y be ref!r.. ,• :n %djustaeqs'w to ensuin, ycars.

di. .jui. oCa'- ..c..t , ,ethu• o the Natonal Bo.ad

11. The '.At a.ial 6. -A. i w.uld t h., e ti. Iv.- co 6•, l•

SLa&L:s Lo dupajt fita ... e non. I '#Adct reLiursement prot.ess

if Uh Board fL- ._.. h ..J,- .. nt d,,, J, " • Lecnitive

appr•och would be in um. ILt.1.LSL A t.|. .&L i o .
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12. Deface the first year benefits were payable, the entire

process would go trough " complete a dry rust an as soon as

is feasible, with budget decisions from the dry run serving

"as guidelines to planners and reimburaers.

C. Physician fee schedules

I. Long tern provision

a. Physician participation would be requLred ior NmdI

reimbursement.

(1) The particip-tint. physician would not be per.

nitted to charge any more than the NHI rei,.bursable

amount

(2) A nonpart:ciatinZ physician's service wojld not

be reimbursable by NHI.

(3) A physician could undertake to participate at

any time, and once agreeing could not tern-nate

participation until he had participated f% at least

one year.

b. The fee schedule levels would be designed to provide

payment levels consistent vLth those provided for in the

budget. (Since the budget for physicians' services

includes both fees and utilization, fee schedules would

be negotiated under estimates of utilization consistent

with the bud,.et.) Insurers and State Boards would be

directed to report to the National Board when payments

appeared to depart from this intent. State or Natiosial

boards would investigate such occurrences and take any

necessary corrective actions negotiated with those

involved.



C. The original fee schedules wuld b ratioiged over

time.

(1) A national relative Value scale would be devel*

aped to serve as a ,uideline for modifying schedules.

The criteria for use by the Board in establishing the

relative value for a service would include:

(a) Time and effort;

(b) Difficulty oz performance;

(c) Cost to the provider;

(d) Social desirability of its provis-o,.

(2) A policy on the variation in fee levels to be

permitted smon; areas, taking into account:

(a) Variations in cost of practice;

'b) Variations in non-physician eatnin;s

(c) Reasonableness of rate of chM:e fran

period to period, avoiding rollbacks in fees.

(3) The fee established where two or more cate-

gories of personnel - primary care physician a.d

specialist, or physician and non-physiciai, for

example - say provide a given service of essential-

ly the same quality would be at the level recon&!-le

for the lesser cost personnel.

(4) Services would be included or excluced on the

list of those reimbursable on the basis of a deter-

uinacion of the Board vith the advice of a cimis-

*ion on reimbursable medical procedures. Nev services

would be added as approved.

'4

I



(5) Ieimbursmemt for services in ways cu-t i.--rove

bhelth care:

(a) based an the dV!C! oa the (Gx.tri n. oa

Benefits and Quaityg the £I;K Board •a•.ald:

to Encourage use of or prohab.: rv.r,•rZ?-

mart. for specified -idical and oinc. ri. -

cedures based on dcvcloprnts ;', clir. :.31

science and practice.

ii. Establish a list of h•.-h riskc, h ,h

cost, elective, or overutLlized serv&c:s

which can be reimbursed owly whe- Vie pro-

vider meets one or more of the toliowg&.,.

criteria:

(a&) board-certified in the relc.,'-.t

medical specialty.

(bb) Supported in his diajnosis a.d

treatant by a second opinion or ay

specific objective findinZA.

(cc) an imatitutLow adequatcly cu.p.rd

an staffed accordin. to thw o:e-ula-

tLOW by the £3 S1 rd to provide the

service.

(dd) A specialist or utstitution pro-

viding care to a patient referred to

him by a primary care physician or

through triage.

BEST CCPY A '.I
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(C.) Donsr:ated through &tt.- t.c .!

evidence as providing pro.eri: •

bigh quality services.

(b) State Ik.rds would be author.c.a tI.

courage, a-.n award fLIDF lunds to i k;.,: ct,

programs of conttnuin.¶ educa-omn•I ana r. .,-

sional developrcnt through PSiAs or ot. . -

vato aGencies on state-of-the.art t. cli .••.a

practice a.-d areas of poss-bie iaproverw , -

current practice .sttcr.la in the Stete %i tLr-,T.

as indicated by reLn-burseent data.

(c) Based on the recoawendation of a PSP. a-

insurer vould eln.inate or reduce p--e, y -: or-

pro rata basis for spccified services to piow.

ders found to abuse or cnuse the servi .c-'.,

after notice that -i firding of ri sappliration

has been madc.

(6) Every five years, or earlier upon cil -)f th.(

board or by petition of one-Zourth of particip.tin-

physicians, ne;otltions would be reopened on tCie

relative values and fee schedules. 1, the Ltcgeota-

tion falls to arrive at a concensus, tie schedule:

would continue without cL.ar.ge, subject to the ncr-L-l

updating process. Strong evidence for rccxamunrjt-is,

at the call of the Board would be considercd to cxi.st

when the rate of growth in total payments t3 [hysLc_a'.

is found to exceed the rate c-f rrcwtt, in the ;i'.

BEST COPy AVAILABLE
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(7) The ratimnalisatiom steps would be taken after

opprtunity for neotiatLon bemwen payers for care

and physicians. The specialists and primary pi.y:.i-

cians taking part in the negotiation would be iaii-

nated by physicians in the category of physicians

involved in the megotlation. (For ne~otiatics1 pro-

cess and camposition of negotiating group see Part

Iv.)

d. A formula for establishing year to year changes

would be developed by the board that takes into accoun

(1) Increases that have occurred in an index of non-

physician earnings and of office costs;

(2) Limiting increases in line with Board pol.cy co

physician reiabursement, taking account of, anon-

other things, demographic changes and other dei..ind

factors; and

(3) The negotiations.

e. A provision would be made for awards for physicians

to recognize unusual merit among physicians who patLici-

pate in the proiran.

2. Initial provision, effective during period before bcne-

fiita become payable.

a. The Board would establish State or area fee schedules

based Upon the average level of charges to Medicare for

-a * 1
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the year of enactment, after &p"lying the lbmite imposed by

the NdLoder index on allowable year.to-year increasese. "me

schedule would be ap;lLed to

(1) Medicare and medicaid

(2) Private insurers, who would be required Lo pay them

as a condition of eltaibility to participate Ln 1IK?

b. Loese than the fee schedule mount would be paid to physi-

cians whose custhiau charge oa billed charge was below the

schedule.

Ce More than the foe schedule mount would be paid to a

physician if a charge hiShcr than that mount uas paid to him

by Medicare prior to the date the schedule became effecti•J-.

Nie payment would be the prior reuibrsable charZe or tihe fee

schedule mount, whichever was higherg but tis payment would

not be increased under the indexing provisione in l.do above

until the fee schedule amount rose to that level.

D, A provider of health care services which provides services to en

eligible individual who has not yet enrolled end does not have a health

insurane card would be Paid for the services by the insurer with which

the individual later enrolls with the insurer guaranteed reumburseenwt

for back pronuns to the last opportunity for enrollment for the indiv.'dual.

R. Keumbursment for services not specifically described in subparts B

and C would be reasonable in relation to that specified in a and C i3.

amount, policy, and procedure.
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VIII, lrnac.U mm Ancmdments

A. Cha~eis is le XI, Part 3, o! e 3m ocial St curlt7 Act 4:e..

thi the Professional Standards !:c-vie Or uaiazV.cvn (WIT.) P.."a.

i. Iemovc fresa :he Soc'..l Security Act :.'d sncorpuraLe Lit%.

National Bealth Policy Act, thus applynr, Lht' pCo;Vo-.7 "

bemt its covered under .he nf.- lay.

2. Raw the pro-rain aprly Lo Title XVIII ant! Title .1.

Social Security Act, as well as to the ::at;.oral ieala PV J

3. Substitute "'o.-rd" for "Secrctar-01" throughout.

4. Previously decided policy and actio. -. en i.•ld s5:;.

changed by the Biard.

5. Re•ove -.zrirrs function.

6. Provid.- :zit the source ot funds will be !'cneral -e '-,

ckodify sec. MtbP.

B. Section 1122 oil the Social Sccurlty Act vould be cis-n ed to

to c,•anes (elseuhere in the bill) to health fa,.tiutes p1a.nxi:,

legislation.

C. Railroad Retirenent Act - mak.e conforming changes LO ',.e fa ,

account charges in the nedicare program.

D. Prmium payren: credits

1. Existlag law which provides for an ancame tax dedjLtio;.

to onc-half of health insurance preniwias up to a maxint.L oi

would be repealed.

2. Existiag law "itlch permits the amount of health cate .. r. c

premiums (not cl..icd under the $150 rule) to counted toward

medical expenses for deduction purposes would be repealed.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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9. Lmitatioon s Liability of DeofLcLary. A provision comparable to

3ec. 1879 of tidecare, hiLch linUs the liability of beneficiaries for

payment for noncovered services when thy accepted the services on the

assptios they were covered.

IF. zisting employer-employee health benefit plans.

o. No provision of this Act other than this section shall affect

or alter any contractual or other monstatuoory obli&ation of an

player to pay for or provide health rervices to hie present and

formW "lo1e70 and their d8Pezdonts and survivors, or to any of

such persome, or the mount of any obligation for payment (Jiwlo-

ding any aoumt payable by an employer for Linurance preminum or

into a fund to provide for any such psyment) toam-d all or any

part of the costs of such services if the effect or alteration

shifts the obligation in any part to such persona.

2. Any contractual or other nonetatotory obliation of the

employer to pay all or part of the coot of the health services

referred to in subsection (1) shall continue, and shall apply as

an obligation to pay the premium lmpsesd on his employees by this

Act, but w per capita mothly m t involved in the payment of

suc pramin by the employer on behalf of his employees shall not

exceed the greater of (a) the per capLta monthly mout of the

cost to the employer of providing or paying for health services

(either through insurance premium or into a fund) oan behalf of

persons referred to In subsection (0), for the month prior to the

effective data of NMI priemim preheat , or (b) the per capital

monthly mout of the cost the empleyer old have incurred had

this Act rot been enacted.

3. At least for the duration of any contractual or other nonsta-

47.-147, 0 - 79 - 14
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tutary obligation of an employer referred to in subsection (1),j An

employer shall arrange to pay to eligible wployecs, former =*ploy-

ees, and survivors referred to in subsection (1) such mounts of

money by which the per capital monthly costs to the employer of pro-

viding or paying for health services referred to in subsection (1)

In the month I=mdiately preceding the effective date of "Ii preml-

on pajmeat exceed the sun of the per capita monthly costs to the

employer of the prmium, the employer's liability referred to in

subsection (1) of this section, and any other employer contribu-

tious for health ineurance premium or health benefits or services

provided by the er:ployar after the effective date of health security

benefits. By alremont between the wiplayer and his eployccs or

their representatives, an erployer my provide other benefits of

an equivalent monetary value in lieu of such payments.

4. For purposes of subsections (2) and (3), the per capital

mounts and per capita costs for an employer shall be dcterni.-ed by

dividing the a3gregat•a mounts and the a.•regats cocts by the

nmber of eligible employees, faomr employees, and survivors on the

date " of which the determinatian is made.

6. Various additional conforming and technical change in statutes

affected by the plan wold be made. (So cha.iee In any veterans

lqislation wo•ld be made.)
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MAJOR FEATURES OF HEALTH CARE
FOR ALL AMERICANS ACT

Every Americanm-

"* Is Automatically Eligible

"* Is Covered for Broad Health Services
"* Pays Premiums Related to Income

"* Enrolls With HMO or Other Insurer of His Choice



WVERY AMERICAN
AUTOMATICALLY ELIGIBLE

Covers American Citizens and Resident Legal Aliens *

Extends Medicare to All Aged and All Social Security Disabled

* Special Provisions for Other Aliens in U.S.

I 1'of
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COVERAGE FOR
BROAD HEALTH SE11VICES

* Unlimited Services:

Hospital Care
Physician's Services
Laboratory Services

X-Rays
Ambulance Services
Medical Equipment

Includes Preventive Services

No Cost Sharing

limitedd Services
Drugs (For Medicate Only)
Home Health

Nursing Home
Mental Health Care

Thus
Prevents Rnancial Catastrophe

0 14?ý



A. Wage Related Premiums Paid by Employers -

Emplovee Shares Up to..-

B. Income Related Premiums -1/2 Employer Rate Paid by
Individuals with Non-Earned Income Above $2,000run0

--4 No Individual Pays More Than Value of His Protection

"0 PREMIUMS TOTAL.Y SUPPORT NON-MEDILAW,
"< NON-WELFARE POPULATION

.3 .. :.-.:-;i foi SSI Recipiens !rorn Federal Government Ecqua! to Costs

.. . ;.•,ns !. 'ADC Re.pf-.:,. horn Statb Governmeaits rqkjek to Costsca

r•i

46 0
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)b ,I A r ?

Everyone Eligible for Choice of HMO or Other Insurer

Non-Medicare-HMO or Private Insurer
Medicare-HMO or Normal Medicare

Open Enrollment Period Available Every Year

Additional Benefits or Cash Rebate for Enrollees of
Efficient Insurer

C,,,

aI"

C0
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m
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FLOW OF FUNDS

E Nonwage jI
Consortia

Insurers

Providers

Reimbu mnt

h I

4

0
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TRANSLATION OF INCOME-RELATED TO
RISK-RELATED INSURANCE PREMIUMS

* Income Related and Experience Rated (for Needy) Premiums Paid
to Fund

* Insurers Determine Nature of Risks Insured
Personal Characteristics
Area Costs

e Agents of Insurers (Consortia) Distribute Income Related Premiums
to Insurers As Risk-Related Premiums



HEALTH SYSTEM FEATURES

"* Sets Strong Cost Controls & Incentives

"* Builds on Existing Private & Government Systems
"* Improves Access to and Quality of Care

A*1



ROST CONTROLS AD INCENTIVES

Competition Among Insurers and Providers

-Incentives to Enrollees To Join HMO's and Other Effective Arrangements

e Budgeting

- Overall Increase Rate Limited by Formula to GNP Increases
-State Budget Increase Allocation by Formula-

More to Low Cost States, Less to High Cost States W
-State Cost Control Incentives

AFDC Premium Rate Based on Cost
State Premium Varies With Over or Under Cost

Negotiated Rates Between Providers and
-- Employers and Employees
- insurers
-- State Agency

Reformed Reimbursement and Benefit Structure

-Fee Schedules
-Approved Hospital Budgets
-Exclusion of Unproven and Non-Essential Services



- 71 INCENTIVES IN THE PLAN

FOR-

Individual Employees- To Choose Plan Which Has Rebate or Better Benefits

Labor and Management--To Influence Provider Negotiation and State Budgets
to Keep Premium Rates Down

Insurers- To Incur Costs Less Than Premium by Efficient
Operations, Special Reimbursement or Provider
Arrangments

Providers-- To Come in Under Budgeted Amount, or Discount To Do
Business

0 9)
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BUILDS ON EXISTING PROGRAMS

* Operates Primarily Through Reformed Private Insurance
-- Underwriting -Determining Insurance Company Premiums
- Marketing
- Claims Processing Paying Providers
-- Follows Government Policies on Benefits, Marketing, and Reimbursement

* Reforms and Expands Medicare
* Gives States Functions

Rate Setting--Monitoring Fee Negotiations
Planning
Provider Qualifications
Manage Residual Medicaid

Q



IMPROVED ACCESS
AND QUALITY OF CARE

* Budget Allocations Address Maldistributions of Resources
* Health Resources Distribution Fund Helps Finance Capital

Redistribution

* Existing Resource Support Programs Merged and Coordinated

* PSRO Program Applied to All Care

0
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SINUAY OF COST ESTIMATES FT 19430
"(is bWIlTM otf 1956 doLars)

I. Total speeding for services covered by the plan:

Present Law

$171.4

Kemmedy plan
$111.4

Difference

840.0

It. Total un baleg t feJeral cokt:

Present Law

$51.0

Kennedy Plan

879.6

III. Total ,on-fedc Al cost;

Pre,titt Law kei

$131 l

Differea-.e

#S85.6

Difference

#S11.4

Actuary estimates an employer/employee plenmum of 7 It, de;,ndinj
upua the sucess of cost containment programs.

'*ll estimates prepared by Gordon Trapnell of Actuarial Research Corp.

CRW)SOVER FOINT*A

The crossover point is the year in vhich, under this plan, the
Nation spends less on health care than if it enacts no legislation.

Crossover -- four years after passage.

In 1988, for example, the Nation would spend $31 billion less
than if no law is enacted.

0OFigures preapred by Professor Isidore Falk, Professor Emeritus,
Yale School of Medicine.
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HsdtcaidIsI beneficiar7 CosLs
Lqfloymint Subsidies k/
reVdral racilitiie G Greats

S,*67.4 4.6 2.0 it 1 "U. LL.

39.3 63.1 4.2 1.9 2.2 10.1 121.4

33.0 61.3 4.2
1.3 1.8 ,

1.9 2.2 9.3 117.4
.9 4.0

4.s 4.) .4 .1 .. 1.1 1o.s

2S 3.8 .3 .1 .1 .7 7.5
2•.0 .5 .1 .4 3.0

State and Local Tia")aers
Md4icaid/AFDC Jacipient Coats
StaLe or Local Facilities
& Grents

Assims passae dring 1979 of Admi istration hospital Cost Control Propo!sl.SIncludes services covered by Part A of medicare end hospital based physician
Services, except those provided by Psychiatric facilities.

S includes services covered by Part & of Medicae. except hospital based physician
and psychiatric facility Lervaces.

3/ Includes services in psychiatric facilities that are covered by proposal.
4/ Services for children only.

imited to a forwelary for chronic conditxons.
SAsasp larer eoployecnt sulmsdy then specified in hill.
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Description of "Health Care for All Americans" Plan

Part I -- Statement of Purpose

Part I lists briefly the basic purposes of the legisla-

tion: making comprehensive health benefits available by

applying social insurance principles to a private health insur-

ance system; providing comprehensive benefits to all without

consideration of means; containing health care cost increases

to the rise in the GNP; distributing health care costs

equitably, with the share borne by Federal and State govern-

ments and by employees and others kept at moderate levels;

improving the organization and methods of health care delivery

and enhancing the distribution and quality of care; encourag-

ing preventive medicine and protecting against catastrophic

costs; providing reasonable compensation to health care pro-

viders; and assuring full public accountability of the plan

and its operation, as well as consumer participation in its

development and administration.
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Part 11 -- Riohts and Eligibility Provisions

Tkis part contains a statement of rights, and eligibility

and enrollment provisions.

A. Statement of Rights

The statement of rights describes the rights of patients.

health care providers, and eligible insurers.

Patients would be guaranteed the right:

(a) to obtain covered benefits from the approved pro-
vider they choose;

(b) to confidentiality with regard to information
collected about them;

(c) to prompt and accurate handling of program decisions
about their status; 0

(d) to be heard on grievances related to care or to
insurance under the program.

Health care providers in general would have the right to

decide whether or not to participate in the program, to prompt

and at:.irate payment for services rendered, and to make their

views bkn i(.and ha'e then considered) on all program actions

aff-cting them. Physicians would have the right to choose

loth mo'e and place of practice.

Fligible insurers would have the right to decide whether

or not to participate in the program, to engage in business

supplementing health care services covered under the program,

and to make their views known, and considered, on program

atc ins affecting them.

B. Universal Eligibility

Program eligibility would be extended to every U. S.

citizen and permanent resident alien; to legal nonpermanent

aliens employed by a foreign embassy or international

a
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organization if the employer entered into a participation

agreement; and to a foreign visitor admitted for short periods.

under the terms of a treaty or other agreement between the

U.S. and the visitor's nation.

Eligibility would continue whether or not premiums were

paid, and whether or not the individual enrolled.

All eligible people would be entitled: to have payments

for covered health care paid on their behalf; to enroll -

with approved insurers, including those which offer finan-

cial or benefit advantages for enrollment; to change enroll-

ment when such a choice was available, during the annual

e.,roll.-tut period; and to a national health insurance card

identifying their eligibility but not indicating any sources

of fuids 1-ait to the program with respect to them.

C. Enrollmcntt

All employers would be required to offer, during the

SgRTam'S first general enrollment period, to each employee

(except to Medicare beneficiaries) a choice of health insur-

ance plan or plans, at least one fromR the insurer members

of :hc non-HMO consortia and one from the members of the

hf) consortia offering such plans in the employees' areas.

The employer could offer supplemental benefits. The employee

iould choose a plan to be in effect at least until the next

e.arollmcnt period. A family could choose only one plan, even

is .. idividuals within the family were offered a choice of

plans from more than one employer. Dependents covered under

BEST COPY AV'AILASLE
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the plan would be spouse and children (under 22) as defined

for income tax exemption purposes.

For members of the armed services and their dependents,

the Defense Department would act as both employer and con-

sortium, retaining premiums paid and issuing identification

cards. Enrollment choices would be offered as the Defense

Department found consistent with its policy requiring use of

Department .facilities. The Department would pay for covered

care furnished outside its facilities and recover appro-

priate costs on the basis of NHI cards for services not re-

imbursable under the Defense Department plan.

Fvwryone who attained age 6S, or was entitled to disability

insurance benefits for a month, or had end-stage renal disease

would be entitled to benefits under both Parts A and B of

Medicare and a&I -i.ured status requirements for the aged

%ould be deieteu. Coverage under Parts A and B would be

-andatory. The premium would equal the present Part B pre-

mlum, and he paid in the same amount as under present law.

Thooe eligible for Medicare and for SSI would have their

Part B premiums paid by the Federal government.

All other eligible people would have the same choices as

employees to enrnll in a plan And would have premiums paid

on their behalf 3S follows:

(a) SS! recipients under age 65 not elig-ible for Medicare

woulA receive enrollment information from Social Security

district ,ffices and would enroll directly with insurers. 0
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The Federal government would pay the premiums for this group.

Information about income status of individuals would not be

furnished to insurers or consortia. Premiums paid on behalf

of SSI beneficiaries would not be considered as income in

determining SSI cash benefit eligibility.

(b) For welfare recipients, States would be required to

pay the premiums on behalf of all recipients of

AFDC (and AFDC-U) and to furnish enrollment information.

Individual eligibility information would not be furnished to

insurers or consortia.

(c) For those enrolling individually, the State Boards

..jjld ue responsible for furnishing enrollment information.

Thobe enrolling individually in the first general enrollment

period would compute and pay their premiums at the same time

they computed and made their estimated tax payments. For

taose not enrolling during the first period, the State Agency

would establish procedures for enrollment to take place when

the individual first sought health care but did not have a

health insurance card from a qualified insurer or when they

filed an annual income tax return without showing health

insurance enrollment. Premiums would be paid to the insurer

ch-sen by the individual to cover the current enrollment year.

Health care providers or insurers would notify the State Agency

of all unenrolled individuals who sought care.
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D. Open Enrollment Period

Enrollment periods would be organized as follows: a first

general enrollment period during June through November of the

year before basic benefits become effective; a general enroll-

ment period from September through November of each year to

be effective the following January 1.

First enrollment (after the first period) could occur

when an individual reached age 22 or entered the country and

became eligible. Disenrollment from private insurance would

occur when persons become eligible for Medicare.

Changes in enrollment would be allowed if an individual

o. family changed areas or if a new employer did not offer

their current insurance plan.

Upon enrollment, the insurer would issue enrollees NHI

cards so that providers would know whom to bill.

F. definitions

The definition of wages would be identical to that used

for personal income tax withholding purposes.

The definitions of employer and employee would be

iJ!itzcal to those used for purposes of determining who must

withhold personal income tax payment, but would not include

those eligible for Medicare.

a



Part fIt -- Health Care Services Covered

A. Required Bnefits

Coverage of the following services would be required

under the program:

1. Unlimited inpatient and outpatient hospital

services as defined under Medicare, except that the services

of hospital-based physicians would be incorporated in the

definition. Inpatient hospital psychiatric services would

be limited to 4S consecutive days of active treatment begin-

ning with the first day of hospitalization beginning more

than 60 days after the most recent such period. Physician

services provided by physicians under contract with hospital

to psychiatric hospital inpatients would be included without

limit as a hospital service. Services of physician con-

sultants could, as determined appropriate, be covered as

physician services.

Z. Unlimited physician services, as defined in Medicare,

except for those provided for a mental condition and excluding

the services of chiropractors other than under Medicare.

Physician services for mental conditions would be limited to

20 visits (as defined by the Board) per year.

3. Home health services (as defined under Medicare) for

100 visits per year.

4. Skilled nursing facility services (as defined under

Medicare) for 100 days following a hospitalization of three

days or more.

47-141 0 - 79 - 16
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S. Preventive services including at least basic iIuni-

zations, pre-and post-natal maternal care, and well baby

care. The NHI Board could, upon advice of a panel of experts,

authorize additional preventive services based on evidence

that such would be cost effective and would not exceed $500

million in the first year (adjusted in line with program costs

for succeeding years). If costs exceeded the limit, appro-

priate reduction in covered services would be required. The

Board would also be authorized to establish conditions under

which preventive services would be covered.

6. Medical and other health services (as defined under

Medicare): services and supplies incident to physician's

professional service in his office; hospital services incident

to physicians' services rendered to outpatients; diagnostic

services fu,nished in outpatient departments; outpatient

physical t.aerapy services; diagnostic X-ray tests, laboratory

tests, and other diagnostic tests; X-ray and related therapy;

surgical dressings and splints, casts, and other devices for

treating fractures; durable medical equipment used outside an

institution; ambulance services; prosthetic devices (other

than dental) which replace an internal organ, including lens

after cataract surgery; and leg, arm. and neck braces, and

artificial legs, arms, and eyes, including necessary replace-

ments.

7. Rural health clinic services as defined under Medicare,

and services of other clinics if such clinics met Board-set

standards.

a
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8. Outpatient drug benefits for Medicare eligibles, but

only for chronic illness. The board would establish a list

of diseases and conditions found to be chronic and the drugs

to be covered for each such disease and condition. Only

prescription drugs, including insulin, listed in a Board-

developed formulary would be covered. Generic prescriptions

would be required whenever generic equivalents were avail-

able. Dispensing pharmacies would be reimbursed on the basis

of the drug supplied or the lowest cost generic equivalent

generally available plus a professional dispensing fee. HMOs

or other insurers could use the board formulary, or their

own provided that the Board approved it. The Board would also

have the authority to set maximums and minimums for the amount

of a drug prescribed.

9. Mental health day care services are provided at a

rate of two days a year for each day of inpatient psychiatric

Ilenefits not used. Electroshock therapy would be covered

only in cases of severe depression and where prior approval

was obtained through arrangements established by the area PSRO.

10. Outpatient physical and speech therapy services as

defined under Medicare, plus short-term occupational therapy

where the promise of improvement was substantial.

11. Audiological examinations and hearing aid coverage

limited to one examination a year and one hearing aid every

trte years. Cost of hearing aids would be covered only up

to the amount of those on a list of hearing aids whose costs

were found reasonable by the Board.
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12. Outpatient services provided by a comuaity mental

health center. The total amount payable during a year for

a patient would be determined on a salary equivalent basis

for the type of personnel employed and could not exceed the

equivalent of a negotiated fee for a psychiatric visit for

that year times 20.

3. Exclusions

The following exclusions would apply to the basic benefits:

1. Services and items, other than preventive ser-

vices, not reasonable or necessary for diagnosis gr treatment

of illness or injury or to improve functioning of a malformed

body member.

2. Services or items not provided within the U. S.

(defined as including States, commonwealth and territories),

with the exception of current Medicare provisions for Medicare

beneficiaries relating to closest convenient hospital and

travel between parts of the U. S.

3. Services and items constituting personal comfort

items.

4. Orthopedic shoes or other supportive devices for

the feet, other than for Medicare eligibles.

5. Custodial care.

6. Cesmetic surgery except for prompt repair of

trauma-induced injury or for inprovenent of functioning of a

nelforned body member.

7. Services or items furnished by immediate relatives

or members of the patient's household.

d
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8. Treatneat of flat foot conditions, and prescrip-

tions of supporting devices, treatment of subluxation of the

foot or routine foot care, including cutting or removal of

corns or calluses, trimming of nails, and other routine

hygienic care, unless prescribed by a physician other than a

podiatrist or surgical chiropodist as seriously handicapping

or a danger to general health for a patient with diabetes

mellitus.

9. Services provided by practitioners excludcd from

Medicare because they have been found to have abused the pro-

gram or have been convicted of crimes (under sections 1862(d)

and (e)1.

C. Medicare changes

fhe bill would make the following changes in the Medicare

program:

1. Make the payroll tax applicable to all employment

2. Remove limitations on days of hospital coverage and

retain spell of illness provision for post-hospital extended

care services only.

3. Remove deductible and coinsurance requirements for

inpatient hospital services and post hospital extended care

services, including the three pint blood deductible.

4. Remove section 1814(g) related to payment for ser-

vices in a teaching setting to a fund. This would be handled

b) normal budget reimbursement considerations under hospital

reimbursement.
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S. Extend automatic eligibility to all persons age GS

and over.

6. Delete the Part 3 deductible and 80 percent coinsur-

ance requirements (except for that relating to treatment of

mental conditions) and remove the three-pint blood deductible.

7. Mandate Part I enrollment. Where deduction for

premiums from Federal benefits is currently authorized, it

would be made mandatory. The Federal government would pay

the premium on behalf of SSI beneficiaries. Where there was

no Federal benefit payable to the individual from which the

premium could be deducted, the individual would be subject to

a charge of 115 percent of the amount due, unless he paid

the premium out of pocket. All provisions for late enroll-

ment in the future would be removed.

8. Repeal section 1843 related to State agreements for

coverage under Medicare of persons eligible for medical

assistance (the "buy-in" provision).

9. Add drug benefits to list of covered services.

10. Amend section Z26 of the Social Security Act to

provide Medicare entitlement in the same month as disability

insurance entitlement, rather than 24 months later.

11. Repeal section 1867 authorizing the Health Insurance

Benefits Advisory Council.

C
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12. Modify section 1874 and other references throughout

Title XVIII to change references to the Secretary to the

National Health Board.

D. Effective Dates

Basic benefits for the non-Medicare population would

go into effect on January 1 of the third year following the

year of enactment.

E. Incentive Payments

Any person who chooses a plan offering more benefits at

no cost or a cash rebate payment would be eligible for the

benefits or payment without having it affect any credits due

under provisions establishing a maximum on premiums. Insurers

couid limit services covered to those offered by selected

providers offering services at reduced prices or under special

arrangements; however, all NHI benefits would have to be pro-

vided or covered by the insurers.

Enrollment incentive payments could be in the form of

increased benefits (if so, the insurer would have to stipu-

late actuarial value) or in the form of cash payments (cash

payments would he nontaxable and would not off-set welfare

payments). The full amount of such incentive payments would

be rebated to enrollees. However, a portion could be allo-

catcd to employers in return for their services inarranging

for availability of cost-effective H14O plans if the portion

%s negotiated in accordance with the dual choice provision

of section 1310 of the PHS Act (regarding "Employers Health
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benefits Plaam &ad the role of employers and employee repre-

sentatives reoardinq HMO arrangements).

0
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Part IV -- Administration

A. Specification of Responsibilities

The program would be administered primarily by certified

private insurers and HMOs operating within regulations and

negotiated agreements established and administered by National

Health and State Health Boards with the involvement of State

government, private health agencies, providers of care, employers,

and individuals.

Certified private insurers and HMOs would be responsible for --

1. negotiating community-rated premiums on a national, State,

and area basis with the National Board for insuring all services

covered by this plan;

2. marketing insurance or HMO programs to all eligible

people for all covered services, at negotiated premium community

rates;

3. participating in negotiations of the State Board with

providers and purchasers of care to establish budgets and fee

Schedules;

4. enrolling and issuing health care cards to all eligibles;

S. underwriting the costs of insuring all covered services

in exchange for the community-rated premium;

6. arranging for the payment of health care providers

for covered services at rates equal to or less than those

negotiated by the State Board; and

7. establishing national consortia which perform certain

specified administrative and fiscal functions.
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Under the program, the newly established National Health

Board would be responsible for --

1. establishing national policy guidelines and standards

to implement the program, and overseeing the program's imple-

mentation;

2. computing national and State annual NHI Budgets, nego-

tiating national and State premiums with insurers and HMOs.

assuring payment of established income-related and other

mandated premiums necessary to finance the program, establish-

ing one or more systems for apportioning among insurers the

costs of payment to providers reimbursed on a budget basis,

and negotiating the establishment of provider budgets and fee

schedules and payment mechanisms with providers;

3. establishing and administering a national Health

Resources Distribution Plan;

4. certifying and performing other required functions

with regard to insurers, fHKs, and their consortia;

S. extending fiscal relief to impacted employers;

6. collecting data required for the planning, budgeting,

monitoring, and evaluating activities required under the program;

7. administering the amended Medicare program; and

8. contracting with the State Health Boards established

by the states.

4
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Under contract with the National Board, the State Health

Board would be responsible for --

1. submitting State Annual NMl Budgets (within the over-

all budget allocated to the State) to the National Board and

implement Budgets as approved by the National Board;

2. negotiating prospective budgets and fee schedules for

the payment of providers within the approved budget and State

Health Resource Distribution Plan;

3. administering grants from the States' allocations of

the Health Resources Distribution Fund approved by the governor;

4. reviewing State administration of its residual Medicaid

programs for conformity with Federal standards for Federal

assumption of the administrative costs of the program;

S. racilitating enrollment by employers and individuals

and guaranteeing payment to providers for covered services;

6. certifying providers of care and performing other

privider-related functions; and

7. performing other functions delegated by the National

Board.

State governments would be responsible for --

1. Nominating members of the State Board;

2. proposing to the State Board Five-Year Plans for

Health Resources Distribution;

3. Implementing certificate-of-need and similar programs;
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4. participating in negotiations of provider budgets -31WI

fee schedules;

S. paying group-rated premiums for AFDC eligibles; and

6. administering a residual medicaid program.
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Two private agencies -- the Joint (cmmission on Accreditation

of Hospitals (JCAH) and Professional Standards Review Organiza-

tions (PSROs) -- would continue to function under the program.

The JCAH (and other comparable private agencies) would continue

its present Medicare role of certifying provider compliance with

requirements of the program. PSROs would be expanded to review

all covered health services by all providers, including the

establishment of norms and criteria for medical practice. They

would also perform all other functions now assigned to them.

Providers of health care would be invited to offer services

on a participating basis in the program, and to send elected

representatives to national and state negotiations to establish

budgeting procedures and fee schedules.

EmLlo.ers would be assigned the responsibility of --

1. negotiating with insurers and liMOs and offering a choice

of insurance and HM40 arrangements to their employees;

2. facilitating enrollment of the employee and his/her

dependents in the plan of his/her choice;

3. making wage-related premium payments, including any

employee share wit1held (based on labor-management negotiations

In organized companies) on behalf of the employee;

4. issuing a statement at the end of the year to the

employee of employee premiums paid;

S. applying to the National Board for financial relief from

excessive economic impact of mandated premiums, if any;
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6. participating, through representatives, in the

negotiation of provider budgets and fee schedules for their

state or area; and

7. participating, through representatives, as members of

the State Board.

Individuals (except those who are members of the armed forces,

Medicare eligibles, or in Federal or State institutions) would --

1. enroll themselves and their dependents in one of the

insurance or HMO plans available to them through their employer,

or if they are self-employed or non-employed, any of the plans

available to residents of their State;

Z. if an employee, pay a wage-related premium (subject to

laborT-anagement negotiations) through their employers and an

income-r, la-ed premium to their 1040 or insurer if they had

substantial non-wage income and did not reach the maximum pay-

ment on the basis of premiums related to wages;

3. present their Health Card to all providers of care for

covered services;

4. participate, through representative groups, in the

negotiations of provider budgets and fee schedules for their

State or area; and

5. participate, through representative groups, as members

of the State Board.

0
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B. Conditions for .ertification of Insurers and HBIs

Any insurer or HMO could be certified (and recertified) to

insure services under the program if it --

1. meets applicable legal standards required hy the

State(s) in which it operated;

2. makes available at the negotiated community rate a

program of insurance or benefits covering all services specified

by the program;

3. accepts for enrollment all employee groups or eligible

individuals at the negotiated rate, within the resource capacity

of the HOO or similar arrangement and within limits appropriate

for plans negotiated or arranged between employers and employees

that are self-insured;

4. provides the same added benefit to the required program

of insurance, or the same premium rebate, to all enrollees

(except that a portion of this rebate could be allocated to

emplcyers in return for services in arranging for the availa-

bilitv of a cost-effective insuring plan);

5. complies with all regulations of the National Board

regarding advertising, customer service, standard claims forms

and procedures, rights of privacy of enrollees and providers,

and other areas authorized by the program;

6. is a member of a consortium and complies with all rules

and procedures of the consortium considered reasonable by the

National Board;

7. males no departure from those methods of marketing, or

paying for health services without special approval.
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C. Consortia

The National Board would certify four national corporations

or "consortia," with State and area subsidiaries as follows:

one consortium would be formed from Blue Cross and Blue Shield

Plans, one from commercial insurance carriers, one from Prepaid

Group Practice HMOs (as defined in title XIII of the PHS Act)

and one from Independent Practice HIMOs (as defined in title XIII

of the PHS Act).

Each consortium would --

1. represent its member plans isr activities of the National

Board;

2. represent its members on a negotiating committee

established by the State Board for the reimbursement of par-

ticipating providers;

3. collect and place in a fund all premiums due from

employers, individuals, and State and Federal governments on a

monthly, quarterly, or annual basis;

4. notify the National Board of employers or individuals

who are in default on premium payments;

S. p - community-rated premiums from the consortium fund

to the member plans on behalf of each plan's enrollees;

6. establish an arrangement for transferring mandated

premiums and other payments among consortia to adjust for

differences to risks insured;

7. make payment% to participating providers of care on

behalf of their member plans; 0
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8. monitor payments to providers of care;

9. conduct claims review program and collect data as

required by the National board;

10. facilitate smnoth transfer of enrollment and premium

collection in the same or different geographic areas, or between

consortia.

In order to be certified:

1. tha consortium of Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans and

the consortium of commercial insurers would have to have member

plans in all States and major areas;

2. each consortia would be required to accept into member-

ship any insurance or HMO plan certified by the National Board

applying for membership; and

3. the -onsortis would have to possess resources and

presen, a plan of operations to the National Board which

demonstrates intent and capacity to carry out all the functions

specified above.

D. Structure and Administrative Functions of the National

Health board

The National Health Board would be an independent agency

of the Federal government, reporting directly to the President.

It would be managed by a five-mesber National Health Board

(hereafter called the National Board) appointed by the President

and confirmed by the Senate. The Chairman would be appointed by

the President; members would have staggered five-year terms. No

mote than three members could be from the same political party.

47.147 0 * 7S - II
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The National Board would be responsible for ali policies

under the program. It would appoint a chief administrator and

organize bureaus and other staff and operating units within the

National Health Board. The National Board's jurisdiction would

include the current Health Care Financing Administration and

other DHEl programs or elements of other current MHEN agencies.

In addition, the National Board would administer the Health

Resources Distribution Fund.

The National Board would include a Board of Appeals to which

providers, insurers, individuals, or others could make final

administrative appeal after opportunities for appeal at the

State Board or, as appropriate, the consortium level had heen

exhausted.

The National Board would be served directly by staff offices

of the Onbudsr.n, the Advocate, and the Inspector General. The

Ombudsmdh. would investigate and report to the Board on complaints

about the operation of the program and recommend changes in

regulations or practices.

The Advocate would assist consumers in defining, protecting,

and asserting their rights and would focus on the needs of

minorities, the elderly, the disabled, other disadvantaged

groups, and women.

The Inspector General would perform functions with respect

to health similar to those now performed by the HEW Inspector

General. The Inspector General would conduct investigations

into fraud and abuse, and acting through the State Board, would

contract with State fraud and control units established under

Sec. 1903 of the Social Security Act to conduct the activities
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defined in this section with respect to all health services

covered and all health care providers reimbursed under the

program.

E. Commissions on Benefits, Quality, Access, and Health

Care Organization

The National Board would establish standing Commissions

on Benefits, Quality, Access, and Health Care Organization in

order to continually review and advise the Board on ways to

improve the program and to attain program objectives. More

than half the members of each Commission would represent con-

sumers. Each Commission would be furnished full-time staff,

with staff resources specifically assigned to consumer members.

The Commissions would also include representatives of the various

health care professions and provider institutions and their

employees, and insurers, as the National Board considered

warranted for the purposes of the Commissions.
F. Structure and Administrative Functions of the State

ealtb Board

The State Health Board would be a State-chartered public

corporation (hereinafter called the State Board), established

by the governor at the request of the National Baord to carry

out specific functions under the program. The State Board

would have five members appointed by the governor subject to

the approval of the National Board. Representatives of major
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purchasers of health insurance (employer groups and labor

unions) would have two seats on the board, and at least one

other would have to be a consumer. Members would have

staUered five-year terns and no more than three members could

be fm the same political party.

The State Board would appoint a full-time chief administra-

tor, organize bureaus and other staff and operating units in

the Agency, and oversee the activities of the Agency.

The State Board would appoint an ombudsman and advocate

who would report directly to the Board and who would perform

for the State the same functions described above for the

National Board. In addition, the State Board would include a

Bureau of Appeals to which providers, insurers, individuals,

or others could make formal appeal and obtain a hearing on

grounds e tablished by the National Board. The State would be

authorized to appoint such standing commissions or short-term

comiss~ons as were approved for funding under their agreement

with the National Board.

H. The Annual NHI Budzet

Anzuually the National Board would prepare a comprehensive

budget establishing (1) all public and private expenditures

for covered health services and for the administration of the

program and (2) all revenues from mandated premiums and other

sources for financing these expenditures. This Budget would limit

the total annual increase of health care expenditures o.ve the

a
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preceding year to a maximum of the average rate of increase

in the GNP over the last three years.

The Annual Budget would be presented to the President and

Congress, and to the State governments, in adequate time for

funds to be appropriated to cover the premiums and other govern-

ment payments mandated by the program, including funds for the

Health Resources Distribution Fund. The Congressional Budget

Office would submit an analysis to relevant committees of

Congress each year of all aspects of the Annual Budget. The

Annual Budget would:

1. balance all revenues to be paid to insurers with

all expenditures to be made by insurers. (It would also balance

projected revenues and expenditures of the Medicare program);

. establish expenditures for each State or area;

3. establish premiums required to be paid to insurers

to finance the negotiated national community rated premiums for

all enrollees, showing variations in rates achieved in each

State and present analyses of economic impact on employers and

employment of the premiums, as well as on Federal and State

budgets;

4. include the amount to be requested of Congress for

the Health Resources Distribution Fund;

S. reflect annual budgets of the States and the advice

of the National Board Commissions.

The national budget would be based on agreements with

providers negotiated by the State Boards and approved by the
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National Board and agreements with consortia on national

comunity-rated premiums. The State budgets submitted to the

National Board would reflect the advice of State Board Commis-

sions, representatives of the consortia and providers in the

State, and the Health Resources Distribution Plan for the State.

6. be implemented by the State Boards, with the State

Boards renegotiating provider budgets and fees if necessary in

order to stay within the revenues approved; (Negotiated national

comunity-rated premiums in the approved Budget would provide

limits on revenues to consortia for payment for covered ser-

vices under the program and could be increased only by a subse-

quent act of the National Board. State expenditures approved

would be the basis for the negotiation (or renegotiation) of

prospective budgets, annual adjustments of physician fee

schedules as necessary, and other provider reimbursements.);

7. be accompanied by projections of the Annual Budget

for five years, showing the effect of the Health Resources

Distribution Fund and the limits on increases in expenditures

nationally and by State and area.

1. Negotiations with Providers

For purposes of establishing prospective budgets, fee sched-

ules, and other payment mechanisms (as described in Part VII),

providers would be invited to send elected representatives to

negotiate with committees convened by the National and State

Boards.
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State Negotiating Groups. The National Board would

establish categories of providers from which representatives

to the negotiating group with the State board would be elected.

There would be two negotiating groups:

1. The State negotiating group regarding prospective

budgets would include classes of hospitals, IlNOs, hospital-based

physicnms, hospital soployees of various professions and

occupations, commnuity health centers, comnnaity mental health

centers, and other providers reimbursable on a prospective

budget basis.

2. The negotiating group regarding fee schedules and

other payment mechanisms would include medical and osteopathic

specialties by geographic area of practice (e.g., rural, urban)

and style of practice (e.g., solo, group, institution-based) as

well as representatives of non-physicians reimbursed on other

than budget basis. The National Board would also establish

general guidelines for the election process of representatives

to the various negotiating groups in each State. Among other

factors, these guidelines vald provide for proportional repre-

sentatieA of categories of providers on negotiating groups in

terms of their numbers in the State and the percentage their

services represent of the total amounts reimbursed under the

program. Terns of office would be three years with eligibility

for re-election.
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National Negotiatinm Groups. The National Board would

conduct an election among the State negotiating groups to

elect representatives from the State groups to the national

negotiating groups. In addition, the National Board could, in

consultation with provider associations and institutions, appoint

up to five additional nos-voting embers to each group to repro-

sent provider interests that were not represented on State

groups. Categories of providers would be represented on the

national negotiating groups (except for the additional non-

voting asmbers appointed by the board) proportional to their

numbers on State negotiating groups. The terms of elected and

pointed embers would be three years. both the elections of

negotiating groups and all negotiating sessions would be matters

of public record.

J. Negotiations with Insurers and HMOs

Insurers and HMDs would be invited to send representatives

to negotiate on their behalf with the National board regarding

the comnunity-rated premiums. The maner of selection of these

representatives would be established by the insurers and HMDs

through their consortia, but should provide for representatives

of such categories of insurers as the Board night require. The

number of representatives to the negotiating groups from each

consortia would be proportional to the total number of enrollees

of each consortium, with no consortium represented by fewer

than two.
0
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K. Apportionment of the Costs of a Provider's Budget
AmoBE Insurers

The National Board would establish rules for apportionment

of the costs of a provider's budget amnug the insurers after

consultation with insurers. Payment amounts by insurers would

be established initially on an interim basis paid at such tine

as may be determined, adjusted from time to time, and settled

after the close of the year.

L. Start-up of Administrative Structure and Processes

Upon enactment of the program and prior to the effective

date of benefits, the National Board would establish and test

airinjstzative structures and processes needed to implement

the program on the effective date of benefits. The Board would

be required to report to Congress on its progress 18 months

after enactment and on any technical changes or authorizations

of temporary administrative structures or procecures that would

facilitate implementation. The General Accounting Office would

review the progress of the Board in initiating these adminis-

trative structures and processes and report to Congress 16

months after enactment.

N. Federal Back-up for State and Insurer Functions

If a State failed to establish State Board or if insurers

failed to establish consortia or acceptable plans for their

operation, or if there were States or areas in which no

insurers qualified for certification, the National Board would

perform the functions of those agencies.
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N. President's Comission on the Health of Americaas

The President would appoint a group of mine distinguished

citizens to review the health status of the nation, the oppor-

tunities for iqprovement, and the cost for doing so. This

Comission would coordinate its activities with those of the

National board and report on its findings and recommendations.

ab
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Part V -- Protran Financinj

A. Sources of Revenues

Financing for the program would be from seven primary sources:

wage-related premiums; premiums on substantial amounts of non-

wage income; State payments in behalf of AFDC and State institu-

tional populations; Federal payments in behalf of SSI benefi-

ciaries and Federal institutional population; voluntary payments

in behalf of U. S. residents who are employees of foreign govern-

ments or international organizations; Medicare taxes and premiums;

and general revenues.

Premiums would be calculated as a percentage of income. The

full percentage would be applied to wages and one-half would be

applied to non-wale income up to the maximum premiums payable

b/ the individual. The percentage would be computed so that

the costs of W4H benefits for the entire population (except

the Medicare. SSI, and AFDC groups) would be fully covered by

total premiums paid. The prospective percentage rate would vary

by State in accordance with actual budgeted cost increases in

each State. If sufficient information were not available to

establish variable rates in initial years, either State-by-State

estimates or a single national rate could be employed.

The maximum on premium payable would apply with respect to

premiums withheld from employee's wages or paid by recipients

of non-wage income; however, employers would be assessed on

the.r total payrolls. The premium maximum would be calculated
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by family type and no individual would pay more than the average

comunity rated premium for the individual's family type.

The income to be derived from each of the seven revenue

sources would be determined as follows:

1. Wage-Related Premiums

Employers would be responsible for the entire payment but

would be authorized to require that employees pay 2S-3S percent

of the premium amount. Employee payments would be subject to

labor-management negotiations. An employer who is severly

impacted by the program (had a substantial increase in premiums

which reduced net earnings) would be eligible for a tax credit

(or a payment if not subject to tax). States and localities

would be required to contribute as other employees--if they did not.

an amount equal to 150 percent of the amounts due would be

deducted from grants otherwise payable.

Wage-related premiums would not be paid by Medicare benefi-

ciaries, nor would their employers have to pay wage related

premiums on their behalf.

2. Non-wage Income Preinum

A premium payment, equal to one-half of the rate applied to

wages, would be paid by recipients of self-employment and

unearned income. Premium payments (made quarterly) would be

required on annual non-wage income in excess of $2,000 per

individual or $4,000 per couple. Late payments would be subject

to a penalty unless exempted by the National Board. For persons

under 65 years of age receiving pensions, non-wage premiums
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could be paid by withholding and part or all could be paid by

prior employers. Medicare beneficiaries would not be subject

to the non-wage premiums.

3. Federal PayMents on Behalf of SSI Recipients and Federal
Instltuttonal Population

Group-rated premiums would be paid monthly to insurers (or

their consortia) selected by the insurer on behalf of these

individuals. A deduction could be made for other premium pay-

ments made by or in behalf of SSI recipients.

4. State Payments on Behalf of AFDC Recipients and State
Institutional Population

Group-rated premiums would be paid monthly to insurers (or

their consortia) selected by the individual on behalf of these

individuals. A deduction could be made for other premium pay-

ments made by or in behalf of AFDC recipients. Federal matching

for AFDC payments would be contingent on payment of premiums.

S. Voluntary Participants

Foreign governments or international organizations could

enter into agreements with the Board for coverage of their

employees and families who are long-term U. S. residents.

The federal government would be empowered to enter into

reciprocal agreements with other countries under which health

services would be provided to their residents visiting this

country in exchange for provision of similar services to U. S.

residents visiting their countries.
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6. Medicare

The Hospital Insurance tax, at the same rate specified in

current law, would be applied to all U. S. wages including

those of Federal employees, all nonprofit organization employees,

and, under pain of deduction from grants (equal to one and one-

half time the estimated tax). state and local employees. Volun-

tary agreements with foreign governments would require payments

equal to this tax. The Medicare Part 3 premium, computed on

the basis specified in existing law, would be made mandatory for

all persons eligible for Part A (all persons currently eligible,

all persons over age 6S, and the disabled after they have been

disabled for five months). The Federal government would pay

the Part 3 premiums on behalf of SSI recipients.

7. General Revenues.

Increased general revenue obligations would be incurred on

account of: (a) Payments for SSI population and increased pay-

ments, if any. for Federal institutional population; (b) differ-

ence between Medicare tax plus premiums and cost of services to

Medicare group; (c) uncollectable premium payments due to

private insurers; (d) payments to impacted non-taxpaying

employers; (e) savings clause to States for Medicaid; (f)

administrative costs; and (g) an increase, if any, in Federal

employer payments in behalf of Federal civilian and military

personnel.

4
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Offsets to current general revenue obligations would occur

as a result of: (a) elimination of individual tax deductions

for health insurance premiums and services covered under WHI;

(b) deduction of Federal payments for Medicaid; (c) reduction

in escalation of the costs of covered services; and (d) an

increase in Medicare HI contributions by those presently not

participating.

B. Year-End Adjustments

The wage-related premium would constitute full premium pay-

ment for wage earners with less than 12,000 in non-wage income.

Each premium payer with non-wage income over $2,000 would

be required to calculate his/her total premium obligation. The

non-wage income subject to premium payments would be the amount

of such in- one (over the $2,000 exemption) except that the total

of premiums paid on the basis o" wage and non-wage income could

not exceed the maximum premium. The premium payment for non-wage

income would be half that applied to wage income. If, at the

end of the year. any individual paid (or his/her employer paid

amounts that could have been assessed to him/her) more than the

community rated premium for his/her family type, he/she would

receive a refund.

C. Lnforcement

The PederT.1 government wouid make a premium payment in

behalf of any individual who failed to pay the required anouaat.

The payment would become a debt owed to and collectable by the

government from such individual.
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0. Effective Dates

Income-related premiums would first become payable the

calendar quarter before provision of benefits while monthly

premiums would first become payable in the month before pro-

vision of benefits.

R. Residual Medicaid

During the first three years the IMHI program was in operation,

States would pay no more for premiums for AFDC recipients and

residual Medicaid than they paid in the base year except for an

annual adjustment equal to the overall program rate of increase.

This savings clause would only apply to States which: (1) had

the Medicaid benefits in effect for two or more years prior to

the effective date. (2) continued pre-enactment Medicaid benefits

not covered by NHI, (3) paid required premiums in behalf of

AFDC rec4pientj and State institutionalized population; and (4)

net requisite Federal standards. In such cases, the Federal

government would pay 90 percent of the administrative costs of

the residual Medicaid program.

F. National. State, and Area Premium Determination

The National Board would set the limit on MHl expenses.

Budget expenses in any year could increase at a rate no greater

than the average rate of increase in the GNP in the preceding

three years.

6
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The National Board, with the advice of the consortia, would

perform the actuarial calculations for determining premiums

(which would include an allowance for contingency reserves).

In the event the ElI board found a shortfall in income, a tem-

porary advance could be made from general revenues. This

amount would be recovered from premium income in subsequent

years.

The National Board would distribute the national budget

among the States. The health care operating cost increase

allowed for a State could be greater than the national average

if the state's per capita expenditures were less than the national

figures and less than the national average if the State's per

capita expenditures were greater. The maximum variation in

the increase permitted would be 20 percent below to 20 percent

above the average increase. The limit determined for a State

(or area) could be adjusted upward if it had severly underserved

populations for whom special development programs had been

approved in the Health Resources Distribution plan. If a state

budgeted less than the limit allowed, the state's income related

premiums would be adjusted downward accordingly.

G. Insurer Financial Duties

Insurers would

1. receive the premiums, making use of consorted as

they decide in handling the funds;

2. determine the premiums required to cover the risks

they cover taking into account the costs in the areas they
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serve so that no advantage would occur from enrolling good

risks or disadvantage from enrolling poor risks. The insurers

would gain from demonstrated cost-effective delivery of services;

3. set aside a reserve for redistribution of funds

among insurers to assure income proportionate to risks covered;

Consortia, if used to distribute risks premiums, would pay

insurers from time-to-time with final settlement after the end

of the year. The Defense Department would act as insurer and

consortium for members of the armed forces and their dependents,

would operate independently from other insurers, and would

receive other funds than the normal premiums as appropriated.

H. Philanthropic Contributions and State and Local

Government SUpplement Payments

Philanthropic funds and additional State and local funds

could be used to supplement NHI financing but could not be

directed toward expansion of the benefit package. Any capital

investment or services changes made with such funds would be

subject to planning approval.

a
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Part VI -- Health Care lgrovnent

A. National Objectives

The bill requires the National Board, consulting with the

President's Commission on the Health of Americans, to establish

national objectives for health care improvement to guide the

planning process, the annual budgeting process, and other

activities under the Act.

B. The Health Care Improvement Plan

The National Board would prepare and update annually a

five-year plan describing the nation's needs regarding health

care accessibility, quality, and costs; the effect of imple-

mentation of the Act on these needs; and strategies for meting

the needs in the future. The National Plan would:

1. define such projected needs as: shifts in geographic

distribution uf health care facilities and geographic and

specialty distribution of professional providers; growth in

enrollment and in numbers of cost effective alternative delivery

systems; reductions in use of outmoded or duplicative tests or

procedures; provider conformance to certification requirements

through budget reimbursement or grants from the HRD fund; and

other factors or special population emphasis as the National

Board may require;

2. analyze the impact of the Act's provisions that provide

for: the annual budget by category of service, with national and

state expenditure limits; competitive marketing through HO40's and

other innovative systems; negotiated prospective budgeting and
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fee schedules; PSRO review of all covered services; Health Care

Resources Distribution Fund grants and contracts; state govern-

ment activities in preparing and implementing the Plan; and such

other provisions as the National Board considered appropriate;

and

3. describe how standards and guidelines issued or proposed

by the National Board to implement the Act met defined needs.

The National plan, based on State five-year plans prepared

and annually updated by Governors at the National Board's request,

would also include the State health plan prepared under title

XV of the PHS Act, other state planning activities required by

the PHS Act and the Community Mental Health Centers Act, and

such additional state activities as the Govenor may determine.

The State five-year plans would describe projected needs

regarding accessibility, quality, and cost of care as specifi-

cally as possible, and specific actions the State government

planned to fill them. The State plans would be based on stand-

ards and guidelines (including projected budget limitations for

each State) promulgated by the National Board. All health

related plans formerly submitted to the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare under the PHS and OIHC Acts will be sub-

mitted to the State Board, along with the State Plan. The

State Board would make grants up to the state's allocation

level from the HRD fund, with the guidance of this plan, deviat-

ing from the plan only after consulting the Governor and upon

review and approval of the National Board.

a
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The State board, in preparing its annual state NHI budget,

would assure resource availability and other changes proposed

in the plan.

The State Board, negotiating with providers on budgets,

fee schedules, and other reimbursement policies would not

approve: provider budgets with services, training, or accumula-

tion or assets for capital expenditures inconsistent with the

plan; or fee schudules inconsistent with State manpower redis-

tribution goals. Issues of consistency would be subject to

review and decision of the National Board.

C. healthh Resources Distribution

The bill would authorize a national fund from general

revenues at a level of $500 million for the first year of

benefits and for each of the next five years. The fund would

include: amounts requested by the National Board and appro-

priated by Congress to augment funding for existing DHEY pro-

grams transferred to the Board's jurisdiction; an amount to be

allocated by the National Board for award to states based on

plans, annual I411 budgets, and the preparedness of states to use

the funds effectively--except that no state would receive less

than one-half of a pro rata share based on population.

The HRD Funds could be used by the National Board and State

Boards to award grants and contracts for purposes described

either in the Act or in the legislation authorizing programs
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transferred to the National Health Board from the P14S or other

agencies, including: conversion or closure of underutilized

facilities; start-up of needed services in critically under-

served areas; renovations enabling providers to meet specific

requirements relating to safety accessibility, or other critical

factors; stimulation and support of HMOs and other cost effec-

tive delivery systems; establishment of phasing out of health

professional education programs according to projected manpower

needs in specialties and professions; start-up programs of

continuing educational and professional development through

PSROs or other private agencies on clinical practice state of

the art and improvement areas in current practice patterns; and

other purposes appropriate to improviAg quality, accessibility,

or other objectives for health care under the Act.

D. Health Statistics, Health Services Research, and
Technolof, Evauction

The bill would establish under the National Board a National

Institute of Health Care Research, to replace the existing DIHEW

Office of Health Technology, and include research institutes for

health statistics, health services research, and technology

evaluation. The new institutes would have functions described

P.L. 9S-623 for DHEW programs in these areas and would operate

as independent research institutes under the Board.

The National Center for Health Statistics would be given the

following new functions: formulating data policy, regulations,

and operational guidelines for establishment and operation of

data-gathering systems by the agency; assuring a flow of

a
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information required for both management of the NHl program

by the national agency, such as for budget information; assur-

inS program accountability regarding its impact on cost, access,

and quality of care and on morbidity sad mortality; and analysis

of data gathered to meet needs of agency managers. consumers,

and providers.

Date and information systems operated as defined by the

Center under this Att and under Sec. 306 of the PHS Act should:

be based on Uniform Niniinm Data Sets established by the Center

for Health Statistics; include the entire U. S. population

and all health services; promote efficiency and effectiveness

in collecting, processing, analyzing, and disseminating infor-

nation; establish and coordinate data gathering activities by

consortia, state and local agencies, and the national agency,

to minimize duplication; and provide information to consortia,

employers, coinsurers, and providers, and other interested

institutions affected by the Act to inform their choices and

facilitate activities under the Act.

E. Health Education

The State Board would be directed to carry out a program to

educate all residents on health, self-care, effective use of

the health care system, and their rights and privileges under

the Act.
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Information on health living, habits and appropriate use

of resources would be furnished through development of both

materials for distribution through media and curricula suitable

for classroom instruction at various levels, as vell as through

training of professionals.

Appropriate patient participation in care would be dealt

with through preparation of training materials, support for

training sites related to serious but common impairments in

which patient activities play an important role, and training

of professionals.

F. Special Studies and Demonstrations

The National Board would be required to continuously study

and evaluate the operation of all aspects of the program,

including study and evaluation of the adequacy and quality of

services furnished under the program, analysis of the cost of

each kind of service, and evaluation of the effectiveness of

measures to restrain costs.

The National Board, through the work of Comissions and

other means, would specifically study and evaluate the effects

a
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of the program on residual Medicaid programs in States. includ-

ing the comprehensiveness, accessibility, and quality of

services o Medicaid beneficiaries, and would recommend legis-

lation and guidelines for effecting improvements in the various

Medicaid programs. The board would submit to Congress no

later than five years after enactment, its legislative recom-

mendations in this regard, with special emphasis on how to meet

the long-term care service needs of Medicaid eligibles.

With regard to these various special studies, the National

board would direct the Commissions as follows:

1. The Commission on benefits would study and

recommend changes in covered benefits based on current evi-

dcnce of the cost end effectiveness of various health services

including preventive health, mental health, drugs, vision care,

long term care, home health care, dental coverage, and other

services foi which limitations or exclusions exist under the

program.

Z. The Commission on Quality would study and recom-

mend legislation or regulations to improve the quality of health

care services.

3. The Commission on Access would study the level

of services utilized by various beneficiaries and would recon-

ment legislation, guidelines, or re:tilations to remove barriers

to access and/or create needed resources for care.
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4. The Cow mission on Health Care Organization would

study the costs and effectiveness of the various methods of

delivering health services and would recommend legislation

or regulations to support and encourage the creation and

expansion of more cost-effective systems of health care.

Programs of personal care services. The National Health

Board would be required to carry out a substantial demonstra-

tion program in the organization, delivery, and financing of

personal care services to the elderly and chronically disabled

including the hospice concept. Initial funding authorization

would be at the $100 million level. The Board would make

grants fron the Resource Distribution Fund to demonstrate and

assist in the development of community programs ahich seek to

maintain in their homes people who, in the absence of compre-

hensive health and personal care services, would require

inpatient institutional services. The hospice concept would

be among those demonstrated and evaluated.

a
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Part VIl -- Provider Reimbursement

A. Types of Reimbursement

The bill specifies the types of reimbursement by class of

provider as follows:

1. Prospective rates based on approved budgets for

hospitals, homes health agencies, neighborhood health and other

health centers, and skilled nursing facilities;

Z. Fee schedules (subject to overall budget limits) for

physicians, podiatrists, and laboratory services and durable

medical equipment (subject to limits based on lowest costs for

widely available services);

3. Existing Medi;are determinations for other providers;

4. Capitation payments for HMOs. Payment rates would

be community-rated (with appropriate adjustments) for non-

Medicare enrollees and experience-rated (with appropriate adjust-

ments) for Medicare enrollees. Developing HMOs would be paid

Approved budget costs in excess of capitation payments from

grants from the Health Resources Distribution Fund;*

S. Salary or fee-for-time payments permitted in lieu

of fee schedule payments if this alternative did not result in

higher costs; and

6. Acquisition costs plus professional fees for drugs

and audiological services.
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The Board could allow, on an experimental or other bAsis,

the use of other payment methods if it determined such use would

advance program objectives.

B. State Budgeting Process

The State approved budget would distribute total allowable

funds (as determined under Part V) among various health service

components with leeway for redistribution and provision for

contingencies.

C. Prospective Reimbursement

Hospitals and other institutional providers would be

reimbursed on the basis of negotiated budgets applied prospec-

tively.

1. Submission of Proposed Budget

Each provider would submit its proposed budget to the State

Board at such time, in such form, and providing such data as

the Board required. Required data ould include historical data,

full year budget for the year subject to approval and a two and

five year capital and service change budget plan. The reports

would cover total provider operation and include data on

operating and capital costs, inpatient and outpatient services,

costs of continued services and cost effects of discontinued and

added services, cost effects of expected productivity and

utilization changes, revenues by source and type, volume of

services, and patient characteristics.

a
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2. Review by State Board

The State Board would review the proposed Budget and

negotiate with providers within the parameters established by

the National Board. Representatives of patients and payors

would be party to the negotiations; the advice of consortia

representatives would be available. In all cases, the review

would confirm conformity of the two and five year capital and

service change budgets with the approved HSA plan for the area.

The State Board would use screens to determine which budgets

could be approved without further detailed review and what

elements within a budget might require such review. Screening

parameters would be set in accordance with National Board

policy and could take various forms including: (a) annual rates of

increase in total budgets, average inpatient costs per admis-

sion, or nvorsge inpatient costs per day; (b) absolute cost

levels, by type of hospital, for average per admission inpatient

cost, average per diem inpatient costs, average outpatient visit

cost, or educational costs; and (c) cost ratios, by type of

hospital for administrative costs or various service costs.

The State Board would conduct (or delegate the conduct of)

detailed reviews of budgets which fail one or more screens or

fall into a random quality control check. Reviews would include

consideration of quality and access issues, effective use of

services, and PSRO and JCAH findings.
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Providers would be given an opportunity to comment on costs

the State Board found were not approvable. Budget reductions

based on modifications in operation would be scheduled.

3. Approval by State Board

The State Board would receive a recommendation for the

provider budget arrived at by a negotiation between consumers

and the provider (who may be assisted by an association of

providers). Employees of the provider would be represented by

persons nominated by their unions. The consortia would participate

in this process. State Board representatives would be available as

technical advisors. In the event no timely recommendation was

received, the State Board would proceed on its own.

The State Board would have the final authority (subject to

reconsideration, appeal, and court review) for approval of

provider budgets. The approval would take account the budget

limits imposed by Congress and the National Board, HSA area plans,

demographic factors, expected cost inflation, effect of approved

capital and service modification plans, effects of acceptable

wage increases, and efficiency objectives for the institution.

The budget approval would establish, subject to adjustments,

total amount reimbarsable to the provider under NHI and could

establish maximum levels for subparts of the budget subject to

transfers among the subparts within specified limits.

4. Reconciliation of Accounts

The hospital would be required to submit a reconciliation

of accounts at the end of the year. Differences would be
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recognized in subsequent budgets to the extent appropriate.

Expenditures for non-approved purposes could not be reimbursed

unless subsequently approved.

S. Definition of Includable Costs

Costs included in provider budgets would be reasonable

costs of services generally provided by hospitals. Specific

provision is made for certain elements as follows:

(a) Payments to physicians under contract with the provider,

payments to all radiologists and pathologists providing services

in a hospital, and payments to physicians service patients in a

mental hospital would be included in the provider budget. Pay-

ments to other specialists could be added to provider budgets

where deemed appropriate by the Board.

(b) Wage increases for non-supervisory employees would be

approved to the extent the Secretary determined such increases

were reasonable.

(c) Payments for services rendered to non-covered individuals

would be included in the Budget.

(d) Depreciation costs would be excluded. Principle pay-

ments on debts incurred before enactment of NHI and costs of

small capital expenditures would be included. Costs for new

major capital expenditures would be included in a lump sun

payment or in the form of amortization payments for debts to the

extent approved in the planning process. Covered costs would

also include costs associated with institutional closings and

cutbacks.
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(e) Profit for investor owned facilities would be

allowable to the extend currently provided under Medicare.

6. Capital Expenditures

The capital elements of a provider's budget and operating

costs stemming from capital and service changes would be

reviewed in coordination with the planning process, subject to

NHI limits. Approved capital expenditure limits could be

exceeded by an amount equal to one-half of the amount that

operating expenditures were below the operating expense limit.

Planning approvals for purposes of provider budgets would take

into account area needs, cost effectiveness, projected cost

changes, alternative means of making the proposed changes, and

HSA recommendations.

7. Uniform Data Reporting Requirements

The National Board would establish uniform data reporting

requirements for the provider budget. Data obtained would be

disclosable to the public.

8. Basis of Payment

Interim payments would be made by insurers on the basis of

est-.ates of the proportion of resources used by persons

covered by the insurer with adjustments made at the end of the

year. The basis of apportionment of provider costs by insurer

would be set by the National Board; such basis would be designed

to produce budgeted revenues without requiring a large amount

of patient-by-patient data. The National Board could establish

a single method of apportionment or more than one for a class

t
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of providers. The State Board could be given a number of

specified choices as to methods of apportionment. The National

Board could permit States to experiment with alternative

approaches.

D. Physician Fee Schedules

1. Long-term provision

The bill would require participation of a physician as a

condition for NHI reimbursement. Participating physicians would

be required to accept program payment as payment in full for

covered services.

Participating physicians would be paid on the basis of fee

schedules designed to provide payment levels consistent with the

budget. Insurers and State Boards would be required to report

to the National Board when deviations occurred, and State or

National Boards would be required to take necessary corrective

action.

The National Board would develop a national relative value

scale for services based on time and effort involved, difficulty of

performances, cost to provider, and social disirability of the

service. The RVS would serve as a guide for modifying fee

schedules. The Board would develop a policy for variations

permitted in fee schedules taking into account variations in

costs, variations in non-physician earnings, and reasonableness

of rates of change (avoiding rollbacks in fees). The established

fee for a given service which could be provided at essentially

the same level of quality by two or more categories of personnel
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(primary care physician and specialist, or physician and Don-

physician) would be at the level reasonable for the lesser

cost personnel. The National Board, with the advice of a

Commission on Reimbursable Medical Procedures, would determine

those services which would be included or excluded from the list

of reimbursable services. New services would be added as approved.

The National Board, based on the advice of the Commissions on

Benefits and Quality, would encourage or prohibit reimburse-

ment for specified procedures based on developments in clinical

science and practice and would establish a list of high cost.

elective or overutilized services which could only be reim-

burses under specified conditions.

The State Board would be authorized to encourage and award

HRDF funds to finance programs of continuing education and

Professional development through PSROs or other private agencies.

Based on the recommendations of a PSRO, an insurer would elimi-

nate or reduce payments on a pro rate basis for specified

services for providers found to abuse or misuse the services.

Every five years (or earlier upon the call of the National

Board or petition of 25 percent of participating physicians)

negotiations would be reopened on relative values and fee

schedules. If the negotiation failed to arrive at a concensus,

the schedules would continue unchanged except for the normal

updating process. Strong evidence for re-examination would be

considered to exist when the rate of growth in total payments to

physicians exceeded the rate of growth in the GNP. Modification
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in fee schedules would be made after an opportunity had been

provided for negotiation between payers and physicians.

Physician representatives would be nominated by peers in the

category of physicians involved in the negotiations.

The National Board would develop a formula for establishing

year-to-year changes in fee schedules taking into account

increases in non-physician earnings, office costs, limitations

on increased in line with Board policy, and the results of

negotiations.

An award system would be established to recognize unusual

merit among participating physicians.

2. Initial Provision (effective before payment of

benefits). The Board would set State (or area) fee schedules

based on average medicare levels in the year or enactment after

application of the Medicare index.

If a physicians' customary or billed charge was less than

the schedule that is the amount which would be paid. If a

physician's Medicare approved charge was higher than the fee

schedule he would be paid at that rate, but this rate would not

increase until the fee schedule catches up to it through the

indexing provisions described above. Medicare, Medicaid, and

all private insurers intending to participate in the program

would reimburse physicians under these rules.

3. Services provided to a person not then enrolled

with an insurer would be paid for by the insurers with which

he later enrolls.

I
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Part VIII -- Miscellaneous Amendments

This part would make appropriate changes in the Social

Security Act to extend PSRO requirements to all services and

all providers under NHI. PSRO activities would be funded

through general revenues. This title would also modify Section

1122 of the Act (limitation on Federal participation for capital

expenditures) to conform to other provisions in the bill relat-

ing to health facilities planning. A provision comparable to

Section 1879 of the Act (limiting the liability of the benefi-

ciary to pay the costs of certain non-covered services received

where the beneficiary believes services are covered) would be

incorporated under NHI.

The Railroad Retirement Act would be modified to take into

account changes in the Medicare program. Other statutes would

also be modified to conform to NHI except no changes would be

made in any veterans legislation.

The IRS Code would be amended by repealing the deductions

allowed for health insurance premiums for covered services.

This part also specifies the effect of NHI on existing

employer-employee health benefit plans. NHI would not affect

or alter any contractual or other nonstatutory obligation of

employers to pay toward any or all of the cost of services if

the affect or alteration would shift the obligation to pay the

costs in any part to employees, dependents or survivors. The

obligation would continue and apply as an obligation to pay

the employee premiums under NHI. The per capita monthly amount

I
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required to be paid by the employer under this provision would

not exceed the greater of either: (1) the per capita monthly

employer cost of providing or paying for health services in the

month prior to implementation of Nkil, or (2) the per capita

monthly employer cost which would have been incurred in the

absence of NHl. If the employers per capita monthly obligation

was greater in the month prior to implementation of NHI than

under the new program, the excess wouid be used to provide other

benefits or rebated to employees at least for duration of the

contract or other obligation.
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May 14, 1979

HEALTH CARE FOR ALLI AMERICANS ACT

INTRODUCT ION:

This proposed new national law has been developed using

the social insurance principles that were embodied in the Health

Security Act and supported by a broad coalition of institutions,

including labor unions, health providers, religious organizations,

social agencies, and others. The Health Care for All Americans

Act proposes to implement these social insurance principles

through private insurers, rather than government. This new act

proposes, indeed, a progressively financed comprehensive health

insurance program for all Americans using government-regulated

private insurance.

Major features of this program include:

-- Income-related premiums

-- Maximum on premium payments of individuals equal

to the value of the protection received (most

individuals will pay considerably less)

- limits on the rise in health costs through

budget controls and reimbursement reforms

-- Fair, negotiated, reimbursement rates

-- Incentives to individuals, insurers, States,

and providers to keep down rates

-- The redress, over time, of the maldistribution

of resources

-- Reform of Medicaid, eliminating the means tests

as a condition of eligibility for covered benefits

-- Retention and improvement of Medicare.
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The Health Care for All Americans Act would rely heavily

on private health insurers, health care providers, employers,

unions, and the American consumer. Most of the costs of the

improved insurance coverage and most of the administrative respon-

sibility is left with these private institutions and individuals,

and outside of government.

The government's role is to guarantee that every American

is provided comprehensive health insurance coverage, and to assure

that private institutions work to make good health care available

to every American at costs that the individual, employers, the tax-

payer, and the Nation can afford to pay. The government performs

these roles by presiding over negotiations on private insurance

premiums and doctor and hospital payments, by regulating private

insurers and setting budgetary limits on total health care costs,

and by encouraging competition. Finally, the Federal Government

would operate an improved Medicare program covering all elderly

and disabled Americans, and States would operate a residual,

reformed Medicaid program.

This proposed new law, in short, proposes to implement

Health Security principles by building on the best in both private

institutions and government. The new Federal costs for this broad

program, with no deductibles and coinsurance, would approximate

$30 billion when implemented in 1983.
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SIMWARY:

This national health insurance plan is designed to assure

every American choices among the best health plans our Nation has

to offer and free choice of provider of health care at a cost

that employers, individuals, and government can afford to pay.

1. The plan preserves and builds on the best in private

health insurance and health care.

Private health insurance carriers and HNOs would

be a mainstay of the program. They would be called

on to provide insurance plans which meet or surpass

Federal standards and to administer the insurance

according to insuring practices now in use. The

benefit standards for the insurance program wo',ld be

modeled after the best private plans now available

through employers and labor unions, without deductibles

and coinsurance. Under this plan insurers and HI4Os

would be able to compete for business, both on the

basis of their efficiency and service to customers

and on the basis of the range of benefits they offer

above the standard benefits or the actual price of

their program for the employee or individual. Employ-

ers and unions would continue as at present to nego-

tiate with insurers and HMOs for the best possible

plan and pay premiums to these insurers. Individuals

who are not employed, including those currently on

Medicaid programs, would also be provided choices among

the same insurers.
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The program depends on private doctors, hospitals,

health centers, and other health care practitioner% to

provide the care it covers. In return for caring for

the program's beneficiaries, providers would be guar-

anteed fair payment from the participating private

insurers, HMOs, or Medicare. Doctors, hospitals, and

other providers would be parties to negotiations to

establish fair budgets and fees in every State or area.

Negotiations would also relate to improvement in the

accessibility, efficiency, and quality of care.

2. The plan preserves and strengthens the Medicare program

for the elderly and disabled--and reforms Medicaid.

Medicare would be extended to all Americans over

65 or disabled and would be improved to include the

same broad coverages as the standard private insurance

plan, with no deductibles and coinsurance. In addition,

Medicare and private insurance plans would operate iden-

tically in how they pay doctors, hospitals, and other

providers, and how they administer their activities.

Medicare eligibles would receive additional benefits

beyond those covered for the general population.

The private health insurance plan of their choice

would be provided to people formerly on Medicaid.

including all people who receive Supplemental Security

Income. No means test would have to be met an), longer

by any American to receive these private insurance
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benefits. The Medicaid program would be reduced to

residual State programs to provide service not covcrcd

by the private insurance plan.

3. The plan assures freedom of choice.

Employers, unions, and individuals would have the

freedom to choose their private insurer or HMO, and to

choose their physicians. Medicare eligibles also would

enjoy a broadened choice of HOG0s or other health care

arrangements. Most Americans could choose the same

insurer, 1O40, or physician they have today, but would

find other options open to them--if they want to change

-- as the program develops.

Likewise, insurers and health care providers would

be free to participate in the program or not, and to

choose their styles and place of practice or business.

Through four national consortia, insurers and 194Os

would regulate their own affairs within broad Federal

regulations. Through elected representatives, doctors

and hospitals would negotiate fees, budgets, and other

provider concerns under the plan.

The basic rules of the plan, such as requiring

everyone not eligible for Medicare to choose insurance

coverage, requiring payment of income-related premiums.

requiring participating physicians to accept plan fee

payments as payment in full for all patients, and

requiring open enrollment and community rating by
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insurers, are necessary to assure that all Americans

are provided full insurance coverage and quality health

care. Most restrictions in the plan, such as those

resulting from yearly limits on national, state, and

area expenditures for health care, maximum doctor fees

and hospital budgets, and community insurance rates

would be based on good faith negotiations among provi-

ders, insurers, employers/unions, consumers, and govern-

ment aimed at assuring good health care for all, at

reasonable costs with fair payment to providers.

4. Every American could choose the best in private insurance

or HMO plans, privately or through Medicare in the case of

the aged and disabled, regardless of whether he is employed,

whether he is part-time or full-time, what his health status

may be, or any other factor.

All employers must contribute toward a plan meet-

ing at least the Federal standard for all of their

employees. Self-employed and non-employed individuals

would enroll in these same plans and pay a premium

related to their incomes. Individuals would enroll or

change enrollment with the insurer or HMO of their

choice during an annual open enrollment season. No

one could be turned away or charged more than the

premium set by law. People %ho change jobs or are

unemployed might stay with their same insurer or elect

a new one, but their coverage would never stop.
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Government agencies would help small cmploycs

and individuals shop for insurance and enroll in the

plan of their choice.

Finally, no one can ever be deprived of theci

right to insurance. Even if individuals default on

their premiums, the insurance continues, with bad debts

paid to insurers by government and collected thliough

the existing government system for collecting amounts

owed to it.

S. All Americans would be guaranteed that their doctors

or hospitals would be paid in full by insurance for covered

health services--from birth to death--with no gaps between

jobs or waiting periods.

Under the plan, the government would guarantee

doctors, hospitals, and other providers that they would

be paid at negotiated rates. For patients who havc

forgotten to enroll, lost their health care, or do not

know who their insurers are, the doctor or hospital

would bill a public agency, which would identify the

appropriate insurer or enroll the individual with an

insurer and require that the provider be paid.

Neither the doctor, hospital, nor insuring organi-

zation would need to know whether the patient is rich

or poor, employed or unemployed, self-sufficient or on

welfare. The health insurance card indicates only with

whom they are enrolled--and even without the card,

payment is guaranteed.
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6. All employers and individuals are absureJ the' %ill

paya fair and affordable premium for health insurantt.

Traditional insurance premiums are set un the

basis of an individual or group health care experience,

and the same flat premium is charged to employers and

individuals for everyone in the same group or %ith the

same experience. Individuals with low incomes ar.!

employers with less profitable businesses find it hard

to pay such a flat premium per person and usually buy

minimal insurance or none at all.

Under this new national health insurance plan,

employers and employees pay premiums related to wages

-- and individuals with non-wage income over $2,00'q per

year pay an income-related premium. The maximum paid

by an individual would be the negotiated community-rated

premium, which would not exceed the actual %alue tn the

individual of the health insurance coverage.

This approach allows all employers and individuals

to afford to buy the best in health insurance or WJO

coverage, paying a premium based on wages or income,

without regard to past health care experience or any

other factor. It also means that virtually every person

with income makes a contribution toward L.,e cost of the

plan--proportional to their income.

As is the case at prcscnt with the best iusuiance

plans in the Nation. the -!mployer would pay most of the
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total premium, with the employee sharing tp to 3S

percent* or less based on labor/management afrcemcnts.

In order to be fair to higher-income individuals,

limit is set such that the employee or other indivi

dual's premium share never exceeds the actual community

insurance rate for their insurance coverage.

In order to be fair to employers, if the prcmiti.

for this new insurance exceed their current premium .:

a percentage of wages by more than three percent- oti•

if their profits are adversely affected by it--the

government will credit their taxes for part of the

excess.

The burden of health costs of people on welfir.

would not be placed on employers or individual prcmitam

payers. Instead, the premiums for insurance for people

who are on welfare (including those receiving Suppi.

mental Security Income) would be paid by the Statc aiid

Federal Government based on the actual costs of health

care provided to these individuals. The States' cost%

for these premiums and residual Medicaid would be

limited to no more than would have been the Medicaid

cost in the absence of the plan. The States would,

overall, experience lower costs under the plan, espe-

cially if the costs of State-owned facilities are t.*kvc

into account.
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All wage-related and income-related premiums ire piid

to the insurers' consortia. The premiums would then,

be allocated by the consortia to individual insurer;

on an experience-rated premium basis for each ins'.,er'.

enrollees. In most cases, the insurers would 1-e tht

same ones people deal with now. The government uooid

guarantee that the wage-related and income-rel'ited

premiums raise enough revenue to pay for all health

care covered by the plan except for those pet-sons

eligible for Medicare, SSI, AFDC.

Financing for the separate and improved !iedicLic

program would be as now, except that participation in

the full program would be mandatory, and medicare t.,xcv

would apply to all wage earners.

7. All Americans would be assured they can afford the

health care they need.

The plan would cover everyone for a broad aiijv

of unlimited health services, with provisions for

developing expanded long-term care, home health care,

and other benefits over time. These services would he

paid for by the insurer or HMO at no additional cost

to the individual beyond the income-related premium.

Doctor, hospital, and other health care bills

would be sent directly to the insurer based on the

patient's health card, and the insurer would pay them

directly at negotiated rates. The patient would never
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have to pay the bill and then be reimburscd--nor woulJ

there be any additional chL-ge to the patient over .anaI

above what the insurance pays. The payment system

itself would be easier and less costly for both prTUi

ders and insurers.

These provisions virtually eliminate the fear of

unaffordable health care costs from Americans' live.;.

8. The plan would work to make the best in American health

care more accessible in every community.

The plan aim3, over time, at getting adequate

numbers of physicians, health centers, and other needed

services actually available in every community--while

discouraging still more services where there is aircady

an excess. The plan would encourage a redistribution

of health services by slowing growth in hospital budgets

and total expenditures in oversupplied areas and encour-

aging more rapid growth in shortage areas. Consistent

with State plans for health care, health care providers,

employers, unions, and consumers would develop state

and national health budgets that allocate available

resources to the communities where need is greatest;

and they would negotiate fee schedules and budgets for

individual physicians, hospitals, health centers, and

other providers consistent with these budgets.

The plan would also establish a Health Resouyccs

Distribution Fund to make grants to start up needed
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services and would establish programs of data collec-

tion, research, and demonstration to identify problems

and find ways to furnish good health care to everyone

in the country over time. Special studies would locus

early on the needs of special populations, such as thc

elderly, disabled, migrant workers, American Indians,

the poor, and women.

9. The plan would work to slow down the rise in costs

of health -ire and insurance premiums in the Nation for

employers, for government, and for individuals.

The plan aims at slowing rising costs through com-

petition, through negotiations, and through budgeted

limits.

Competitive Incentives for Insurers and 1iM4s:

Insurers and HMOs are given competitive incentives

to operate efficiently, to assure provider fee sche-

dules and budgets are complied with, and to offer

health care in more cost-effective ways. First, they

are free to market their plans to everyone in the

Nation, and the more people who enroll because of the

advantages of their plan, the more the insurer stands

to benefit. This creates an incentive to control costs

in order to offer broader benefits at the negotiated

community rates, or the standard benefits at a reduced

rate. The plan allows insurers to do both by permitting

"rebates" or "dividends" to be paid to enrollees when

the plan's costs are lower than the community rate.
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Second. insurers and HilOs would have to absorb

any financial losses incurred if their negotiuted

community rate fails to cover the costs of health care

services to their enrollees-i.e., they 31e "at risk."

This creates further incentive for efficienLt and

careful monitoring of claims, fee schedules and IbuJct...

Third, insurers and HMOs would he permitted 0o 'aL,

special arrangements with doctors, hospitals, or other

providers to pay amounts less than the amounts that

wniild result from following the negotiated fee sche-

dtics or budgeted rates. They would then ufier suLh

special arrangements to everyone who enrolls with thcm,

with any savings from the community-rated premiums

convertcd into more Ibcnefits or premium rebates.

Finally, incctilives for insurers to compete Is%

eCliericiaee rau ing a, risk selection--which aggravate.

the overall cozts of are problem by increasing toits

t' the ill--are eliminated by careful government regu,-

lation of open earollmcnt, how plans are priced and

advertised, and other marketing practices, and by the

insurers and ItilOs elf-regulating efforts within con-

sort ia.

Incentives f.,r I'roviJer., of Ilealth Cart asid Paym iit

W_6ot iat ions:

Providers of health care vould be given inccntivcs

to assure fair billiiig :aJ good medical practice in
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order to keep health care costs to the levels they

helped budget for the State, and for which they nego-

tiated fee schedules and budgets. This is accomplished

by putting providers "at risk" for any cost overrun.

That is, doctors would have to renegotiate or "pro

rate" fees for the remainder of the year if, based on

reports to the government by the insurers, fee payments

were being made at rates that would exceed the budget

(except for epidemics and other explainable causes).

Hospitals also would be required to absorb any such

overruns. In addition, providers would be encouraged

to form HMOs and would be free to make desirable

arrangements with insurers or HMOs for new forms of

care at payment rates at or below the ccsts that would

result from following the negotiated fee schedules and

budgets in order to compete for patients.

Negotiation of fee schedules, hospital and other

provider budgets, and national and state community-rated

premiums are critical to the plan's approach to cost

control. Under the plan, providers of health care

negotiate with those who ultimately pay for health

care--namely, employers, unions, individual consumers,

and government--to agree on what payment rates and

budgets are fair and reasonable. In turn, based on

these fee schedules and budgets, the government nego-

tiates with insurers and HlMOs to establish fair and
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reasonable coMunity-rated premiums to cover serniieb

in every State, and to set national wage-related .miad

income-related premiums adequate to pay these coumiinit%

rated premiums.

Incentives for Employers, Employees, and State

Governments:

Employers, unions, government, and individual. aic

given incentives to negotiate to keep costs down I,)-

provision that allows the actual wage-related premiums

for a State to be reduced below the national rate if

the State spends less on health care than its budget

limit allows. The State's premium for AFDC benctlc,

aries would also be reduced by lower health cost.

All of the negotiations, both those with providers

of care and those with insurers, arc based on a )Pint

effort to plan needed services in each State, project

their realistic Losts, and make necessary choice undcr

the budget limits set for the Nation and each State by

formulas in the law.

Budget Limits:

The overall national and state budget limits in

the pldan are designed to slow cost increases to tic

rate of overall zncrcase in the rest of the economy,

and to encourage some services and areas of the Lountr)

to increase faster than others. They are not designed

to stop increases in health cairc costs, and are gcticrous
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enough to alloft improvements in the qu:Iit) .a10

accessibility of care. 1hese budget limir- w -:!.l

fire and stated specifically in the 1Wit lhq1ey k,•,ii

not be exceeded by the wage-related or inomc-rv.t ,

premiums set under the plan, or by the c'.mliti, iit."

premiums negotiated with insurers and liMOs.

The combined effect of these incentives, ne-p,.tia

tions, and budget limits would result in providing' mule

and better health care, which after jul.t a few %v..tr

would be provided at lower costs than if our health

system were left unchanged.

10. American r tizens would be assured that private Ii,,ri,,

and health care institutions would retain most of the re•spon

sibility for this plan--and would be required to meet Iill."•

standards set by government to assure every American olitain-,

the best in insurance and health care.

Under this plan, government at the Federal aiJ

State levels would act as a convenor of private insti

tutions to plan, budget, and negotiate, and as a rcgu

lator to assure all parties participate by agreed-upov

rules designed to assure fairness, competition, and

individual and institutional rights. In addition:. t,-_

elderly and disabled would be served by ai go'erJ:inrt t;,i

Medicare program responsive to their special necls- a;!

as a standard for other insurance.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The plan would result in more responsibility being

placed with insurers and providers than ever before in

the history of the Nation, and would define a new

government role in health care. putting government ;at

a considerable distance from the actual day-to-day

provision of health care.

/
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TESTIMONY OF SENATOR RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, RANKING REPUBLICAN,

SENATE LABOR AND HUNN RESOURCES COMMITTEE. BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ON THE SUBJECT OF

NATIONAL HEALTH INSURAME

JUNE 19, 1979

Wr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present my views

on the subject of "national health insurance" to this distinquished

panel. Since mY Committee shares jurisdiction over health care matters

with yours, I have devoted a great deal of thought to the issues you

consider today. Last Tuesday, June 12, I presented a comprehensive

health care reform proposal to the full Senate. I would like to

snumarize this proposal for you today in hopes that you will take it

into consideration as you act on this important matter. I believe

you will find much of my proposal compatible with proposals you

have introduced or are actively considering, such as Senator Dole's.

?Vy proposal outlines legislation I will soon introduce on the

subjects of health care cost containment, catastrophic health insurance,

and preventive health care.

47-147 0 - 79 - 21
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This comprehensive approach to the fundmental problems facing

our health care delivery system will: (1) reduce health-cost inflation

by encouraging large employers to offer their employees at least three

competitive health Insurance plans and by requiring that at least

one plan offered by all employers contain a 25 percent cost-sharing

provision for hospital services up to 201 of family income in order

to be tax deductible, (2) provide all Americans with protection against

the costs of catastrophic medical expenses through tax incentives to

the private sector and improvements in the Medicare program, and (3)

encourage preventive health care by requiring that any tax deductible

health insurance plan must contain a prescribed level of preventive

benefits.

My package is designed to respond to three pressing health care

needs that are inextricably linked: hospital cost containment,

catastrophic health insurance, and preventive health care. Hospital

cost containment has been the subject of intense debate in Congress

for the past two years. Escalating medical costs have caused increasEd

public demands for improved health insurance coverage, particularly

against catastrophic health care expenditures. There is also growing

awareness throughout our society of the advantages of preventive health

care and the need to improve access to it.

I
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Despite these clear public needs, Congress'Nal action in all three

areas has been delayed by growing disencMantment with government regulation

as a solution to social problems, fewer government dollars with which to

attack them, and Increased reluctance to pup scarce resources into the

Washington regulatory pipeline. In the health field, mere and more experts

are concluding that fundamental reforms of the basic structure of our

health care delivery system are imperative if permanent solutions to these

problems are to be found.

I believe escalating health care costs result not from a lack of

regulatory controls on the industry but from the non-competitive structure

of the third-party health care reimbursement system. This system has been

encouraged to spread by our federal tax laws, which give generous deductions

to individuals and employers for purchasing broad and inefficient health

insurance coverage. To break this inflationary spiral, we need to

encourage consumers to participate In health care pricing decisions

and stimulate competition in the health insurance industry.

Iqy proposal will change the nature of these tax incentives to

encourage the patielnt to pay a larger share of short-tern hospital care

expenses, thereby bringing the patient back into pricing decisions. It

will also re-orient health insurance coverage to protect against the

costs of high cost illness, and encourage better health through pre-

ventive care.

REDUCING HEALTH COST INFLATION •

The Public Need

There is no question about the need to reduce the unacceptable

escalation of medical costs in this country. In 1950, the average cost
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per patient day in one of America's hospitals ws $15.62. By 1978, it had

risen tj $221.52, an increase of almost 1400%. During that same period,

consumer prices as a whole had risen by less than 200%. Thus, the cost

of a day in a hospital from 1950 to 1978 rose by more than 7 times the rate

of all other prices in the economy. Within the last five years, moreover,

the cost of an average patient day in one of America's hospitals has almost

doubled, whereas overall prices during the same period increased by less

than 50%. Rising hospital costs account for more than 401 of all health

expenditures and have thus been a primary cause of comparable increases in

all health care costs.

The federal government has a direct impact on this problem because of

its impact on the federal budget. The federal government will spend about

$54 billion in fiscal year 1980 on various health related programs. Of this

amount, federal expenditures for hospital care will be about $35 billion,

an Increase from 1969 of $28 billion or about 450 percent. By 1984, federal

taxpayer expenditures for hospital care will reach $48 billion, an increase

of over 90 percent from their estimated 1979 level.

Government Response to the Problem

In recent years Congress has not been unaware of growing public alarm

over rising health care costs. As the ranking Republican of the Senate

Human Resources Committee and its Health Subcommittee, I have worked for

years in searching for ways to attack it. One of our primary initiatives

has been the Health Pleining and Resources Development Act of 1974, which

has attempted to encourage the states and local communities to make more

effective use of our health care resources by reducing the duplication and

proliferation of health services, facilities, and equipment. In addition,
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I have authored legislation to promote the growth of Health Maintenance

Organizations, which encourage more economical wvys to deliver quality

health care by emphasizing preventive and ambulatory services through

internal cost containment mechanisms. Finally, recent Medicare and

Medicaid legislaticn has attempted to discourage fraud and abuse and

encourage greater efficiency in services reimbursed by the government

under these programs.

While I believe these Congressional actions hold great promise, it

must be admitted that their full impact will not be felt, nor their

success known, for a number of years. Meanwhile, growing public concern

over ever increasing rates of inflation requires more immediate action.

Recently, the Carter Administration sent to Congress the third in

a series of legislative proposals designed to reduce hospitals costs by

federal regulation. The bill would place hospitals under a form of price

controls whenever their rate of expenditures rose by more than HEW-

calculated standards. Thus, the Administration's plan to reduce health

care costs would focus on federal revenue caps.

While I share the Administration's goal of reducing hospital costs,

I believe its proposed solution would do more harm than good. Aside from

a disturbing number of technical difficulties in the way the program is

designed, the Administration's regulatory policy will do nothing to

attack the fundamental causes of health cost inflation, which are rooted

in the third-party reimbursement system. Establishing an HEW bureaucracy

to control hospital expenditures will Itself be inflationary. It will

lead to anticipatory price increase and higher administrative costs.
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It will adversely affect quality of care by arbitrarily limiting national

health expenditures and inject the federal government into medical

decision-making. And it will preclude promising private sector efforts

to attack the problem in a non-regulatory fashion, such as the Voluntary

Effort and actions I will suggest here today.

The Administration is attempting to build public support for this

simlistic regulatory strategy by making it the centerpiece of its anti-

inflationary program. It argues that we do not have time to attack the

more basic causes of health care inflation because the problem of general

inflation requires more immediate action. Recent evidence, however,

has shown that this line of reasoning is deceptive, since the President's

cost containment bill will have only a negligible impact on the rate

of inflation in the economy as a whole. This point was originally

argued by Professor Martin Feldstein before our health subcommittee.

A recent study by Data Resources, Inc. confirming his findings, estimates

that the impact of the President's cost containment bill on inflation

in the general economy over the next five years will be only one tenth

of one percent annually (see table fl). This is understandable since

hospital expenses represent only 3.5% of the gross national product.

Thus, we should not be driven into a simplistic regulatory

solution to a complex health care problm by the Administration's

argument. Health care cost inflation is a serious problem in its own

right because of the devastating effects medical bills can have on

those who bear the brunt of them. While the number of people who

actually incur large medical bills is not large in number relative to
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Table 1

Rates of Inflation in the onacw
With and Without the Aaminist-rat c's

Cost Contajiment Bill

Annual Percentage Rates of ghanLe
CP - All Urban Constrs

1979 1980 1981 1982

No Cost Containment Program

Administration Cost Conmtaimnt
Program

DIFFERENT

8.91 7.64 7.1% 7.0 6.81 6.61

8.9% 7.6% 7.0% 6.9% 6.A 4"

0 0 -. 1 -. 1 -. 1 -J

Source: The Macroeconaic Implications of the Hospital Cost Cctainewt
Act of 1979, prepared by Data Resources, Inc. Oby, 1979)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1983 1964
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the entire population, the fact remains that almost everyone in our

society is a potential candidate for their devastating effects. As a

result of this fear, many people are spending large mounts of money

on inefficient healthh insurance protection. In addition, governments

expenditures on health through Medcare, Medicaid, and other public

program are rising so quickly that precious resources are being

diverted from other social problem. Thus, we should not be pushed

into ineffective regulatory solutions in hopes that they will reduce

inflation in the general economy. But we should look for effective

long term solutions to health cost inflation because it squanders

resources badly needed in other areas.

The Fundamental Causes of Health Cost Inflation

Contrary to arguments made by the Administration, escalating

health care costs result not from a lack of regulatory discipline,

nor from the unwillingness of the medical community to do something

about them. They result from the fact that 90% of the nation's hospital

bills are paid by insurance companies or other third-party payors

not directly involved it setting the price for that care.

An arrangement in which the patient (or consumer) demands a level of

service set primarily by the doctor (or supplier), with a third party

picking up the tab, represents a "blank check" arrangement that is

bound to be inflationary.
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In addition, federal tax laws which allow employers and employees

to deduct cost of health insurance premims have encouraged individuals

to purchase as such insurance as possible for routine medical services.

Over the last quarter century, the percentage of out-of-pocket exnenses

paid by the patient once he goes to the hospital has fallen from 501

to 10%. Patients, therefore, have little incentive to monitor the cost

of services provided by the doctors and hospitals. By the same token,

doctors and hospitals have little incentive to monitor costs since

insurance companies or other third parties to the arrangement are paying

the bills. Ultimately, tie cost is borne by the patient in the form

of increased insurance premiums, in turn increasing his demand for more

insurance and more services and aggravating the inflationary spiral.

Anther reason for health care cost inflation is a lack of competition

in the health care industry. While the reasons are varied and complex,

a basic cause is the fact that few individuals have the opportunity to

make price-conscious decisions between alternative insurance plans.

Generally, an employer makes the choice of a health plan on behalf of

his employees. Where alternatives are available, employees do not

always realize direct financial benefits for choosing more efficient

plans. This lack of competition gives insurers little reason to

aggressively control costs.

Clearly, goverment-imposed price ceilings will not be an effective

solution to this problem. What is needed instead are incentives for

the various parties in this structure -- patients, doctors, hospitals,

and insurance companies -- to monitor costs and participate more

effectively in health care pricing decisions.
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Proposed Cost Containment Strategy

Mr. Chairn, I propose to attack the problem of health cost

Inflation by encouraging competition and encouraging the patient to

participate in pricing decisions.

IV bill will require that employers with more than 200 full-time

employees, as a condition of deducting premium contributions from

their gross Income, offer their employees the choice of at least three

health plans.

In addition, certain new tax conditions would apply to any

emloyer regardless of size. Each plan he offers must be sponsored

by a different organizational entity so as to ensure true competition.

In addition, the employer would have to make the same dollar outlay for

health benefits per employee, whether that outlay went entirely to the

employee's insurance carrier or was divided between premium payments and

rebates to the employee.

If an employee chose a plan whose premium cost was less than the

employer outlay per employee, he would be entitlcd to receive the difference

between the outlay and the cost on a tax free basis. This would ensure

that employees receive some direct financial reward for choosing lower

cost, more efficient health plans. Throughout this process, the role

of collective bargaining agents would be preserved.

In order to encourage the co:,suier to participate in health pricing

decisions, my bill will also require that one of the plans offered by all

employers, and by the government to its employees, contain substantial

cost-sharing provisions. At least one offering must contain a annual

copayment rate for. hospital services of at least 25%, effective until

annual family medical expenses exceed 20%
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of adjusted gross income. Frequently, this Alan will have the least

expensive premium payments of those offered by the employer. Whe

the cost is less than the employer outlay, a tax-free rebate would

result.

Requiring three health plans to be offered to employees by large

firms will work to lower health costs in several ways. Since it is

generally the eloyer who makes the choice of a health benefits plan

for this employees, the forces of competition are often precluded from

operating within employee groups. If that choice is passed through to

the employees themselves, more competitive alternatives will become

available. Employees could compare notes and force insurance plans

to improve benefits and lower premims to accommodate their needs.

This process will be encouraged by the availability of tax free rebates.

Competition will also encourage health plans to provide clearer informa-

tional material to individual subscribers, thereby enhancing general

understanding of the salient differences between various types of plans.

"Multiple choice* marketing of health plans will force the insurers to

monitor the cost, quality, and overall efficiency of doctors and

hospitals in an effort to make premiums and benefits more competitive.

It will thus encourage people to choose the lower cost health plan and

thereby promote cost containment even where the patient does not directly

pay for the service or is otherwise indisposed to be conscious of price.

Finally, multiple choice creates a climate in which innovative health care

plans with internal cost containment mechanisms will flourish. The

multiplee choice" concept was originated by Dr. Walter McClure of

Interstudy, and I believe it will be a major contribution to pro-competitive

efforts in the health care industry.
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Encouraging employees to select a high coinsurance plan will also

have significant results.

Studies done by noted health economists have shown that re-involving

the patient in hospital care pricing decisions will result in consider-

able savings. If third-party mayors picked up 85% of the hospital

bill instead of the present 90%, then the dollar value of ineffectual

hospital care and testing eliminated by doctors and patients acting

together would exceed the Congressional Budget Office's estimates of ii
the Administration plan's savings.

Such a modest change in health care financing would save more than

the Administration's plan because patient cost-consciousness will be

aroused. Currently. for every ten cents a patient had to pay, a third

party paid ninety cents. If the patient paid fifteen cents for every

dollar's worth of care he received, the third party payor would finance

eighty-five cents. The financial leverage facing the patient would be fu;,da-

mentally altered. Instead of each $.10 patient payment resulting in a $.90

insurance side-payment, my plan would encourage a 25 percent patient payment

and a 75 percent insurance company payment. Bearing a greater percentage

of the direct cost, the patient would lower his demand for some health

services. There are studies available, however, showing that this should

not affect the quality of health care if it is appropriately linked to ability

to pay. I have great confidence that patients and doctors working together

will be better able to eliminate wasteful medical practices than the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare. One would certainly expect that those

t
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with the greatest amount of self-interest in cutting wasteful hospital

expenses would do a better job than those far away from the scene. It

is for this important reason that I have rejected the regulatory approach

suggested by the Administration and sought instead to find a way to

increase patient cost consciousness.

Cost Impact of Proposed Cost Containment Strategy

Table 92 sumarizes the estimated annual savings from my plan to

the federal, state, and local governments, and to the private sector.

Table 93 states the estimated impact over the next five years,

assuming gradually increasing acceptance of the 25% copayment option.

While equal employer contributions with tax deductible preomiur rebates

has not been made available nationally as an incentive to encourage con-

servation of medical resources, empirical examples do exist where

savings have been achieved through competition between various plans,

copayments for medical expenses, and preventive coverage.

In 1978 the University of California offered several plans to its

80,000 employees. Included among them were first dollar coverage plans,

health maintenance organizations (HHO's), and low-option plans with

copayments and deductibles. The low-option plan requires a $100 deductible

and a 20% copayment up to a level of $3100 in medical costs, for employee

premium savings over a basic and major medical package of $61 per month.

Of the 80,000 employees in the University of California system, 23,000

prefer this plan even though there are no provisions for tax free premium

rebates and they are losing an $11 subsidy per month from the University.

Aý, an institution, the University does not provide "self-insurance*

for the first $700 of out-of-pocket payment which is required before

the plan covers 100% of medical costs, so individuals are willing to

bear the risk of paying $700 in order to save $61 per month.
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iWA'JAL FISCAL IIMPACT OF SCHAItrEit LCW C43lIVf W(N.TM PLA

z. federal Gwierrament

Savijr;s From Hospital Cost Coutainment 1 -P2.5 bIlias

Cost ol %4dicare Improvements

2Reduction is Tax ;Re.enue

$0.8 Wil)i

$1. 1 billion

JNet £.vinos

11. State and Local Goverrwent

saviy-is From hoskpotal Cost Contair.ment 1 - $0.? bi)l1

so. 2 h1Y"MRJe6uction in Tax Revenue 2

Net savincs

IlJ. Private Sector

Savirecs From hospital Cost Containment 1

Reduction in Taxes

Cost of Preventive Healtb programJ 3

Cost of Cet&stropbiC PoolUDS ProWr

-$4.3 bi)liom

-$I.? billim

ff.2L",i;1t

1)et Savines Gum*

BEST COPY AAlA-BE

$0.2 billionSO. 2 bi lliom
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S wy of Fiscal ITqct

Savings From Hospital Cost Contaiment 1

Cost of Modicare qawovwaaLs

Cost of Preventive Health Programs 3
Cot of Cal-astrophic Pooling Program

-$7. - Ul230u

$0.6 bmi)U

$2.0 bdillo
1.0 •billice

Otet Savings -$3.1 bii

As-sues that 41. of" populLtion e*rolls in 25% Comment plan.

2. Goerezf....nt revenues fall because business deductions rise b $S•MlISM
re'l-cting the cost of new exenditures for catastrophic bemlth ir-satae
prwsiaus and preventive health initiatives. Goverrant revenaes riJ*
b•cecse Itemizable deductions for medical expenses falls drae to MJVers•l
catastrophic health insurance.

it is believed that preventive health measures will result i1 shgnfJc4c
systemwide savings due to lower expenses required to treat illns diagnosed
early and a reduction in the amount of production lost because of %wvAts
illigess. But no savings are included as an offset against $2 'blll. &g
aev preventive expenditures.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table #3

._tA hospital PLx.nditurtvs (t billions) 19§20_7 19A

1980 1981 128 2 ! 1 " I

so plan

Sch•eiker ;!an

$93.6 104.9 111.14 132.T 114.9 595.5

1U14.-1 "1 A

Savirýs: $2.h h.5 1.0 10.1 13.8- 37.8

Hospital Savings Under the .Schweiker Comprehensive Health Plan 1980 - 1984

(,•$Bil lions

YEAR c.- Private Sector St&re and TOCal Government

1980 2.4

1981 L .5

1982 7.0

1983 10.1

1984 1

$37.6

Assum~ptions:

1.4

2.6

4.0

5.8

0.2

0.4

0.7

1.0

1.4

$3.7

7.9

$21.7

1. Enrollment changeover to 25% co-payment option:
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

18%
29%

53%
651

Federal Gove r-nea

0.8

1.5

2.3

3.3

_4.5

$12.4

of privately
Brwlaved pOpulaia3

2. Estimates of national hospital exTpenditures in 1979 and 1984 without a
policy change are those provided by the Administration

3. Hospital expenses between 1979 and 1984 grow at a constant rate during the
period

4. An ekoloyee who elects the' 25% co-payment option will order 20% less in
hospital services than one who has an 18% co-payment policy.

S. Doctors will treat medicare and medicaid patients in the same manner as

they will treat privately funded patients. Since private patients will
be cutting Lack on their purchases somewhat, doctors will treat publicly
funded patients with someiwhat lower resources than otherwise, too.

Total

a! ;10.___ 110.__ 12__ -.6
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The State of Hawaii offers an instructive case of competition in

health care plans. Hawaii has two dominant medical Insurance plans,

Hawaii Medical Service Association (HMSA) and the Kaiser Foundation

Health Plan, Inc., an HMO. Competition between these two plans has

required emphasis on appropriate utilization of services by its

memers and cost contaiment in all areas of health services.

While HIMSA had been functioning since the 1930's, the Kaiser Foundation

only entered the Hawaiian market in 1958. Since the entry of Kaiser,

HMSA has expanded its benefits and further emphasized cost containment

in order to compete. In 1960 HMSA instituted first dollar coverage for

such preventive services as biennial physical examinations, routine

well-baby checkups, and imunizations. In addition Kaiser's presence

in Hawaii prompted HIISA to develop its own HMO package. Competition

from HMSA, on the other hand, has forced Kaiser to keep its premium rates

competitive.

47-147 0 - 79 - 22
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CATASTU NIC HEALTH INSURANCE

Vf bill will ensure that all Americans have minimum catastrophic

protection' to protect them against the cost of all medical expenditures

(other than long-term nursing care) over 20% of annual family income.

For the employed population, tax deductions for insurance premiums

will not be allowable unless a plan contains this minlum level of

protection. Additional federal payments will finance catastrophic

protection for the elderly under Medicare; and a special insurance pooling

arrangement will be used for small-firm employees. uninsurable risks,

and those without access to health insurance.

Current Health Insurance Needs

Until recently, there were large numbers of Americans without health

insurance. This led to a host of private and governmental efforts to

increase the general availability of health insurance coverage. As a

result of such efforts, we find that today more than 90% of all Americans

have access to some form of public or private health insurance coverage.

Much of that coverage is inadequate, but the fact that most Americans

have snme form of insurance coverage is quite significant. !t means

that the primary challenge facing us today is to re-orient existing

insurance arrangements rather than supplant them with a government-

run insurance program.

While there are many areas for possible improvement in insurance

coverage across the nation, available statistics indicate that a primary

need is to improve protection against the expenses of catastrophic illness.

Statistics on the number of Americans without catastrophic coverage

range from the Administration's figure of 401 to the Health Insurance

I
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Institute's estimate of 121. Clearly, millions of Americans now live with

the fear that a serious Injury or illness will lead to bankruptcy, yet a

large nuber of insurance plans do not contain adequate coverage of these

costs. As vW colleagues are aware, no feature of national health insurance

has more popular support or is dounded more often than improved protection

against catastrophic health costs.

The need for catastrophic insurance is particularly strong among our

elderly citizens who tend to have higher medical expenses than other segments

of the population. Current Medicare benefits, with high copayments and

deductibles, a 150-day hospital confinement limit, and no upper ceiling on

patient cost-sharing, give our elderly citizens little protection against

very high hospital bills.

Many Americans, moreover, are without any health insurance coverage,

not because they do not have access to health benefits plans, but because

changes in circumstances have caused their coverage to lapse. Individuals

who fall into this "gap" include the temporarily unemployed, children

previously covered under their parents' health plans who lose coverage

upon reaching the age of majority, and spouses and children covered

under a family plan whose health coverage ceases due to the death of

an insured head of household. Additionally, many employer plans do not

cover spouses and family members.

Proposed Catastrophic Plan

IV bill will ensure the availability of catastrophic health Insurance

protection to the entire population without an additional federal program
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and at a cost to the federal government of only $0.8 billion. This

additional federal cost will result almost entirely from adding cata-

strophic benefits to the Medicare and Medicaid programs. For the rest

of the population, catastrophic coverage will be made available through

some relatively simple adjustments in the existing private insurance

market.

A. For emloyed individuals and their families: Rather than establish

a government-run catastrophic insurance program, I propose to utilize

the tax code to require health benefits plans of employers with more than

50 employees to contain catastrophic benefits. Under current law.

employers may for tax purposes deduct from their gross income any con-

tributions they make for employee health benefits plans. In addition,

these employer contributions are not included in the employee's taxable

income.

My bill would require that any health benefits plan would have to

contain minimum catastrophic coverage if the employer and the employee

were to continue to receive the benefit of these deductions and exclusions.

For these purposes, minimum "catastrophic" coverage would be defined as

complete coverage, without copayments, of m~dlial expenses incurred

annually by an individual and his family in excess of 20% of the family's

adjusted gross income. Relevant medical expenses would include inpatient

hL-pital care and certain other Medicare-covered expenditures.

I have chosen a percentage of annual income as the catastrophic

threshold rather than a fixed dollar level because I believe any determination

of which expenses are catastrophic in nature depends on family income.

I
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A $10,000 hospital bill eight not impair the well being of a wealthy family,

but it would create unbearable financial strain for a family with a $15,000

income. For reasons of equity, then, catastrophic expenses should be

measured in proportional terms, reflecting differences in the ability to

pay a hospital bill of a given size.

Available information indicates that catastrophic benefits, when added

to existing health insurance policies, are relatively inexpensive, depending

on the level of underlying basic coverage. Therefore, most large employers

would probably be able to absorb the cost of these additional benefits

without undue hardship. However, my bill would not specify who would pay

the cost of these health insurance premiums. That decision would be left

to the collective bargaining process.
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I. For employees of small firms and of those without emloyer health plans:

For those who work for sall employers (feer than 50 aqiloyees)

and for those without access to any employer health benefits plan, my bill

would use a "pooling mechanism" to provide catastrophic health insurance

protect ion.

Toward this end, my bill would provide that Insurance carriers would

be required, as a condition of participating in federal health program such

as Medicare and Medicaid, to enroll such individuals in proportion to their

business in any state. States would be encouraged to set up programs to

keep track of whether insurance companies were meeting this obligation and

to assign to carriers individuals without access to employee health plans.

Since this mechanism would in effect make these enrollees members of larger

groups, the cost of their premiums would in most cases be low enough for them

to afford. However, my bill would specify that premiums charged such

individuals could be no higher than a fixed percentage, e.g., 125%, above

the rate charged to large group enrollees for similar protection in the

same geographic area.

It is generally difficult for individuals who do not belong to large

employee groups to purchase catastrophic or other health insurance protection

at a reasonable premium. This is because large groups require lower marketing

costs. They also enable insurance companies to estimate risks more

accurately and spread those risks across a large number of individuals. Thus,

in order to make catastrophic insurance available to individuals who are not

m rs of large employee groups without resorting to a government insurance

program, a mechanism must be used to include smell or non-group enrollees

in larger insurance pools.
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An additional function of this mechanism would be to relieve small

employers of the additional paperwork and cost of administering a

catastrophic health benefits plan. cwever, small employers would be

required to assist their enrollees in contacting the state agencies

administering the assignment program.

The pooling mechanism could not be used by individuals eligible for

catastrophic insurance under government plans, such as Medicare, Medicaid,

or Veterans' health benefits.

The catastrophic threshold and definition of medical services included

in it would be defined in the same way as it is for large employer health

benefits plans.

C. Medicare: Under current Medicare law, an individual must not only pay

a $160 deductible under Part A and a $60 deductible under Part B, but he must

also continue to beer a portion of his hospital costs through ongoing

copayments, regardless of how large his medical expenses become. These

copayment rates include $40 per day for the 61st through the 90th day per

benefit period and $80 per day for the 60-day lifetime reserve. Medicare

will not pay hospital costs after the 150th day. These limitations clearly

do not provide adequate protection against the costs of catastrophic illness

for our nation's elderly.

My bill wou4d eliminate the 150-day hospital confinement limit and

revise the current copayment provisions. An individual would have to pay

20% of the cost of hospital care regardless of how many days he was in the

hospital. However, once co-insurance payments under Part A and S reached

20% of income in any one year, all co-insurance requirements would cease.

The additional cost to the federal government of these provisions would

be about $800,000 per year.
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D. Uninsurable risks: Any individual who could not get catastrophic insurance

in the private market pla,;e at a reasonable cost because of poor health would

be eligible to participate in the pooling mechanism outlined above. A

maximum premium cost would be defined as a fixed percentage, e.g., 125%

of large group rates in the geographic area. Any additional expenses

would be borne by the insurance plan itself but should not inordinately

raise premium rates since the number of individuals involved is relatively

small.

E. Temporarily unemployed spouses, dependents, and those who lose coverage

due to change of circumstances: My plan would further condition employer

deductions and employee exclusions on "extension of coverage" provisions.

An individual would have to remain covered for at least six months after

termination of employment if he had been on the job and enrolled in

the plan for at :east 30 days. In addition, spouses and children under

the age of 25 would have to be covered by catastrophic benefits and remain

covered for at least 6 months in the event of the death of the employee-

policy holder.

I
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HEALTH PROMOTION DISEASE PREVENTION BENEFITS

I believe that in addition to a cost containment mechanism and

plans for catastrophic coverage, a health plan should contain a health

promotion-disease prevention benefit package. Prevention is the most

effective method for cost containment, and the cost of prevention itself

is usually extremely low relative to the cost of medical care uoe the

disease in question. Preventive measures are also indicated since for

many diseases our therapies remain imperfect and total cures are not

yet possible.

My plan includes six prevention benefits:

1. Maternal Care
2. 'Vell-baby" clinic services
3. Childhood Immunizations
4. Hypertension screening
5. Cervical cancer screening
6. Periodic health examinations

The National Center for Medical Statistics reports that between

1930 and 19.5 medical advances permitted the average life expectancy

LO increase by almost 6 years; during the 1945 to 1960 interval life

expectancy increased by approximately 4 years; and most recently

between 1960 and 1975 the increase was less than 3 years. Conversely,

the cost of health care and hospitalization has increased exponentially

in recent years. The total cost of Illness, which includes estimates

of the short and long term medical cost of disease as well as the wages

lost to illness and the effect on Gross National Product, has increased

dramatically. In 1963 the total cost of Illness was $93.5 billion whereas

in 1972 it was $188.8 billion. In summary, a dollar spent on medical

care is buying less and less in terms of national health.
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Two types of preventive measures offer great promise for containing

health costs and improving both the length and quality of life. Primary

prevention measures whon applied to the healthy, general population prevent

the development of certain diseases. Secondary prevention measures are

screenP6f, procedures that detect the presence of early disease in the

population, thereby permitting ea-ly treatment and preventing serious

morbidity and mortality from the disease. At a time when federal budgetary

austerity is limiting the amount of resources available for national health

missions, we must be diligent in our efforts to insure that these limited

means are used to Improve health in the most effective mnner. It is

interesting to note that in 1976 the federal expenditure for all prevention f

and health promotion programs including environmental programs wre only

2.0A of the total federal expenditure for health care and research.

Prevention and promotion measures, aside from the traditional public

health procedures that deal with sanitation and immnization, are a

relatively nw and underdeveloped approach to health. A number of pre-

ventive interventions, such as alterations in the environment, socioeconomic

status or family structure, are beyond the scope of our current health

care system or are not presently amenable to legislative action. In

other health care areas we have not yet developed sufficiently reliable

or proven prevention techniques for inclusion in a general health plan.

For example, behavioral based health problems such as smoking, alcohol

or drug abuse, and violence, are difficult to prevent by the available

health education methods. Nevertheless, it makes no sense to wait for

all of the answers, we should move ahead with preventive program of

proven value.

I
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The six preventive health benefits In my proposal must be provided

In the insurance plans offered by employers who seek special tax status,

as well as in plans offered under the state-administered pooling arrange-

ments. These benefits offer a combination of primary and secondary preventive

measures.

First, the health Insurance plans will be required to offer maternal

care, that is, medical examinations, treatment and couseling for pregnant

women, delivery services and post-partua care. Infant mortality in the

United States is excessive: over 50,000 infant deaths occur each year.

One of several responsible factors is inadequate pre and post-natal care.

This tragic problem is also addressed by the second benefit in my plan:

the provision of newborn care and well-baby clinic services during the

first year of life. These measures are necessary to prevent and treat

the nutritional and Infectious problems that are a major health problem

for infants and children. In addition, well baby services permit the

detection of congenital deformities ,.d diseases and allow the early

application of corrective procedures to ps-tvent lifelong disability.

Also Included in the benefit package are vision and hearing examinations

for children between the ages of 2 and 6 years. The third benefit

directed to child health is the provision for childhood Immunizations

including DPT, polio, measles, mus and rubella. The value of this

program for the prevention of death, suffering, and deformity has been

proven over several decades. In the early 1950's, 20,000 Americans

were afflicted each year with poliomyelitis and the consequent burden of

illness in dollars and quality of life was enormous. During the 1970's,

following the use of polio vaccines, the total number of polio victims

has been less the 100. Whooping cough, doptheria, tetanus and smallpox
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have been nearly eradicated by immunization. The incidence of measles

has declined from 442,000 cases In 1960 to 24,030 cases in 1975. The

Importance of these statistics is illustrated by the fact that I of every

thousand children with measles will die and in 1964 rubella caused 20,000

permanent congenital detccts in the offspring of infected mothers. However,

we must take note of a disturbing trend; namely, that participation in

inaunization programs is (,eclining. if this trend is not reversed the

unexposed and non-iouunized children will be at a risk for major and

costly epidemics of ttese diseases.

The final three prevention benefits are directed to the adult population.

Hypertension screening will be provided over the lifespan starting with

teenagers. Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death and

contributes the major burden f illness in this country; hypertension, in

turn, is one of the most common and damaging forms of cardiovascular

disease. It is estimated that over 25 million Americans have high blood

pressure and that at best 40-45% of these are receiving adequate treat-

ment. Hypertension was calculated to contribute $16 billion to the cost

of illness in 1975. The estimated annual savings to the national economy

by successfully treating all hypertensives would be approximately $8 billion.

Since the cost of detection and treatment programs are estimated at about

$5 billion, this translates to a net yearly benefit of $3 billion.

The second adult prevention program provides screening for cervical cancer

in women by means of the pap smear test. Cancer detection and control

studies indicate that the best cancer prevention investment, in terms of

initial dollar effects on a cost-effective ratio, is the detection of

cervical cancer. Finally, I propose to provide periodic health examinations

and counseling every 3 to 5 years for the adult population. Counseling
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services include education about health promotion measures (e.g. diets,

methods to stop smoking or drinking and exercise programs) as well as the

explanation of therapeutic program for diseases discovered during

screening (e.g. blood pressure control program or management of diabetes).

Although the cost effectiveness of periodic exams in the well population

is still controversial, the continuing advent of new diagnostic and

screening techniques and continuing therapeutic advances should pro-

gressively enhance the potential benefits of periodic examinations.

A relative lack of previous experience with national efforts at

providing prevention programs makes it very difficult to cost account this

prevention-promotion package. Many people in the well population,

particularly the young, are already receiving some of these services,

but for the most part they are paying for this out of pocket or are

receiving benefits as part of an NMO plan. The provision of these

services as benefits in a health insurance plan would insure utilization

of a wider scope of prevention programs by a larger segment of the population.

Estimates provided by the private health insurance industry indicate a

per-capita cost of between $2 to $10 per year for adults and approximately

$10 per year for children. I estimate that the total yearly cost to the

private sector for this preventive package will be approximately 2 billion

dollars. The provision of counseling services as an adjunct to the medical

and screening services contained in the package would probably cost an

additional $7 per capita.

If these preventive health measures were followed nationwide, they

almost certainly would pay for themselves. First, there is the obvious

savings from the early diagnosis of a problem with minimal financial

outlay, thereby eliminating large therapeutic and disability expenses
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in the future. Second, preventive health programs eliminate some of the

major reasons for lost production in our economy. Lost production from

sick leave exceeds that from labor strikes by an overwhelming factor.

Finally, there is the very human factor behind preventing Illness. When

the incidence of illness falls, fewer Americans must suffer Its debilitating

physiological and psychological effects. I feel these three savings make

an overwhelming case for preventive medicine.

Cost effective studies are underway for prevention programs and

clear effectiveness has been demonstrated for programs such as maternal

care, immunization and hypertension screening. One must bear in mind

that short-term savings in dollars are not likely with preventive

measures. The payoff is long term through the prolongation of life

(avoidance of premature death) and Improvement .in the quality of life.

My proposal recommends using the savings from hospital cost containment

to finance this innovative preventive health program. increasing patients'

cost consciousness in the manner that I have outlined earlier will lower

national hospitalization expenses by approximately 62 annually.
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In sum, Mr. Chairman, I believe that in national health policy we

are faced with three primary inter-related needs -- cost containment,

catastrophic health insurance, and preventive care -- which must be

addressed with a unified, comprehensive program. IV bill will attempt

to do Just that.

The fundmental cause of rampant health cost inflation and lack of

catastrophic and preventive health insurance benefits is a non-coqmetitive

third party reimbursement system weighted too heavily toward first-dollar

hospitalization coverage. Scarce resources and disenchantment with govern-

ment regulation make it unlikely that yet another public program will be

the solution.

In this situation, we can use tax incentives to offer Americans a

trade-off: if they are willing to pay slightly more in co-payments for

low cost medical care, they can save enough money to obtain catastrophic

protection and preventive care. In addition, they can stop the health cost

inflationary spiral without new goveIrvet regulation. We can also use

tax incentives to help restore competition to health care by giving our

citizens a greater variety of health insurance choices and ensuring that

they will save money on prinims if they choose more efficient providers

of care.

I believe this approach to be more realistic, more effective and

clearly less costly, than the government regulation route. I look forward

to working with the mIers of this Comittee to perfect the details of

this proposal and to enact a non-regulatory approach to ensuring that

all Americans have access to quality health care at a reasonable cost.

0


